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FIRST
UUDRD
By Kalhy Keeton

•Recent incidents .;.

.

.suggestthatnol ail science

-v^a^esarer'' '/
"

: -* > '

.

-enjoying Qrnni-s.success.?

Historically, the number seven is the most
:

:
magical of ail. numoers.' The Bible fells us itia't'.

... ..;!
: are seven wnnc^s or *!js '.ye;- id., and when the

oeace will come;
' and love'wil reign. The key number in dice-'--'

''

the oldest game of chance -is seven . the
:

. i- .

and who hasn't heard, of. "seventh heaven"?
'

ft'ifh
:

thia issue, Omrn ceiebrates
;
its seventh

anniversary. Like the number Ifseil the-mag--

azm has had a charmed life.

:
FoEseven magical years O.w; has contrib-

uted substantially to a growing'.- American
aw jiNiy of

its impacton our future.

. Affluence

nornic strength of the United States, gaiva-
;

nrize'd- by. World i ;;. , given us a ihen-

indisputable global :eed m Ov 3 rything, .from soft

.

"drinksp. submarines. We had the ostensible

.power to maintain and even; increase that lead.

Yet-.-'iikethe un . ol the mono
tain, our country became soft.' vulnerable, and
^decisively unmotivated The nuclear age was'

upbn-'us Sciei ,

• c ogy became ah

esoteric /expressmen of the new alchemy/and
.the public tost, touch.;' its frugal 'awareness
flickered aha d :ed.

it.-was then that f'enihoj'-.e Editor/Publisher

Bod G'uccione end i decided to indulge our
most pervasive avocations As a boy; Bob had
two groal loves; art and science: Mine' were,
ballet and'seience'

;

In'many repects. Bob hsc-s to?middle ad-,

vaniage.in fife; His years asapainiOT nad at-

resdydevef

tas

live and innovative styiy wouic, help rebuild a

publishing emoire:. His love for the arts' of

would
not.be forgotten.

Boo believed That one of A:ne'nca.'s.
:

.mOst.'

serious problems was ibegrhwing-public ap-
athy about science, '. agreed!

Togelber.'we reached r*a inescapable.
;'

conclusions.- 1. Tnat virtually ail of the most'.
.

.. ..-..., i. ... .

in science : ;(:' No brie

seerted-to'khow or csre Thatmeant 3 serious

.Breakdown: in-communicat ion's.Science, with

ail.'its.inteiieciuai elegance and discipline, its'

. eternal
' io'theworid. -

- y
Public awareness was' at; a 'traction -obits"

: current' level. -scientific research-was almost.:

exclusiveiy associated with. the Pentagon, and :

.the average man. thought he 'bad a bettor-'

chance of owning a Sherman tank- than a home
.computer. The space program was on end-)
less hgid, Apollo was yesterday s news; and .-

the space station was yet to- be born.

Omni was not Only a good idea but a r;ec-

.essaty :one : An.ddeso.rte the-niany negative--,

trade- reactions, to' ^'publishing, concept that

.would populariz£.scieric.e'by presenting
:

it in

an entertaining and informative way, we de-
cided to fate the .risk and bring tnat precious

1 hildhood d!i.',i:u { .ii-'

•
' Omni was bem; and with it, a. new public

fascination for science. Today, .seven years
later. Omni remains- the world's biggest and

most successful consumer-science; maga-'

:

'.:

single-copy sales of Discover Science '85, ;

and Science Digest, combined. .

Asa result. Omni,, more than any. other pe-.
'.

. nodiieabpubll.shed-.t.oday. represents tbe-.
:

American dream of tomorrow. . ofanewmil-.r.

Jennium steeped in scientific, CilsiieeEuaLand..',;:

cultural progress. Omr.iAs a mirror oh A.rheri-..

-

:

ca's' -future ;

curiosity, energy, arid optimism obits people.; '

'..-Recognition came slowly but surely, anpb -.

since that il?s:. tentative issue in October 1978: ;

'Omni has won scores of gold medaifiancT
.

:

awards for journalism, fiction; and graphics,

We have.pubhsood 40 b00K.3-u.nder the Omni}.
banner: producer; 22 science programs for

:

commercial television (shown in more than. 6G :

. countries, including mainland. Ghmajy.pub-'"-

d a nt jv

:)ctors.on<y;.andy

introduced a new lino cl Om:i: software^ :

'

'' -These, accomplishments are particularly.-;

gratifying because they come at a time.whem'.'
' the fieidi of general- nic-rosi science;; p;ub1fStifV': :

;jpg seems to ban; turmoil. Several recent ir>-y'

.cidents sugi

zines are enjoying Qmni's success, -Sb/ence'V

.Digest, tor' example, nas undergone a.Te- ;';

nig-kabie change, noi so much in its editorial .

.

content but in. its marketing portion. NO ionger ;

.

a science -magazine, ;• now cails itseii a "men's-.:

'

.magazine . .. . a whole new kind-of men's- m&g-:
:

'i.'

:azine-;"'in ibe words or its ediio f
. Mo doubt the' .

pubiishershad soms compelling !easoh for'
;

this change, but what rnos-.-iy:- dg:4:- ; se:xi

to- the third-grader wiih her fi'si-iielescope,-

chemistry set, or computer 7

' Ata major advertising convention, eariieryi

thls.year. another interesting even! took place. :•'

Time Inc. Edirorin Chief Henry Grunwaid, in'-';

ah unprecedented appeal for acvertiser sup-'; 'y

:port; held up a chart that he said grSphecltne';;';

.r'ntellectijaiposture 01 leading science rnaga-
:

zines, He-por frayed the.enormously success- .".

euI Saeniific American as "academic anci ;'

;

iecliRicar/i'Hecareluiiy O.smissed an 'meri>-
mor
and went on to. place Time inb.-'s own, D:s-.-y

;cove,''af.the center of this sp&ctrum., cailirig it.
-.'

asoiid.reiiable nragazine ior the iay reader;
'

'That'positiQn.-'hesaib, "has rr\ac\e Discover a-:-'-

ieaberinitsfieid;' :

;

y.,'";-'

This Some
-a!q wehtontb'-/

a'nhocince ihat-cespite Discovers presum--.y.

ably - winning formula. Time Inc.-'s manage-
;

merit had decided :o revamp the. magazine,
completely And who would head upthe new-

team? The r Hlus- :

Iraieci, gTcoufse—who ese'' The new plan. ,-

as Grunwald described it. sounds rather fa- ::..-:

miliar. In 'act. if sounds like any one 0! Gmni% .

highly successful theme issues, the kind woVei -.

been publishing s.nou -973, Wnen Onrj/cfe- /; '.

afed the whole categgry'of popular-science- ',

... 11. -.

Nevertheless, we.. understand'. Grunwaiq'.'S
''

grave cancer

itmore succinctly when, in his own words and
.

'

presumably' on behalf of the rest oMbe.woridV
:

he simply said, "We .don't know a molecule -.

from^aboie in theuniverse ["DQ '-'. '..'..'•."
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OMNI AMERICA

m early 30 years ago, psychologist

George Miller wroie a classic

paper on the "magical number
seven." In it he described a natural

psychological wonder: the human brain's

ability io hold approximately seven items at

once in short-term memory. We can retain

the seven digits in a local telephone number
after hearing them for the first time, for

example. But this month the number seven

is magical tor other reasons. This is Omni's

seventh-anniversary issue. So it seemed
appropriate, considering the signilicance

of seven to human memory, to devote

much of this issue to the human mind.

As educator John Holt points out, 'A bright

child will take risks, sail uncharted seas,

explore when the landscape is dim, the

landmarks few, the light poor." And Holt

believes that education should heighten that

sense of initiative.

The belief in schools and education as a

key to advancement is one of the few

things in our culture that has remained

constant, according to Dr. Benjamin J.

Spock (see Mind, page 28). In the years to

come, however, education will have to

evolve to meet the challenges and needs
of a new age.

For instance, forecasters such as Marvin

Cetron say that interactive cable television

and computer communication will change
the nature of tomorrow's classrooms. And
the business sector will become more
involved in education, funding schools or

even purchasing their services. In "Visions of

10 OMNI

Classes to Come" (page 50), by regular

contributor Richard Wolkomir, we compile a

diverse list of 77 schools, ranging from

the home-based to the high-tech variety.

"Unlike the monolithic system we have now,

where a school in Maine is very similar to

one in California, there will be more diversity,"

says Wolkomir, who is currently preparing

a book on future schools. Protiles of six.

exemplary institutions convey the lofty goals

of an educational system at its best.

No matter how good the school or how
many years we spend in it, we never seem
to learn everything we need to know. In

"Hard Science" (page 114), writer Judith

Hooper brings together the experiences of

some of the world's most innovative,

prestigious researchers, who discovered

what teachers don't tell their students.

Learning, of course, is a lifelong process.

In "Making of a Mind" (page 62), contribut-

ing editor Kathleen McAuliffe examines

the ongoing effort to understand how
the brain develops and how we learn. As
some reseachers study developmental

processes in infants, and others seek to

uncover the methods of recording experi-

ences, they are giving credence to educa-
tors' age-old belief: that early experience

provides the foundation on which all subse-

quent knowledge and skills build. 'As

more attention is paid to developing infants,"

McAuliffe says, "we are learning the impor-

tance of providing an environment that

motivates their curiosity."

One of the world's leading authorities on

learning, Seymour Papert, believes that we
can create that environment, in part, with

computers. And in this month's Interview

(page 98), writer Ron Schultz probes him

about the development of Logo, the

computer programming language most
widely used by children. "Papert moves
through the world like a whirling hurricane."

Schultz says. "He is a man of enormous
energy—intuitive, impish, and childlike in his

enthusiasm about his work."

An added bonus this month is our OMNI
AMERICA map (page 81), a comprehen-
sive guide with text by Scot Morris

commemorating the past, present, and
future of science. 'A compendium of the

leaps and bounds in science, as well as the

bizarre and imaginative," says research

editor Murray Cox, "it's perfect for travelers,

especially for people who like exploring

the realm of human inventiveness."

The map complements this month's two

fiction stories, both about traveling in time.

In Harlan Ellison's "Quicktime" (page 58), a

ruling official ousted by revolution tries to

save himself from rioting crowds. Ellison is

creative consultant for the new "Twilight

Zone" television series. In "Under Siege"

(page 76). by George R. R. Martin, a human
mutant tries to alter history. Martin's last

story to appear in Omni was "Sandkings"

(August 1979). for which he won the Nebula

and Hugo awards.

Senior editor Patrice Adcroft had major

editorial responsibility for material related to

this month's theme.CXJ
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A Desire for Omniscience

I am glad lo see lhat Omni is celebrating its

seventh year of publication. I always find

the magazine edifying and written in good
taste. 1 feel thai science is very exciling,

and I'm happy that others are working hard

to keep me informed. Thanks for helping

me to understand this fascinating world.

Stephine R Kaplowitz

Kirlland, OH

Pioneer DNA F

Omni is a superb magazine, but we felt

compelled to wnte concern no :he interview

with Erwin Chargaff [June 1985], The
introduction to the interview stated: ". . .

the

only direct, conlirmed evidence backing

the discovery of DNAs double helix was
Chargaff's contribution." We disagree.

Rosalind Franklin —ade cntical contribu-

tions to the discovery ot the structure of

DNA. She pioneered X-ray diffraction

techniques, applied :he™ tc :he study of

DNA, and specno^y cianfied the arrange-

ment of the phosphate groups in the DNA
helix. Maunce Wikins showed the X-ray

diffraction photographs he and Franklin had

made to Francis Cr:c< {apparently without

Franklin's consent), and these photographs
helped lo eonlirm James Watson and
Crick's ideas about the structure of DNA.

Franklin died of cancer in 1958 without her

contributions to physical chemistry being

widely recognizee Whi e VViikins shared in

the Nobel prize "or medicine in 1962

along with Watson and Crick—Rosalind

Franklin's work was ignored. It is unfortunate

lhat Ihe cpnlribuiions of this meticulous -

and brilliant scientist are still unrecognized.

Shirley Abbott and Cheryl Bode
Garden Grove, CA

Editors' note; Watson and Crick were
spurred on to turther experiments on DNA's
structure alter being presented with

Chargatt's information about the one-to-

one ratios ot base pairs. At that same time.

Rosalind Franklin was indeed taking

superb X-ray crysiaiiogi^phs of crystalline

DNA. Franklin, however, rejected the idea

of DNA having a neiicai structure. Of course,

those pholos were eventually used to

provide Watson and Crick with vital evidence

in the construction ol tneir DNA. model
Many science historians behove the two
might not have discovered DNA's structure

without Franklin's work. Franklin remains

a tragically unacknowledged pioneer

in molecular biology.

Quiz Quibbles

I took "The 2001 Prophecy Quiz" [July

1985], which asked readers to match wits

with Arthur C. Clarke. My score was 38,

while a friend—who is far more visionary

than I— got a 16. The only difference is that

I'm more familiar with Clarke than she is,

not -that her view of the future is less accurate

than mine or Clarke's.

The truest test of Omni readers and
Clarke would be lo assemble the responses,

wait until 2050, and then score us all on
reality. I submit that your readers' collective

estimate of the future will be, on average,

more accurate than Clarke's.

Charles J. Trior

Jackson, Ml

As much as I respect Arthur C. Clarke, I

think he blew it on the question that asks

"How many people will be popping

champagne corks in space?" on New
Year's Eve. 1999 I he- answer given is 51 to

100. 1 believe there will be none,

First of all, it is very dangerous to have
unguided missiles in a '.veichiess environ-

ment, In addition, because champagne
contains carbon dioxide under pressure, a

bottle of it would be likely lo explode in

the decreasec 3:r pressL.ro el a space
station. Even if it didn't, once the bottle was
opened, the pressure inside would cause
the champagne to cover everything in

Ihe cabin.

Perhaps a squeeze bottle of nonalcoholic

while wine would be a better choice.

David G. McLaughlin

Seekonk, MA

Book Titie

Editors' note: Our September interview with

Robert Jastrow gave an incorrect title for

his latest book. The correct title is How
to Make Nuclear Weapons Obsolete. The
book was published in June 1985 by Little,

Brown & Company.OO



DIALOGUE

FDRunn
American science and technology in She

twenty-first century wilt be greatly affected

by the quality of education being offered

today. Excellence in education has become
a national concern, and 27 states now
require that teacher candidates pass a

competency test in order to be certified.

Arkansas began testing practicing teachers

this year, Texas and Georgia have similar

plans under way
The trend toward competency testing

has sparked debate. Black and other

minority teachers—who have generally

scored lower on such exams—complain

that the policy is racially unfair. The following

Forum is a response by education experts

to Omni's request for opinions on the issue

of teacher testing

The Nalional Education Association wants

only competent teachers hired and

retained. Measuring teacher performance,

however, is not easy.

Competency tests, like the one in Arkan-

sas, are short-term solutions that only

result in lowering teacher morale, feeding

the public's misperceoi ons about the

quality of public education, and using

teachers as po :

it :.cal scapegoats.

To identify those teachers who need
improvement, local school districts must

develop and implerne-ni regular, rigorous,

and fair observation of classroom perfor-

mance. -Comprehensive sta'f programs are

also necessary to enable all teachers to

keep abreast of developments in their

areas of specialization.

Tests are only one of several criteria to

make sure the best people are entering fhe

profession. Once a person is cerlilied by

the state to teach, the public should have the

confidence that the prospective. teacher

will be competent.

Mary Hatwood Futrell

Presidenl, National Education Association

Washinglon, DC

It is a depressing picture. A recent Rand

study summarized it well: "New recruits to

teaching ace less academically qualified

than those who are leaving; moreover,

"

the number of new entrants is insufficient to

meet the coming demand."

16 OMNI

What do other fields do when they face a

shortage? They raise salaries and provide

other recruitment incentives, if there is

a shortage of doctors, you don't find stales

allowing anyone with a few biology courses

to practice medicine. But similar quality-

busting measures are now being considered

for the teaching profession. The public,

however, does have an alternative. They can

insist that standards be raised.

In my judgment, that means a three-part

national licensing exam established not

by the federal government but by an

independent board of professionals. It

would include: a ritjorous wriiten test of

subject-matter knowledge: a written—and
'perhaps oral— test of a candidate's

mastery of the rapidly grow ng knowledge

base in effective teaching, learning, and

child-development theory; and a supervised

one- to three-year internship. This final

requirement would ensure that candidates

possess not only academic abilities but

also the capacity to work well with children.

Albert Shanker

President, American Federation of Teachers

Washinglon, DC

In March of this year. 28.000 Arkansas

educators took the Arkansas Educational

Skills Assessment Test, and 90 percent

of them passed Becai isc a written test alone

will no! guarantee competent educators,

our teachers will also be subject to rigorous

new standards of classroom evaluation

for the rest of their careers.

Those who failed will be given remedial

support and several opportunities to pass

the test. Anyone who doesn't do so by

June 1987 will not be recertified.

It appears that the failure rate among
black teachers may be greater than Ihe

failure rate among wh ie teachers. I do not

- believe this indicates fhat the test is racially

biased. One Ihird oi the Arkansas educa-

tors who developed the lesi are black,

and I
feel that any racial disparity will be

eliminated or drastically reduced during Ihe

Iwo-year ski is-develooment program.

Opponents of the testing process have

said that it is nothing more than a political

quick fix, but in fact, the test is a measure

of essential skills. Also Ihe testing program

is nol a one-shot activity; it is part of a con-

tinuing process that includes skills devel-

opment and classroom evaluation.

Hon. Bill Clinton

Governor of Arkansas

Little Rock, AR

Because blacks as a group score poorly

on most standarczed tests compared with

whites, teacher cerlificalion exams will

inevitably reduce the number of black and

other minority teachers, causing an educa-

tional disaster in their communities. Teach-

ing is probably the largest middle-class

contingency among blacks.

The public knows it hasn't given adequate

financial support to education in recent

years, and teacher cerlificalion tests are the

supposed cure for Ihis neglect. But the

scores on these tests are just numbers, and
numbers can be misleading.

Federal and state funds to support

educalion shot c be increased quickly and

substantially. Certification tests should be

introduced by states slowly and incremen-

tally, if at all, giving teachers ample oppor-

tunity to prepare for them.

.Our nation is truly at risk when it does
more to prepare for war than it does to

educate its young citizens.

Kenneth S. Tollett

Professor of Higher Education

Howard University

Washington, DC

Well-wrilten and careiu !y vatoated tests

are a good way to measure what prospec-

tive teachers have learned in their

academic programs. A Gallup poll last

year reported that 89 percent of Ihe public

and almost two thirds of teachers favored

such examinations lor beginning teachers.

Yet we shou'd bo eauiious. No standard-

ized test can measure dedication, motiva-

tion, perseverance, caring, sensilivity,

or integrity. Legislators should keep the

<o-c and uses c
!

teacher ;esis in proper

. perspective and recognize the limits of tests

when it comes to measuring all the quali-

ties that make for excellence in teaching.

Gregory R. Anrig

President, Educational Testing Service

Princeton, NJDQ



We are alf when very young,

possessors of a splendid gift;

a mind that knows no limits.

It enables us, in the face of a

new experience, to see beyond

what is, to what might be. We

make discoveries, gain insights

and, with time, learn something

more of the world around us.

And, if we're truly fortunate,

WITHA LITTLE we'll never completely let go

ENCOURAGEMENT of the early innocence of mind

A YOUNGMIND CAN that keeps us forever curious,

SEEA LONG WAY. and forever open to new ideas.

That's why, since -197b, we've

been funding and distributing

a series of films about science,

economics, and mathematics.

Already millions of students

have seen 'American Enterprise"

and "The Search for Solutions.

Soon, many alias Mill see'The

Challengeofthe XJnknown'.Eor

more about these films, write to:

Phillips Petroleum Company

Educational Films, 16-B4, PB

Bartlesville, Oklahoma 74004.

Because it's our desire to help

young people realize that the

only real limits to learning are

the ones \<.:e make for ourselves.

Phillips Petroleum Company



WINDFALLS

EARTH
ByT. A. Heppenheimer

The Altamont Pass, 40 miles east of

San Francisco, used to be lovely

in the spring. On an April morning

you would see the (at, round hills swelling

upward, pushing swards ot unbroken

green against cloudless blue skies. Not

even a fence or telephone pole would be in

view. But today the land echoes to the

whap-whap-whap of wind farms extending

for miles across the pass. In the early-

day sun the blades flash white, easily visible

from ten miles away.

Closer up, the disadvantages are even

greater. In 1978 Ronald Kirchgatter bought.

what he called his "dream house" amid

the rolling grassland of the Altamont Pass.

"My wife and I always wanted to live in

the country like this," he declares. Today,

however, he finds himself 600 feet from the

edge of a wind farm. "They're just swamp-

ing us with windmills," he complains. "When

it's generating, it sounds like a train running

through the middle of the house. Keeps

us-awake half the night. Then if something

goes wrong with the windmill, this big

horn goes off." The Kirchgalters have tried

repeatedly to sell their house but so far

they haven't met with success,

The Kirchgatters' Altamont home is

located in one of the windiest areas in the

country. The same is true of the Tehachapi

Pass, northeast of Los Angeles, and the

San Gorgonio Pass, which is east of that city,

near Palm Springs. Here the wind farmers

have come, transforming landscapes

into the stuif of Don Quixote's nightmares.

Today there are several thousand power-

generating windmills operating, with

thousands more to be added at some time

in the future.

These wind generators are marvels of

technology. Mounted on spindly steel

towers, they feature designs tested in NASAs
aeronautical labs. Their long, slim propeller

blades, two or three per windmill, are.made
of fiberglass. Each machine is fitted with

a microprocessor that senses the wind

velocity, adjusting blade angle and speed
for efficiency. Other computers continually

monitor the whole farm. And the manufac-

turer at Altamont, U.S Wind power, Inc..

even employs two full-time meteorologists

to analyze the resulting data. The analysis,

the manufacturers contend, will help them

improve the productivity of the wind farm

further still.

Not only are the windmills technologically

advanced, they are also supported by

the nation's environmentalists, who whole-

heartedly approve of them as a pollution-

free alternative-energy source.

"Wind is a renewable resource," says

M. Rupert Cutler, executive director of the

Environmental Fund, a nonprofit organization

based in Washington, DC. "It does not

exhaust fossil fuels. Nor does it result in

environmental pollution associated with

mining, waste disposal, or combustion-
drawbacks characteristic of coal, fossil

fuels, and nuclear power."

Jan Beyea, senior staff scientist at the

National Audubon Society, also in

Washington, DC, agrees. "Windmills are

attractive to us," he says, "because they do

not spoil the wilderness and they do not

pollute the air."

But in fact, windmills represent environ-

mentalism run wild. These wind farms

produce only a meager flow of electricity.

Last year they accounted for only about

tV;;;r; !wb:nes hne :.!ie Altamont Pass.

one thousandth of all the kilowatts used in

the state of California.

At the same time, the power they do

produce is heavily subsidized. Pacific Gas
and Electric, the utility company, is

required by law to purchase the power at

an artificially inflated price.

The wind generators themselves offer

other benefits—they count as a form of

solar energy and thus qualify owners for

lush tax write-offs. The moment an investor

writes his check, he is assured that 90

percent of his investment will come back

from Washington—which means you and

me, the taxpayer. Once the windmill is built,

there are other tax savings. FloWind

Partners I, a wind-farm limited partnership,

projects that its investors will save enough

on their taxes to earn the equivalent of

25 percent interest per year.

"These aren't wind farms, they're tax

farms," says Democratic congressman Pete

Stark, of California. "But if you criticize

the tax credits, people start to think that

you're unpatriotic,"

Still, no one doubts the real reason for

the windmill's popularity. California

newspapers have run ads touting such

limited partnerships as FloWind Partners I,

A typical ad shows two satisfied investors

standing close to a windmill's tower as one

says, "It's called a wind turbine, but I .call

it a money generator."

In time, however, the tax advantages will

likely expire or be repealed, and wind

power will have to stand on its own, without

being subsidized. Its promoters will then

have to face an interesting fact: The true cost

of wind energy, when you factor in the

windmills' frequent breakdowns and other

unforeseen problems, is at least three

times higher than that of nuclear power.

With that, the marketplace will turn its

attention to more advantageous forms of

energy. The windmills will come down,

leaving only their concrete bases as

reminders of governmental energy follies of

' prior years. The environmentalists will

finally learn that while they may attack coal

and nuclear energy as power sources,

their own pet alternatives can be even more

objectionable. And maybe the Kirchgatters

will be able to get some sleep.OO



THE HUNDREDTH MONKEY

By Maureen O'Hara

I

first met Imo and her cohorts in the pages

of the BrainiMind Bulletin. Then she

popped up in a seminar that 1 was
conducting on group mind. In the next few

months I encountered her repeatedly

—

at a conference on nuclear madness,

at numerous New Age gatherings, and in a

book and film called The Hundredth

Monkey. Irno. it seems, had become a

"scientific" folk heroine to the harbingers of

the New Age. But I had a problem with

[mo: I didn't believe her story.

Imo first came to the attention of the

general public in a book by science writer

Lyall Watson. He chronicles the story of

how, on a small Japanese island, this female

macaque learned to wash sweet potatoes

before eating them, something no other

monkey on the island had ever done. Imo

then passed the skill on to her family and

playmates. The process of transmission was

slow, one-to-one learning until. Watson

suggests, a certain number—perhaps

100—was reached, at which time a new-

order phenomenon is supposed to have

occurred. After "critical mass," as Watson

calls this magic number, knowledge

began passing instantaneously from monkey

mind to monkey' mind, even to a neighbor-

ing island, where other monkeys suddenly

began washing their sweet potatoes. The

behavior, in other words, had somehow
become universal.

From first hearing, I knew there was
something wrong with this story. To be sura,

I went back to the original scientific papers

cited by Watson. They revealed an interest-

ing, though less miraculous, story. The

real reason for the change from slow, hit-or-

miss transmission to near-universal learn-

ing of the behavior was not because some
magic number had been reached. II was
because all the females had reached

monkey menarche, and they had begun to

have babies. All the babies of washing

moms learned the trick directly. As for

monkeys on another island learning to wash

potatoes, one paper reports that a male

monkey who had learned to wash swam
from Imo's istand to a neighboring shore and

stayed there. The monkeys on that island

could have imitated him.

But it is not the biology of Japanese
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monkeys thai nas gene^aied so much
enthusiasm among New Age pundits. It is

the idea of a mechanism that would permit

instantaneous transmission of the ideas

of an enlightened tew to the broad masses.

Watson uses the monkey story to suggest

that once something becomes true for a

critical mass, "it may become true for

everyone." Besides being unsubstantiated

by scientific findings, this idea has another

fault: It is profoundly antidemocratic.

Spokespeople for the New Age
movements—and some antinuclear propo-

nents—believe the idea empowers minori-

ties to assert themselves. They are wrong. In

fact, the monkey myth is a betrayal of the

very idea thai humans can change and

control their own lives. Individuals who think

for themselves, make their own choices-
people who uphold their convictions even

against the majority—are unimportant

in this view of social change. It is no longer

the moral force or empirical status of one's

arguments that is important, merely the

number of people who share them. And
once the magic number is reached,

creativity, art. science, curiosity, social

t''!i;(jt:i$nmentormonke\

criticism, doubt, and all other activities that

challenge and enlarge the common
consensus become unnecessary.

It shouldn't take a social theorist to

recognize that such a myth leaves us at the

mercy of the "great communicators." The

question is. How could so many well-

meaning, liberal-minded human-potential

seekers have been seduced by the idea7

The answer, I think, is that they believed the

story was scientifically established.

In the Fifties philosopher-chemist Michael

Polanyi warned of the great potential for

evil that exists when we present essentially

religious or moral beliefs as scientific

knowledge. Polanyi makes no claims for

the superiority of scientific truth over moral

truth. Rather, he insists (with the urgency

of a refugee from Nazi totalitarianism)

that we recognize and keep the distinction

clear between them. We can more easily

dissent from moral or ideological positions

than from ideas presented as scientific

fact. Those who dissent from the findings of

science must do so with new data. Other-

wise they are likely to be seen as bad,

mad, or stupid.

At the two conventions (both of humanistic

psychologists) where the story of Imo

was told, I tried to raise my objections to it.

When I suggested that the story lay in

the realm of myth rather than scientific

thought, the response was the same. "Myths

are as true as science, saic one of the

psychologists who had spoken about the

story. I agreed. But myths and science

are "true" in different ways. Casually inter-

changing them robs each one of its unique

power to deepen our understanding of

the world. Wrapping a myth in the mantle ot

science has often resulted in support for

prevailing cultural prejudices, as women and

ethnic minorities well know. And as any

Nazi-holocaust survivor can confirm, it Is

especially dangerous when bad myth

is embraced by bad science.

The story of Imo is a dangerous myth

because it arises from a misinterpretation

of science, not from the collective imagina-

tion of people. Imo was an ingenious

monkey, and those around her were smart

to follow her lead. But that is where the

story ends, or should.DO



SHUTTLE SHUTOU

By Owen Davies

^^ scene calculated to chill the blood

#«iA ol NASAs shuttle engineers:

# % Before Ihe year 2000, a foreign

"aerospace plane" called HOTOL— for

horizontal takeoff and landing—will reach

space in a single bound and return intact. It

will lift cargo to low Earth orbit at only one

fifth of the shuttle's price and cut the cost of

putting satellites into geosynchronous

orbit by one hall. And in doing so, it will

capture 75 percent of the United States'

shuttle-cargo business.

Or so British Aerospace would like to

believe. "You know, the space shuttle is a
.

compromise," says Peter Conchie, director

of business development at British

Aerospace and head of the design team

that devised HOTOL. "It's a Hying laboratory,
.

a jack-of-all-lrades. It stays up there a

week and carries up to seven people."

The proposed British shuttle, however, is

designee: exc usivcly for carrying a

payload of 7 lo 11 tons (versus 32.5 tons for

the shuttle) into low Earth orbit. "Inevitably,"

Conchie adds, "it will be more efficient

in launching communications satellites."

American rocke: scicn:isis concede that

HOTOL could cut launch costs dramati-

cally- "This is one of the areas in which

improvements in performance of only one

or two percent make all the difference

in the world," explains NASA consultant

J. Peter Vajk. But HOTOL requires techno-

logical advances that will not come easily.

HOTOL resemoie:- Inc NASA shuttle

in appearance only. A slim, 42-ton ship some
250 feet long, it sports delta wings at the

rear and three smal control (ins in front.

Most of its cylindrical fuselage consists of

hydrogen and oxygen tanks. It can take

off from a 7,500-foot runway.

HOTOL will oe less expensive to build

.and operale than the shuttle for several

reasons. It reoures no expensive boosters

or fragile heat i 'es. Because the craft

glides back to Earth slowly, a metal skin

provides adequate protection.

The scheme seems simple, but there's

one glitch: HOTOL is designee a-rjunc

an engine that .usi may be nipossible to

build. Details on the engine are sketchy and

delmc rately so since the craft could

someday perform military missions as well

as satellite launches. In general, this much

HOTOL It looks-good on paper, but ewnee.-s sre; -.vonae "r,g. Can a .'."."
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is known: HOTOL wi'l use a mixed-mode

engine, one that will breathe ait for the

first few minutes after launch.

"It has a lot of people scratching their

neads " say; aerospace analyst Robert

Salkveld, who came up with the idea of

mixed-mode engines. According to

Salkveld, the problem is that air-breathing

engines are very complex and heavy,

and any performance improvement they

give is negated by the added weight

and development cost.

Brilish Aerosoacc^ concedes thai no one

knows whether the engine wiil work. But

il shouldn't take long to find oul. "Preliminary

work should gc". under way :his autumn,"

says Conchie. "That will involve rig-testing of

some key areas of this propulsion concept.

We think that's a two-year program." It's

conceivable that HOTOL could be ready lo

fly eight years later.

Once it's ready, then what? Supporters

of the NASA shuttle once counted on

communications sate! les to provide a

markel for launch services, and the demand
hasn't materialized. What makes Ihe British

think they will find customers for HOTOL?
"There is a surplus of transponders in the

United Slates, so the market has flattened

out," Conchie admits. "But by the late

Nineties, the need will be there. The shuttles

will be getting quite worn by then, and

something will have to replace them."

According to Vajk. a far larger market

may open up. "I don't think anyone has yet

recognized what a demand Ihe Strategic

Defense Initiative [SDI, or star wars] will

place on launch services," he says. "It will

require at least thirty times the projected

shuttle capacity. Much of the cargo for the

system could be carried by HOTOL."

Although HOTOL is an unmanned cargo

craft, in the long run it could easily be

adapted (or passengers. British Aerospace

engineers have already sketched a self-

contained passenger pod to be dropped
*

into Ihe cargo bay. It is not intended so

much for trips to space, says Conchie, as

for long-distance travel on Earth. It would

complete part of an orbit, then reenter the

atmosphere and glide to its destination.

Projected time- for a. trip from London to

Sydney, Australia: a mere 67 minutes.CO



KIDS AND SUPERKD!

nniruD
' By Benjamin J. Spock, M.D.

| ack in New York in the Forties, a

I
mother brought her eight-year-old

I daughter in to me because the

girl seemed too iense. She attended a

school with high academic standards, went

ior piano lessons on Monday, ice-skating

lessons on Tuesday and Friday, rode

horseback on Wednesday, took ballet class

on Thursday, and opera appreciation on

Saturday morning. When I gently suggested

to the girl's mother that this crowded

schedule was at least pari of the problem,

she protested, "But all these activities

are important." So the urge to give children

every educational advantage from an

early age is not new, but its manifestations

change with the times and with new

discoveries in child development.

Today we have swimming lessons and

body exercises for newborns, reading

instruction for children as young as two

years old, music and ballet by three, nursery

school or Montessori school at two, and

organized athletics for youngsters of all

ages. These are some of the programs

being offered today for the presumed

benefit of babies and young children. The

programs excite some parents, make

others worry that they are neglecting their

children, and stir indignation in others.

The children who participate in them are

sometimes called superkids.

It is clear that young children are capable

of absorbing great amounts of learning

and training. And there are always

researchers and parents eager to participate

in teaching experiments. I remember

seeing a movie of a two-and-a-half-year-

old child being taught to read. The scene

made me uncomfortable. It seemed to

me thai the instructor was having to apply

too much pressure to keep the child's

attention on the task. And the child had a

trapped look. Is there any limit to what

is wise and desirable? Before we try to

decide what teaching programs might be

used wisely and at what ages, we should.

back off for a moment and ask what

motivates children and parents to learn

and teach. -

Children first learn by the unfolding of

instinct at certain stages of development,

triggered by a strong desire to do what
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they see parents and siblings do. Between

9 and 18 months, an infant learns to walk

by seeing others do it. (Blind children have

to be helped to learn to walk.) From the

age of two, children rapidly pick up vocab-

ulary and the rudiments of grammar,

without instruction, by imitating and identi-

fying with family members.

Before they begin formal schooling,

children can be strongly motivated to learn

to read if they have parents who read to

them. As they become intellectually capable

of discriminating letter shapes, they may

ask the names and sounds of letters. They

will want to go to school, unless alienated

. by bad experiences, because that is where

they see older children go; they want to

master the three R$ like the other children.

Children generally pursue learning more

persistently when the original idea for the

learning was theirs and not their parents' or

te'achers'. This does not mean that parents'

wishes and wisdom should be ignored.

There would be no schools, for example, if

parents did not demand them.

All parents have a healthy desire to see

their children mature and acquire skills

according to the traditions of their society—

whether it is to become an able fisherman

on a South Sea island or a successful

professional in the United States. Those

traditions are not always the same. In simple,

nonindustrial societies they are relatively

uncomplicated and remain stable generation

after generation, in a culture like ours

everything is in a state of flux: styles in

clothes, housing, and manners; new
technologies; new, expanding occupations;

and occupations on a decline. (When I

was in college, for example, there was little

competition to get into medical school. I

got in with a C average.)

One of the few things that has remained

constant is our belief in education as a

key to advancement. So it is no wonder that

young parents, brought up with the Ameri-

can dedication to getting ahead, feel the

lure of new educational methods that seem

to promise an earlier head start.

How will parents decide what learning

opportunities to give to their children without

overburdening them? Each parent has a

set of values different from those of other

parents; this will, and should, be an impor-

tant factor. For me an equally important,

though not binding, consideration is whether

the original interest in learning comes

from the child's interest or from the parents'

cajoling. Another question is whether the

parents' primary motive is to foster the

child's long-term development or mainly

experience the excitement of having a
'

child who can do something remarkable

and advanced.

While I don't believe all children should

go to preschool—many can get a lot of the

preschool advantages in their own homes

and neighborhoods— I do think those

who do go will profit to some degree.

European innovator Maria Montessori

was the first to develop an intelligent and

rewarding preschool program based on

children's development and natural instincts.

Using careful observations of children in

the 1890s, she devised a schedule of tasks

(putting buttons through buttonholes,

tying shoelaces, matching sizes and colors)

that would intrigue small children at differ-

ent stages of development and challenge

them to master new skills.



How to punctuate
By Russell Baker

the role of body language. It helps

readers hear you the way you want

to he heard.

"Gee, Dad, have I got to learn

all diem rules?"

Don't let the rules scare you. For

they aren't hard and fast. Think of

them as guidelines.

Am I saying, "Go ahead and

punctuate as you p
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When you write, you make a

sound in the reader's head- It can

be a dull mumble— that's why so

much government prose makes you

sleepy— or it can be a joyful noise,

a sly whisper, a throb of passion.

Listen to a voice trembling in

a haunted room:

"And the silken, sad, uncertain

nistling of each purple curtain

thrilled me— filled me with fan-

tastic terrors never felt before ..."

That's Edgar Allan Poe, a

master. Few of us can make paper

speak as vividly as Poe could, but

even beginners will write better

once they start listening to the

sound their writing makes.

One of the most important

tools for making paper speak in

your own voice is punctuation.

When speaking aloud, you

punctuate constantly—with

body language. Your listener Vji

hears commas, dashes, ques- ^
tion marks, exclamation points,

quotation marks as you shout,

whisper, pause, wave your arms,

roll your eyes, wrinkle your brow.

In writing, punctuation plays

"My look oftlie nude should be ynin tank, too.

Good use o/[)ii!u-!i<Jt*>ti uiii he!j> you builtia

mare solid, moiv readable sentence.'

"? Abso-

lutely not. Use your own common
sense, remembering that you can't

expect readers to work to decipher

what you're trying to say.

There are two basic systems

of punctuation:

1. The loose or open system,

which tries to capture the way

body language punctuates talk.

. 2. The tight, closed structural

system, which hews closely to the

. sentence's grammatical structure.

Most writers use a little of

both. In any case, we use much less

punctuation than they used 200 or

even 50 years ago. (Glance into

Edward Gibbon's "Decline and Fall

of the Roman Empire," first pub-

lished in 1776, for a

example or the

tight structural

system at its

most elegant.

)

No matter

which

system you prefer, be warned:

punctuation marks cannot save

a sentence that is badly put

together. If you have to struggle

over commas, semicolons and

dashes, you've probably built a sen-

tence that's never going to fly, no

matter how you tinker with it.

Throw it away and build a new one

to a simpler design. The better

your sentence, the easier it is to

punctuate.

Choosing the right tool

There are 30 main punctuation

marks, but you'll need fewer than a

dozen for most writing.

I can't show you in this small

space how they all work, so I'll

stick to the ten most important—

and even then can only hit high-

lights. For more details, check your

dictionary or a good grammar.

Comma [ , ]

This is the most widely used

mark of all. It's also the toughest

and most controversial. I've seen

aging editors almost come to blows

over the comma. If you can handle

it without sweating, the others will

be easy. Here's my policy:

1. Use a comma after a long

introductory phrase or clause: After

stealing the crown jewels from the

Toiver of London, I went home for tea.

2. If the introduc-

tory material is

short, forget the

comma: After the

theft 1 went home

for tea.

3. But use it if

the sentence would

be confusing with-

out it, like this:

The day before I'd

robbed the Bank of

England.

4. Use a com-

ma to separate

elements in a

series: I robbed the

to prepare for an expression need-
ing strong emphasis: I'll marry you
— if you'll rob Topkapi with me.

Parentheses help you pause
quietly to drop in some chatty

information not vital to your story:

Despite Bettys daring spirit (I love

robbing your piggy bank, " she often

said), she was a terrible dancer.

Denver Mint, the Bank of England,

the Tower ofLondon andmy piggy bank.

Notice there is no comma
before and in the series. This is com-
mon style nowadays, but some pub-
lishers use a comma there, too.

5. Use a comma to separate

independent clauses that are joined

by a conjunction like and, but , for,

err, nor, because or so.: I shall return

the crown jewels, for they are too

heavy to wear.

6. Use a comma to set

off a mildly parenthetical

word grouping that isn't

essential to the sen-

tence: Girls, who have

always interested me,

usually differ from boys.

Do not use com-
mas if the word Jj

grouping is essential *
to the sentence's

meaning: Girls who
interest me know how
to tango.

7. Use a comma in "Puruxuatxmblm J

direct address: Your majesty,*!'^" " ™*- " whisper with parentheses, em/i/wiis with an .-xc-kvmiuvn /HKm.

please hand over the crown.

8. And between proper names
and titles: Montague Sneed, Director

of Scotland Yard, was assigned the case.

9. And to separate elements of
geographical address: Director Sneed
comes from Chicago, Illinois, and now
lives in London, England.

Generally speaking, use a com-
ma where you'd pause briefly in

speech. For a long pause or com-
pletion of thought, use a period.

Ifyou confuse the comma with
the period, you'll get a run-on sen-

tence: The Bank of England is located

in London, I rushed right over to rob it.

Semicolon [ ; ]

A more sophisricated mark
than the comma, the semicolon

separates two main clauses, but it

keeps those two thoughts more
tightly linked than a period can: /

steal crown jewels; she steals hearts.

Dash [— ] and
Parentheses [ ( ) ]

Warning! Use sparingly. The
dash SHOUTS. Parentheses whis-

per. Shout too often, people stop

listening; whisper too much, peo-

.

pie become suspicious of you.
The dash creates a dramatic pause

Quotation marks [ " "
]

These tell the reader you're

reciting the exact words someone
said or wrote: Betty said, I carit

tango." Or: T cant tango" Betty said.

Notice the comma comes
before the quote marks in the first

example, but comes inside them in

the second. Not logical? Never
mind. Do it that way anyhow.

Colon [ : ]

A colon is a tip-off to get ready
for what's next: a list, a long quota-
tion or an explanation. This article

is riddled with colons. Too many,

maybe, but the message is: "Stay on
your toes; it's coming at you."

Apostrophe [ '
]

The big headache is with pos-
sessive nouns. If the noun is sin-

gular, add s: Jrhated Betty's tango.

If the noun is plural, simply
add an apostrophe after the s:

Those are the girls' coats.

The same applies for singular

nouns ending in s, like Dickens:
This is Dickens's best book.

And in plural: This is the

Dtckenses' cottage.

1 he possessive pronouns
hers and its have no
apostrophe.

Ifyou write it's,

you are saying it is.

Keep cool

You know about
ending a sentence

with a period (.) or a

question mark (?), Do
it. Sure, you can also end

,
with an exclamation point

(
I ), but must you ? Usually it

just makes you sound breathless

andsilly. Make your writing gener-
ate its own excitement. Filling the
paper with ! ! ! ! won't make up for

what your writing has failed to do.

Too many exclamation points
make me think the writer is talking
about the panic in his own head.

Don't sound panicky. End with
a period. I am serious. A period.
Understand?

Well
. . . sometimes a question

mark is okay.

Today, the printed word is more vital than ever. Now there
is more need than ever for all of us to read better, write better and
communicate better.
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Sanyo gives birth to the smallest plain paper

copier in the world.

We've got a small announcement
to make.

The SFT-600 Portable Personal Copier.

Not only is it the smallest, lightest

plain paper copier ever made, but it also

comes into the world with some very dis-

tinguishable features.

Like a cartridge system that virtually

eliminates service calls. You can easily

replace the cartridge yourself, and
each one is good for up to 5,000 copies.

Which makes the care and feeding of the

SFT-600 cost up to 40% less than other

personal copiers.

And, at 10 copies per minute, you
won't find a faster personal copier. The
SFT-600 can even make up to 79 copies at

a time. Which means it can take on some
reallv grown-up size copying jobs.

The SFT-600 is talented, too. At a ripe

young age it already knows how to make
I p M copies on almost any paper you feed it,

s
from business

|

card size to

letter size. In

either black,

red or blue.

You can even
copy on trans-

parencies and
(

mailing labels. I

The SFT-600 is so light, so compact,

we've even given it a handle. Which
means it can go anywhere. From room to

room, office to office. Anyplace you need to make crisp, clear copies in seconds.

So call toll-free 1-800-524-0047 to find out where you can pick up an SFT-600 of your very own.

The SFT-600 Portable Personal Copier. Sanyo's latest addition to a growing family that includes

copiers for virtually every need.

Why, it's enough to make any parent proud.

Sanyo Business Systems Corporation

Sanyu Business Systems- Coriioi'LilioiL. 51 Josi?p:i Street, Muonsliie. N',1 07074 201-440-9300



LOVE AMONG THE VAMPIRES

EXPLDRATIDRJS
By Bill Lawren

^^\ s Jerry Wilkinson lay on his back
M^^K inside a damp, hollow tree in

# » Costa Rica, his face covered
with a respirator mask and his eyes staring

up into the darkness with an infrared

viewing scope, he may well have wondered
whether it was all worth it. He was charting

the altruistic behavior of vampire bats,

but as a wise scientist once said, "Let

somebody else do the fieldwork," Not only

were the bats prone to bombarding him
with urine and feces, bul he also had
to contend with huge free-dwelling roaches
ihat would dart across his body. And
occasionally one of the bats bit. Wilkinson,

"

a biologist from the University of California

at San Diego, and his assistanfs suffered

through more ihan 400 hours of brutal

research before they were through—and
neither Wilkinson nor biology will ever
be the same.

Ironically, the team's sacrificial efforts

were aimed at defining the role, if any, that

altruism plays in the animal world.

A class of behavior in which one animal
aids another with no apparent or immediate
benefit io itself, altruism was long Ihought
to be confined to human beings. "Our
basic assumption," Wilkinson says, "was
always that behavior in nonhuman animals
develops along selfish lines. Anything
different is a real contradiction to what most
of evolutionary biology has been finding

for the last hundred years." But with the

advenl of sociobiology, such theorists as
E. 0. Wilson and Robert Trivers began
to speculate about the possibility of altruism

in the so-called lower animals. Fieldwork
soon vindicated theory: Baboons, ground
squirrels, chimpanzees, bees, and certain

birds were all found to engage in some
sort of altruistic behavior.

Controversy arose, though, when the
field researchers tried to determine how
animals selected the recipients of their

largess. In almost all cases, it was thought,
animals engaged in acts of altruism only
with blood relatives: a wolf who shared
its food, for example, would confine that

sharing to its. immediate family. But Trivers

thought that something other than kin '

selection might be a driving force in altruistic

behavior. He called the driving force

reciprocity, also known as "tit for tat". Simply
slated, reciprocity meant that an animal
might help an unrelated member of the

same species il it knew that the recipient

would later refurn the favor.

It was this tit-for-tat theory that Wilkinson

set out to test. Uwe Schmidt, a biologist

from the University of Bonn, had observed
vampire bats in capiiviiy and had seen
ihem regurgitating food for one another. But

no one knew whether this altruism

occurred only when the bats were in

captivity or if it was part and parcel of their

standard behavior in the wild. It was also

assumed, but not proved, that the vampires
were sharing food only with close kin.

Curious about this knowledge gap, Wilkinson

set off for the Costa Rican province of

Guanacaste. where the vampire bats were
known to live by the thousands.

Wilkinson's first job was to trap the bats,

mark them to establish fheir family relation-

ships, and fit ihem wiih radio transmitters

so he could track them during fheir nocturnal

feedings. "I had heard," says Wilkinson,

"ihat all of that was relatively easy. " No! so.

His first attempt at trapping involved

Lugos/t1
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sealing off the exits to the free trunks where
the bais were roosting, spooking them
with a pole, Ihen catching them with his

gloved hands as they tried to escape. But
the bats proved to be formidable escape
ariists and started moving to less-accessible

frees. "Sometimes," Wilkinson says, with

more than a irace of respect, "I got the
feeling they were sentient, purposely moving
into trees where I couldn't get at them."
When his first efforts failed, Wilkinson set

up nets at the exits and tried scaring the

bats into his trap. Affer the first successful

attempt, though, the bats simply refused

to leave the tree. "They learned real fast,"

Wilkinson says. He finally solved the trapping

problem by setting his nets fariher away
from the trees but still in the flight path the

bats took on their feeding forays.

Once the bats were marked, Wilkinson

began observing their feedings. Blood
is such a poor source of nutrients (it is

composed primarily of protein) that the bafs

must feed voraciously. 'A nursing or gestat-

ing female," Wilkinson says, "needs to

take in more than ils body weight in blood
each night just to make ends meet." But
an even more important aspect of the

feeding observations was to determine
which bats had fed and which had gone
hungry. Feeding for a vampire bat can be a
real problem: It can take as long as 20
minutes to make a feeding incision on a
horse or cow. And the livestock will often roll

on the ground to knock a bat off its hide,

leaving a significant nightly percentage of

unfed vampires. (Footnote: Affer opening
the skin of ils prey, the vampire does not suck
the blood, as Hollywood holds, but rather

laps it up as it oozes out.)

Next came the vital question: What
happens to an unfed bat after it returns to

[he roost? or to a nursing female who
had been unable to leave the roost in the

first place? Getting answers to these

questions proved to be shudderingly—if

not terrifyingly— difficult. First of all, because
bat feces contain a fungus that causes a
debilitaiing disease called histoplasmosis,

Wilkinson and his assistants were forced

to don respirator masks before eniering the

roosting trees. And since the bats average
only about one shared regurgitation every

CONTINUED ON FWGE 162 33
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By Owen Davie

^^k re a few minutes inside the iail of

#i^^ft an obscure comet worth the

m \. loss of a highly successful solar

study? And do they make up for America's

failure to send probes to Halley's Comet?

The scientists at NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center think so. They may be right.

Even for a skeptic, il is hard not to applaud

last month's visit to Comet Giacobini-

Zinner by NASAs International Cometary

Explorer (ICE). Better yet was the entrepre-

neurial zeal that put it over. Missing out

on Halley may have been the most glaring

failure of vision in the history of our space-

science program, but in the end one man's

ingenuity got us to a comet first—and

with a tiny budget and a used space probe.

ICE began lite in 1978 as the third of

three International Sun-Earth Explorers

(ISEE) meant to study solar flares, radio

bursts, and atomic particles near the sun. It

was scheduled to remain at its post for

years, monitoring the 11.5-year solar cycle.

Yet it is clear Ihat flight director Robert

Farquhar had something more than solar

studies in mind from the first. He tried—and

failed—to-get the probe a more powerful

radio antenna than it needed to send

data back from the area near the sun. And
he gave the craft far more maneuvering

fuel than its mission called for. Thai extra

propellant made the comet visit possible.

At first there was little interest in converting

the Solar Sentry into .a comet explorer,

Then came Halley's Comet. NASA had

planned not one flight to Halley but several,

each costing as much as $500 million.

Washington budget cutters killed them all.

Farquhar first weighed the idea of diverting

ISEE-3 to the famed comet. But without

the powerful radio antenna he had lost

years earlier, the data would never reach

Earth. Giacobini-Zinner's distance, though,

would be only half as far, and from there

the probe could be heard. If NASA wanted

a cornel probe, this was the only chance.

And the mission would cost only $5 million.

Farquhar headed the ISEE-3 project,

but he could not simply decree this change

in plan. He needed, political support inside

NASA, and his battle for it took more than six'

months. At one point he waged his cam-
paign from a hospital bed, where he was
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recovering from the first of two heart attacks.

In the end, it was a unique feature of

ICE's flight path, not the comet mission, that

won the fight ICE would spend five months

inside Earth's geomagnetic tail. Thai side

trip sold Farquhar's idea.

The geomagnetic tail is a long, turbulent

band of charged particles that trails away

from Earth on the side opposite the sun.

Scientists knew little else about it then, so

visiting the geotail was an attractive idea.

"Even people whose experiments would be

interrupted recognized its value," says

mission scientist Tycho von Bosenvinge. In

the end, he believes, it may be that work

for which ICE is best remembered. Several

scientific conferences have already come
out of the geotail studies.

Farquhar never quite got permission to

go. In June 1982 he simnly announced that

he would make the move in a week unless

told not to do so. No one answered his

memo. So the long journey to the comet

began. Several experimenters lobbied for

a return- to the sun when the geotail work

was done, but by then Farquhar had won
the support his plan required.

come,', a S3 million bargain.

Just what ICE found at Giacobini-Zinner

will take more time to assess. The flight

plan put ICE only 10,000 kilometers from

the nucleus at its closest approach but

gave the probe only 90 minutes in the

neighborhood of the comet and a scant

five minutes inside the tail. "I think we
will be making a contribution to the study of

comets," Von Rosenvinge says, "but it's

not going to be the biggest and best mission

ever. It is a very modest comet mission."

Ironically, he believes the probe's limita-

tions may be "what lilted the scales in

favor of doing it. All the Halley probes carry

imaging systems, just as we would have

done if we had designed ICE as a comet

mission. They have to pass the comet

on the sunward side to avoid being blinded

by the glare. The one thing that ICE is

well instrumented to do is what we were

free to do and they are not—pass opposite

the sun to study the comet's tail,"

Giacobini-Zinner was not the last stop

for ICE. Next March, according to plan, it will

study the solar wind ahead of Halley's

Comet, gathering data that will help

European, Soviet, and Japanese scientists

analyze what they find nearer the nucleus.

It seems a fitting close for what may be the

most productive career a relatively humble

space probe has ever had—and lor the

long, determined work of Robert Farquhar

to make it pay off.

HALLEY'S HOT LINE

In honor of the comet's visit, the Bushnell

Optics Company is sponsoring a competi-

tion called Comet Halley Exploratory Quest,

for students in grades 9 through 12. Each

school submits one project with Halley's

Comet as its theme. It can be anything irom

a photo of the comet to a computer

program on cometary orbits. The top three

project designers will each win a $1,000

U.S. savings bond and a pair of binoculars

worth $1,300. Their schools will receive

$800 worth of astronomy equipment.

Submission must be made through school

science departments. The deadline is

May 12, 1986. Teachers should write: Comet
Halley Exploratory Quest, Bushnell.

Division of Bausch & Lomb. 135 Prestige

Park Circle, East Hartford. CT 06108.OO



BOOKS

THEARTS
By.Isaac Asimov

I

began writing robot stories in 1939, largely

because I wanted to break away from

the tiresome way in which writers made
robots either soulless monsters or pathetic

symbols of persecution. I planned to

describe my robots as machines with built-

in safeguards. Itwas not until 1942,

however, with the encouragement of John

W. Campbell, editor of Astounding Science-

Fiction, that I pul those safeguards into

words and developed the "three laws of

robotics." (In doing so, I
became the first

person to use the word robotics.)

Here are the three laws: A robot may not

injure a human being or. through inaction,

allow a human being to come to harm:

a robot must obey the orders given it by

human beings except when such orders

would conflict with the first law; a robot

must protect its own existence as long as

such protection does not conflict with

the first or Second laws.

These laws have enough latitude to

make any number of stories possible. After

all, how do you define harm? What if

orders are given by a human being who is

too young to understand what he's doing?

Over [he years my characters and stories-

evolved, and now I have added a fourth

law to the original three, one more important

than any of the others. In my latest novel,

Robots and Empire (Doubleday), I
created

the zeroth law, which reads: "A robot may
not injure humanity or, through inaction,

allow humanity to come to harm." I also

added a clause to the three original laws

so that they would in no way violate the

zeroth law.

Some people have regarded the original

laws as "slave laws." After all, a slave is

not allowed to harm a master, must obey

orders, and may even have to sacrifice .

his life to follow these orders. But I view the

three laws as examples of the rules that

have governed the use of tools since

the Stone Age.

Consider that no tool is useful if it's gojng

to harm the user. That's the first law of

tools. That's why knives have handles, and

electrical circuits have fuses.

The second law of tools: A tool is useful'lf

it does what the user wants it to do. If it

fails to do this, it must be discarded! And if
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you make it work at the cost of having it

injure the user, it must be discarded, too.

The third law: A tool has to last. An

automobile that falls apart when you try to

drive it is no good to anyone.

The laws worked as long as my stories

were simple and robots were portrayed as

nothing more than tools. Fortunately, I

had to place my robots and human beings

into ever more complicated situations

just to keep myself from becoming bored.

In doing so, I had to make my robots

more human. The end result was predict-

able: The robots became almost indistin-

guishable from the humans. The single

difference was that the robots were bound

by the laws, while the humans were not.

In my novels The Caves ol Steel (1953)

and The Naked Sun (1956), I
invented

the intricate robot named R. Daneel Olivaw.

Through him I realized that a robot

behaved as we would expect a truly virtuous

human to behave. The laws of robotics

were the laws not merely of slaves, but of

virtuous human beings. (Or, because I

believe the word virtuous reexs of falseness,

let me say decent human beings.) Wasn't

:odifying laws lor robt

a truly decent human being expected to

avoid harming anyone (first law)? Wasn't he

or she expected to do his or her duty

(second law)? Wasn't he or she expected

to die, if necessary rather (nan harm

someone else (third law)?

To be sure, the three laws dictated

R. Daneel's actions, while a decent human
being behaves a certain way voluntarily.

Yet is it really a voluntary action in the latter

case? Isn't a decent human being driven

by his or her conscience or by his or her

sense of ethics as strongly and as irresistibly

as a robot is controlled by the three laws?

By following'these laws the robots in

my stories became something far greater

than mere tools. I
realized that the three

laws were incomplete. A robot that was just

a machine could not be expected to see

anything as more imoortanl than avoiding

harm to the human being he was- serving.

But a robot who was a "decent human
being" could see thai the welfare of one

person may, in certain circumstances,

be less important than the welfare of many
human beings. If the robot prevents his

master from performing a hazardous task

thai will result in a crowd of people being

saved, then that robot is doing wrong.

He has to allow his master to take the risk

and even help him.

This is why I saw the need to create the

zeroth law, the law that states that humanity

must be protected at all costs. This law is

basic to our survival, especially now, when

we face the possibility of nuclear war and

such problems as overpopulation and

degradation of our environment.

So in real life, as well as in literature, we
confront the age-old problem of sacrifice: Is

t fair ;o saorilicc- toe life of an individual

for the good .of an abstraction, namely

humanity? Or shall we be guided by English

jurist and philosopher Jeremy Bentham's

words, "The grea:es: gooc \o- the greatest

number"? Who decides such questions?

In Foundation and Earth, an upcoming

sequel to Foundation's Edge, I tackle such

matters, though I can't claim to have found

any definite answers. All we can really do is

work together to come up with solutions

to the urgent problems that face us all . .

.

and hope that the world will survive.OO
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7

mni's 7th birthday got me thinking about the number
7, which a lot of people say is a mystical or magical
number. The ancient Babylonians, for example—the

people who brought us astrology—were absolutely

nuts about the number 7, They divided the lunar month into four

weeks ot 7 days and were afraid to do anything important on the
7th, fourteenth, twenty-first, or twenty-eighth day of the month. (They
also put a lot Of stock in the fact that the first 7 numbers add up to

28, the length of the lunar month.) The Babylonians believed there
were 7 gods and 7 devils and that the world was divided into 7
zones. They added three winds—the tempest, the hurricane, and
the evil tmhullu—to the usual four to come up with a tidy 7, and
when their astronomers and astrologers looked up at the night sky,

they saw, sure enough, 7 planets. The celebrated Tower of Babel
was supposedly dedicated to these 7 planets and consisted of 7

steps, like a 7-layer cake glazed with bricks of 7 colors. If you were
Babylonian and had a problem to solve, your best bet was to tie 7
knots in your magic cord or repeat a 7-fold incantation.

The ancient Greeks were also wild about the number 7, claim-

ing, like the Babylonians, that there were 7 planets and that the

sounds they made as they traveled through the heavens were the

7 tones of the musical scale—the so-called music of the spheres.
(That old scoundrel Pythagoras made a stir about the numbers
three, four, and five, but then he always was a radical.) The Greeks
believed that Alcyone, Celaeno, Electra, Maia, Merope, Sterope,

and Taygete, the 7 daughters of Atlas, were transformed into a
cluster of 7 stars in the constellation Taurus—the Pleiades, or 7
Sisters. Curiously, only six stars are visible to the average eye.
According to the Greeks, the 7th. Merope, was hiding behind the
others, shamed because she had loved a mortal. (Through Ihe

lens of a telescope the cluster appears to be, in actuality, a swarm
of hundreds of stars.)

The inscrutable East also has carried on a long and impas-
sioned romance with the number 7. The Chinese still revere the 7
Sages of the Bamboo Grove, a group of wise men who gave up
the hustle and bustle of the city in the third century b.c for a life of
outdoor wine drinking and poetry. The Japanese in turn count on
the seven gods of good luck. And the Bible, of course, is a caval-
cade of 7s—the 7 acts of creation, the 70 years of bondage, the 7
years of famine and 7 of plenty, the 7 pillars of wisdom, the 70

children of Jacob, the 7,000 righteous in Israel, the 70 judges of

the Sanhedrin, and so on, 7-fo!d.

A lot of this 7 mania seems to have stuck. The 7 principal vir-

tues—faith, hope, charity, prudence, justice, fortitude, and tem-
perance—are still with us, if somewhat harder to find. And pride,

covetousness, lust, gluttony, anger, envy, and sloth—the cele-

brated 7 deadly sins—are certainly flourishing. We still sail the 7
seas—these days the North Atlantic, South Atlantic, North Pacific,

South Pacific, Arctic, Antarctic, and Indian oceans—and Rome
still sits on 7 hills, which my encyclopedia lists as Palatine, Capi-
toline, Quitrinal, Caelian, Aventine, Viminal, and Esquiline. The same
encyclopedia lists the 7 Wonders of the World as the Pyramids of

Egypt, the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, the tomb of Mausolos at

Halicarnassus, the Temple of Artemis at Ephesus, the Colossus of

Rhodes, Phidias's Statue of Zeus, and the Pharos of Egypt, but
says you can substitute Cyrus's palace for the 7th wonder If you
are not fond of lighthouses, which is what a pharos is.

My wife went to a 7 Sisters college, where they presumably teach
the 7 liberal arts. My son is a big fan of Bashful, Grumpy, Doc,
Sleepy, Sneezy, Happy, and Dopey. I know a mathematician who
is deeply interested in 7-dimensional topological envelopes, and
7 is, of course, a prime number. Psychologists now tell me that

there are 7 distinct kinds of intelligence, and I recently had a cold
that lasted, as my doctor promised, 7 days. The bird outside my
window appears to be a coccinelia septempunctata, a 7-spotted
lady bird. I know an ornithologist who could tell me for sure, but he
is on sabbatical. My local movie theater is playing a James Bond,
007 movie. My TV is featuring 7 Brides for 7 Brothers on one chan-
nel, The 7 Samurai on another, I am reading a book about Blue-
beard the pirate, who had seven wives. I just drank a 7-Up that I

purchased at, yes, a 7-Eleven store. And Omni is 7 years old.

Do I take all this seriously? Do I, like Saint Thomas Aquinas,
think that 7 is a sacred integer, a number of "perfect complete-
ness," perceptible only to the intellect? In the words of Mickey
Mantle, one of the 7 seers of the American League, "Nope." And
now all of you impassioned numerologists and Yankee fans can
dip your pens in blood and dash off an angry letter instructing me
that the Mick's number was indeed. . . . —FRANK KENDIG

Frank Kendig was Omni's founding executive editor.
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If R2-D2 seemed cute

enough to have around the

house, says psychologist

Philip R Harris, that's signifi-

cant, in the future, a lot of

lonely people in space will

become emotionally attached

to their robots.

In the early stages of space

colonization, "it's not going

to be feasible to send up

dogs and cats," Harris says.

The cost of getting them—
and their life-support sys-

tems—up into orbit and

beyond will be too high. But

this won't matter, because

the robots working on board

can double as pets.

It's bound to happen.

"When you're up in space and

pretty much removed

and lonely, and you've got

these robots that can
walk and talk and maybe
even look humanlike, why not

develop a relationship?"

Space engineers can actively

encourage these attach-

ments by designing human-

like features and capabilities

into the robots.

It's a kind of coping mech-

anism seen before, Harris

says, in the wild West. "The

first pioneers were mostly

men who missed women, and

they grew attached to their

horses and even their guns.

"It's not as weird as you

might think," he says. "Human
beings tend to give human-

like qualities to inanimate

things. A lot of people be-

come attached to their teddy

bears, which are pretty

inanimate. Here in San Diego,

there are companies selling

life-size male and female

rubber dolls, which look fully

human and are put in auto-
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R2-D2 and C-3P0, of

Star Wars: Pel prototypes?

mobile passenger seats and

in house windows, for secu-

rity purposes. I imagine a

lot of people are going to get

attached to them, too."

Harris's analysis is part of

a novel he is writing on the

cultural changes necessitated

by space migration, which

in his view is a "turning point

in the history of human cul-

ture." Space settlers, he

says, are going to need such

antidotes to the psychologi-

cal stress of life on the moon,

particularly on the nights

that last two Earth weeks. At

dawn some may exhibit

manic behavior, he predicts,

like Swedes do after their

annual periods of darkness.

With a U.S. company
already manufacturing a robot

dog, it looks as if Harris

may be proved right on Earth
'

earlier than in orbit. But will

robots really provide all

the emotional satisfaction of

|

live pets? Pretty much, to

Harris's mind. "Suppose I

have an Irish setter. I can

program everything I like

about it into a very small

space and re-create all its

qualities up there until I can

get the real thing."

—Anthony Liversidge

"If you keep a thing for seven

years, you are sure to find

a use for it."

—Sir Waller Scott

]

FRIEND FINDERS

,
After Herb Farmer's B-17

. Flying Fortress was shot

down during a bombing raid

over Berlin on April 18, 1944,
: he and ten fellow crew mem-
bers wound up in Stalag

17-B, where they spent 13

months in a POW camp.

They and some 4,000 oth-

ers, who doubtless no longer

watch TV reruns of Hogan's

Heroes, lost track of one

another after the war ended.

Farmer, tor instance, worked

in Alaskan real estate for

: 33 years, though s

buddies in the ninety-fourth

bomb group and the support,

comlort, and camaraderie

they shared. Farmer turned

sixty-three last year when
he decided, "There are a lot

of people out there looking

for one another. I thought the

problem was soivable with

a computer."

So he founded a company
called Friend Finders Inter-

national (FFi), now based

in Seattle. He bought a

$150,000 specialized in-

house Britton-Lee Intelligent

Database Machine from

Products Diversified Incorpo-

rated (PDI), in Houston,

and began trying to help

people in similar positions

find old friends, classmates.

lost relatives, and missing

siblings, among others.

The PDI computer is an

Alpha Micro (front-end sys-

tem} with disk drives by

Century Data Disk. It is said

to work ten times faster

than other conventional sys-

tems and is expandable

Bomber crews pose with Flying Fortress; A new computer service

was begun by a llyer who was looking lor his old war buddies.



to ten gigabytes. Its i

is 30 million names, which
can be expanded to 200
million, a number that would
please Farmer no end.

"We're looking for volume,"

he says, "not just for those

persons who have a problem,

although we solve those,

too." That's because the ulti-

mate success of FFI de-

pends upon the number of

clients who register. Regis-

tration itself is free; the cost to

launch a search is ten dol-

lars. It costs another ten

dollars when the computer
turns up the person for whom
you're looking. If both parties,

the searcher and the

searchee, have registered,

bingo—instant success,

sometimes in seconds, as a

few Vietnam vets can attest.

If not, your initial ten dollars

will buy a year's worth of

access to the system before

you're billed again.

Farmer is confident the

company will eventually gain

the cooperation of the mil-

lions of people it will take to

make it work.

Registration involves such
basic information as name,

date of birth, last known
address, maiden names
when applicable, military

data, and high-school or col-

lege records.

Farmer, a man with laith in

his own computer system,

has so far managed to locate

all but four of his B-17 crew
mates. Two of those have
died, and the other two,

he says, "probably just don'l

want to be found."

FFI can be contacted in

the United States and Can-
ada by calling, toll-free, 1-

800-FINDERS.

—George Nobbe

A New York City company
is attempting to create per-

fume that enhances mental

and physical health.

A stress-reducing fra-

grance has been patented

recently and will soon be
on the market, says Henry G,

Walter, chief executive officer

of International Flavors

and Fragrances, Inc. (IFF).

Walter envisions a time when
fragrances will be used
lo lower blood pressure, in-

crease alertness, and
even alleviate symptoms
of depression and
schizophrenia,

"Brain input from smell and
taste receptors are known
to affect vital brain func-

tions—reproductive behavior,

learning, memory, and emo-
tional states," Walter says.

"They probably alter other

activities essential to our

well-being." He is shifting

research at IFF to emphasize
what he calls the "new biol-

ogy of fragrances."

Although not trained as a

scientist, Walter has become
interested in the neurosci-

ence of smell (olfaction) and
taste (gustation), His com-
pany is conducting studies to

determine how smell is

involved in such basic drives

as anger, anxiety, depres-
sion, and fear.

The intimate link between
smell and the autonomic
nervous system makes it an
ideal vehicle for stress re-

duction, Walter claims,

Scientists have known for

some time that olfaction

plays a crucial role in the

fight-or-flight response.

The possibility of using

odors in treating schizophre-

nia is also under investiga-

tion. Olfactory receptors

make direct connections with

several regbns of the limbic

system thought to be involved

in the disorder's pathology.

"Patients often complain that

their bodies smell, and
some doctors and nurses

can even identify some
schizophrenics by a charac-

teristic odor," Walter adds.

Walter is designing scents

aimed at keeping people
emotionally and physically fit.

"Alcohol, drugs, music, and
medllaiion have long been
used to relieve stress. But our

new relaxing fragrances

can be easily used on a daily

basis for this purpose without

risk."—Connie Zweig

"You should know a man
seven years before you stir

his tire."

—English proverb

SKIN BALLOONS

Inserting a balloon under
healthy skin to expand it

tor use in grafts "is probably
the most important innova-

tion in plastic surgery in

ten years," says a University

of Virginia researcher.

Dr. Milton T Edgerton said

the technique can aid pa-

tients with breast cancer,

bedsores, burns, birthmarks,

and tattoos. In the proce-

dure, a sterile balloon is

placed beneath healthy skin

or muscle and slowly ex-

panded by injection of saline

solution over a period of

weeks. Surgeons then re-

move the balloon and move
the skin to where it is needed,

"For the first time, we have
a method for making the

adult body grow new tissue,

"

Edgerton says. The
expanded skin more nearly

resembles normal skin than

grafts or flaps do, "and
you can expand fat and deep
tissue, such as muscle, with

the nerves present so that

sensation remains."

The ability to fold and
shape the expanded skin is

particularly useful for repair-

ing cancer deformities on
the head and face, Edgerton

notes. Patients who lose

noses or ears to tumors or

accidents may have new
ones reconstructed.

Currently the researchers

are developing a balloon that

expands automatically, and
hospitalization is frequently

not required for these ten-day

to four-month treatments.

—Allan Maurer

"Good luck lies in odd
numbers."

—William Shakespeare
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Beauticians, beware: Your

work may be hazardous to

your health. That's the alarm-

ing conclusion of a new
report by the Washington-

based National Commission

on Working Women (NCWW).
"Beauticians," the report

says, "surfer a higher inci-

dence of breast and genital

cancer and cancer of the

digestive and respiratory

systems than the overall fe-

male population. They also

have higher rates of toxemia

during pregnancy and suffer

more miscarriages and
premature deliveries."

The culprits are a rogues'

gallery of toxic chemicals,

all of them standard compo-
nents of the cosmetoiogist's

tool kit. The lineup includes:

• Coal and tar found in hair

dyes. At least one study has

found that these substances

produce precancerous
mutations in lab animals,

Formaldehyde, used as a
preservative in almost 1,000

cosmetics, including sham-
poos, Workers exposed
to formaldehyde fumes have

been shown to suffer higher

than normal incidences of

nasal cancer.

• Aerosol hair sprays, which
have been associated with

asthma, respiratory problems,

and lung cancer.

The NCWW laments that

the numbers necessary

to prove its point are hard to

come by. "The suspicious

data are there," says spokes-
woman Janice DeGooyer,
"but no one is responding to

our requests for a national

study."— Bill Lawren

"The stars in her hair were

seven."—Dante Gabriel Rossetti

The movie Shampoo portrayed hairdressing as glamorous, but a

new report says female beauticians suffer a host of health hazards.
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COMPUTER SNEAKERS

A new computerized

running shoe lets runners

calculate the distance and
time they've just run and
even provides an estimated

number of calories burned.

The high-tech sneaker,

from Puma, uses a microproc-

essor attached to the heel to

automatically record the

data, which are downloaded
via a cable to a personal

computer. Software provided

with this fancy footwear

then generates graphs of

actual versus planned dis-

tances—for the day, for

the month, or for the year,

The entire package—sneak-

ers and software— lists for

$200 and is available for

Apple He and Commodore
64 computers

Built into the left shoe are a

stopwatch, which records

the time run, and a sensing
device, which registers

each time the foot hits the

ground, When the shoe
is plugged into the computer
after a run, data from an
initial calibration procedure
are accessed from the disk,

The program then uses
this information to estimate

the distance run and the

calories burned.

The shoe can also be
made to beep every time it

hits the ground (called "con-

fidence mode") or to beep
when a preprogrammed
distance is achieved.

"Putting electronics Into

shoes is an open-ended
thing," says Peter Cavanagh,
developer of the shoe's

electronics. A professor of

biomechanics at Penn State

University, Cavanagh is

now working on a walking

The latest sneakers come
with a floppy disk and a cable.

device containing 1,000 tiny

sensors that could help

doctors diagnose foot prob-

lems in diabetics before

they occur.

"I see any number of

diagnostic and recreational

possibilities for this in the

future," he says.

In the meantime, he and
his team will have to contend

with the competition; Adidas

is coning out with a digital-

readout shoe that also calcu-

lates distance, time, and
caloric count but doesn't

require a computer.

—Peter Tyson

"The lie has seven endings."

—Swahili proverb

"I was born on the

seventeenth day of the

seventh month in 1917, and
that was the luckiest day
of my lite. My mother gave
me a name with seven letters

in it: Phyllis. There are seven

letters in Bob Hope's name,
and he is my patron saint.

When I did my first scene in

my first Bob Hope movie,

I noticed that the number on
the camera was seven."

—Phyllis Diiler



Physicists at the University

of Florida (UF) think a super-

cooled magnet the size of

a double-door refrigerator

may help them find the

missing or "ghost" matter

they suspect makes up
90 percent of the universe.

"It's a jarring notion that we
cannot see most of the

matter in the universe," says
physics professor Pierre

Sikivie. "What this 'dark mat-

ter' might be has become
one of the biggest questions

in science today."

Sikivie and fellow UF
physicist Jim Ipser first sug-

gested the possibility that

an invisible particle called an

axion may be the much-
sought culprit. In numbers of

10,000 billion per cubic

inch of space, they would
account for the way stars at

the edge of the universe

move as though they are in

the grip of ten times more
gravity than accounted for by
visible matter.

Even in these numbers,
though, the energy density of

the axion would be very

low. "If you harvested all the

energy in a cube the size of a
football field," Sikivie says,

"it would light a one-waft

bulb for one second." While

relatively useless on Earth,

in space this energy might
prove useful to ships crossing

the distance between stars.

"There isn't much else out

there," Sikivie notes.

The axion theory is only

one of several that scientists

have advanced to explain

the missing-matter problem.

"It has become a very popu-
lar game to guess what it

is," says Sikivie, a native of

Belgium who studied at

Yale. "One candidate, the

neutrino, now appears to be

too hoi. Other theories postu-
late the existence of tiny

black holes so dense you
wouldn't need many to pro-

vide the 'dark matter.'

"

Sikivie and his associates

have asked the National

Science Foundation iofund a
half-million-dollar experiment

to detect the axions if [hey

exist. It would require a

magnet cooled to nearly ab-
solute zero (-460"F).

Then, hesays, the scien-

tists would search (or the

axions in a manner "similar to

tuning in a very weak station

on a shortwave radio-
only it's more difficult.

"It would take years," he
says. If they do it, though, it

would be a double coup.
They would not only find the

missing matter, they would

also "better understand
the force that holds the nu-

cleus of the atom together."

—Allan Maurer

"When he had opened the

seventh seal, there was
silence in heaven about the

space of hall an hour.

"

—Saint John

Running and jumping are

activities that have existed

only in memory for leg ampu-
tees. But a new prosthesis,

the so-called Seattle foot,

enables even double ampu-
tees to run and jump almost
as if ihey had their own legs.

"We've put this artificial

foot on about fifty people," Dr.

Ernest Burgess says, "and
they've accomplished re-

markable things with it. They
play basketball and tennis,

and one fellow actually runs
marathons and averages

Dr. Burgess poses with his

springlike Space Age foot.

seven minutes per mile." Dr.

Burgess is director of the

Prosthetics Research Study
Center, in Seattle, which
developed the foot for the

Veterans Administration.

Authentic in appearance,
the Seattle foot has a func-

tional inner core of the Space
Age plastic Delrin and is

covered with an outer skin of

polyurethane. Delrin absorbs
the force of the amputee's
body weight, then, almost like

aspring, lifts off the ground
"It actually makes the

amputee feel as if he has a
calf muscle again." explains

Kenneth Carpenter, a pros-

thetics researcher at the

center. "Patients say. 'I feel

like I have my leg back.'

"

The foot is about to be
evaluated in a one-month
study with 500 veterans.

"Once the study is com-
pleted." Burgess says, "I ex-

pect the Seattle foot will

become commercially avail-

able." The retail cost, he
predicts, will be no morethan
$100,—Eric Mishara-

"The g s delight in an odd
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Before (top) and alter photos of "Westernized" patient. The

secret is to gef rid of the webbing and to add an eyelid fold.

and more aesthetically pleas-
,

ing. But if the web was re-

moved, it frequently grew
back. My technique, however,

:

removes the web perma-

nently," says Matsunaga, who
teaches facial plastic surgery

at the University of Southern

California at Los Angeles.

The operation, which

is performed under local
i

anesthesia, costs between I

$1,600 and $1,800. So far.

Matsunaga has performed

more than 2,000 of the West-

ernization procedures.

Although he emphasizes

the operation is not for every

Asian, Matsunaga estimates

that about 10 percent of

Orientals are interested in

altering their appearance in

this way. But he refutes

criticism that his patients are

seeking to blend into West-

ern society by changing their

racial characteristics.

"That is the furthest thing

from the truth," claims Mat-

sunaga, who is of Asian

descent himself. "These peo-

ple still look Oriental after

"Thanks to increased

immigration of Asians to the

United States, as well as

a flood of American videos,

movies, and fashion maga-
zines into the Far East, more
and more Asians identify

with Western features—par-

ticularly big, beautiful eyes,"

says Beverly Hills plastic

surgeon Ronald Matsunaga.

And thanks to a cosmetic-

surgery technique that Mat-

sunaga calls a "Westerniza-

tion procedure," Oriental

eyes can now be molded into

an Occidental look.

There are two distinct

differences between Asian

and Caucasian eyes, Mat-

sunaga points out. The upper

eyelid in Asians lacks a fold,

and in 85 percent of Oriental

people, there is a webbing
of skin on the nasal side

of the eye.

"In the past, surgeons

dealt only with adding a fold

to make the eye look bigger
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the operation. They are simply

trying to improve their self-

image and the beauty ot their

eyes. I don't see any differ-

ence between [an Oriental

changing his eyes and]

a Caucasian improving a

droopy iawline or an Italian or

Jewish person having a

hook nose 'fixed.'

"

—Sherry Baker

"Why is it that we entertain

the belief that for every

purpose odd numbers are

the most effectual?"

—Pliny the Elder

A microchip that may one

day be implanted into the

living nerves of amputees has

been developed at the Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology. The chip could

help amputees control artifi-

cial limbs—and it might

even allow them to operate

machines and computers by

remote control simply by

using their minds.

Frequently after an ampu-
tation, the nerves that had
controlled the missing limb

are still living. So MIT bioen-

gineer David Edell designed

a chip consisting of gold

circuits etched onto a tiny

silicon wafer that could

be implanted in such nerves.

The wafer is scored with

parallel slots and enclosed in

asilicone-rubbertube.

When the chip is implanted,

the severed nerve end grows
through the tube and into

the slots, making 'contact with

the circuits.

Edell and his colleagues

have implanted the chips into

the severed leg nerves of

rabbits. When the rabbits

move their legs, readings on

an oscilloscope show that

the chip is picking up signals

from the nerves. The chips

work for months without

being rejected.

Nerves contain thousands

of axons, each carrying

messages. Edell's chip has

only 40 contact points, so the

messages it picks up are

extremely crude.

Yet someday the chip may
assist amputees in guiding

computer-controlled arms.

Another idea is to connect an

implanted chip directly to a

computer. "Computers
can do complex things with

simple codes," explains

Edell. With training, he pre-

dicts, an amputee might

someday do word processing

or operate computer-con-

trolled machinery by mentally

moving body parts he no

longer has.—Douglas Starr

"For the just man falleth

seven times and riseth up

Proverbs 24:16



Antibodies found in

working viruses that could lead to diabetes later in

BREAST-FEEDING AND
DIABETES

Breast-feeding a baby can
protect it from diabetes,

That's the implication of a

recent Scandinavian popula-

tion study, which revealed

that breast-fed babies are

less likely to develop child-

hood diabetes than those

nursed with a bottle.

Physicians Knut Borch-

Johnsen and Joern Nerup, of

Steno Memorial Hospital, in

Gentofte, Denmark, corre-

lated nursing practices and
the incidence of insulin-

dependent diabetes in Nor-

way and Sweden from 1938

to 1982,

In the Forties, for example,

90 percent of Ihe Scandina-
vian mothers breast-fed

their babies. But in the Sixties,

when only 20 percent did

so, the incidence of diabetes

doubled among their off-

spring. And the resurgence
of breast-feeding in more
recent years has been fol-

lowed by a corresponding

I decline in childhood diabetes.

!
Scientists have long spec-

ulated that childhood diabe-

tes is caused by an unknown
virus that destroys insulin-

producing cells ol the pan-
creas. Mother's milk, Dr.

Borch-Johnsen now theo-

rizes, protects the infant from

this slow-working virus, thus

preventing the onset of

diabetes. "We know that

mother's milk contains immu-
noglobulins [antibodies

that protect the infant from
infectious disease] and that

during the first two to three

months of life the infant is

unable, without its mother's

milk, to defend itself against

viral infection," he says,

"because its immune system
isn't fully developed."

Diabetes, Borch-Johnsen
notes, shortens life" span
and causes blindness and
kidney disease. "Although

further studies have, to be
carried out," he says, "this

one indicates that mother's

milk might prevent diabetes.

And since we know that

milk can protect the

child against other infectious

diseases, such as those of

the respiratory tract, I would
definitely recommend breast-

feeding."—Eric Misnara

"Wisdom has built her house,

she has hewn out her seven
pillars.

"

—Proverbs 9:1

seven is a special

number in America, it holds

even more significance in

Malaysia.

"Seven is a magic number
used in rituals in Malaysian
culture," says Jeanette
DeBouzek, of the University

of California at Berkeley.

"Each day is divided into

seven parts, marked by the

Seven Ominous Moments'

—

a system used in divination.

Before planting, people
offer seven different kinds of

sugarcane or fruit to attract

the seven souls of rice."

DeBouzek is studying the

numbers seven, five, and
three as she works toward a
graduate degree in folklore

at Berkeley.

In China, she adds,

"There's a festival on the

seventh day of the seventh
month, during which young
girls wish for a husband;
it's based on a legend of two
lovers who've been sepa-
rated and come together only

on that day."

The number seven has
special significance in West-
ern folklore, too, DeBouzek
has discovered. "Look at

all of the folk- and fairy tales

with seven in them: seven
dwarfs, seven brothers

changed into seven swans,

| the little tailor who kills seven
in one whack."

Although her research

focuses on the rituai predom-
inance of the number-five

pattern in Java and Bali,

DeBouzek is fascinated by

what seems to be obsessive
use of certain numbers in

various cultures—a fascina-

tion that began when she
read "The Number Three in

America," an essay by Alan

Dundes, chairman of Berke-
ley's folklore department.

(The three little pigs, the three

bears, and the three little

kittens who have lost their

mittens are just three of

his examples.)

Right now, DeBouzek is

working seven days a week
on her master's thesis

—

named, incidentally, for the

seven planets known to

the ancient Babylonians.

—Frank Zoretich

"Grow old in love from seven
till seven times seven/I have
often wished for Hell for

ease from Heaven.

"

—William B

Malaysian temple: A culture

where number seven is magic.
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A group of pathologists

has found the first physical

evidence that women were

battered in the ancient world.

Over the last seven years

Monique Fouant and her

colleagues at the Medical

College of Virginia have

examined more than 1.000

bodies taken from burial

grounds along the northern

border of Chile.

Five ancient cultures lived

in the area, called the

Azapa Valley, over a

2.000-year period. Fouant

examined about a third

of those bodies for bone dis-

ease, cancer, and other

skeletal conditions. But one

physical condition showed an

alarming pattern from culture

to culture.

"Overall, females exhibited

a significantly higher fre-

quency of fractures," says

Fouant. She found that

women suffered 78 percent

of all cranial fractures.

Smaller samples showed
similar proportions: In 22

bodies from one culture she
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found that four times as

many women as men had

bone fractures, in 11 from an-

other, she found that about

five times as many women
had fractures.

"This suggests that Azapa
Valley women were victims

of abuse." Fouant concludes.

She doubts that bone dis-

ease caused the breaks

because it did not show up in

her autopsies.

The findings, however,

may be unique to northern

Chile. Pathologist Frank Saul,

who has examined numerous

Mayan remains, has found

"very little evidence of any in-

juries at all" in Central

America
"In the Eastern Mediterra-

nean I found far more healed

fractures in men than in

women," adds Dr. Lawrence

Angel, curator of physical

anthropology al the Smith-

sonian Institution. "I suggest

that there's a lot more abuse

of women and children in

the present."—Douglas Starr

"God blessed the seventh

day and sanctified it:

because in it he rested from

ail his work."

—Exo(

SCIENCE-FICTION
QUIZ NO. S

One of the pleasures of

science fiction is that stories

explore not only imaginary

worlds of aliens and futuristic

technology but also new
concepts about human soci-

eties and how people will

experience new challenges

and behaviors.

In the five stories described

below, well-known science-

fiction writers have examined

aspects of human emotions

that can be shown only in

science -fiction stories. Can
you identify the stories and

their authors?

1. In a world that is over-

populated by people of

low intelligence, a handful of

geniuses tries desperately

to control the population

explosion before all of human
I
society is destroyed,

2. Astronauts exploring

"Seven oct

Bible as a symbol

completeness—the seventh

day of rest after the

creation—and its powers of

magic have been endorsed

by generations of mid-

European gypsies, who say

that the seventh son of a

seventh son has the gift of

healing, and the seventh

daughter of a seventh

daughter knows the meaning
of dreams.

"

—Geoffry Vincent

The author in question 4 clowns

-ound at an Omni party.

the moon find an artifact that

has been placed there by

an alien civilization eons ago,

When they disturb the arti-

fact, it immediately sends a

signal into space to alert

its creators that the creatures

from Earth have achieved

spaceflight.

3. A male Air Force astro-

naut and a female photogra-

pher grapple with the emo-

tional and physical problems

of making love in orbit,

under weightless conditions.

4. On a planet orbiting

within a cluster of stars,

a small team of scientists

labors to protect civilization

from a periodic madness that

afflicts the entire population.

5. In a society where

even musical creativity is

carefully controlled by the

government, one incredibly

talented young man breaks

the rules—and suffers the

consequences.—Ben Bova

ANSWERS
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Who today knows or cares

much about the number
seven?" —Karl Menninger
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^Technology spawned by the Silicon Age
will bring children a wide range of knowledge in subjects

as diverse as ethics, architecture, and art.9

Church. More recently it has been the fac-

tory and the office. But in the future, with the

onset of the silicon revolution and the Infor-

mation Age. the center of life—for people of

all ages— is likely to be the school. The ed-
ucation system, they say, is about to atomize

into every conceivable form, from computer
and televideo classrooms to traditional insti-

tutes that preserve the classics and transmit

humanity's heritage of accumulated learn-

ing for generations to come.
"We'll have home-based schools, more

private and religious schools, more schools
founded by zealots, and more diversity

overall," says Stephen S. Kaagan, Vermont
commissioner of education. Many schools,

he adds, will contain "subschools" for stu-

dents with special interests, whether they be
in astronomy or art.

According to Steven Kurtz, headmaster
of Phillips Exeter Academy, industry will get

more involved. Big companies like IBM and
Marriott, interested in improving the quality

of education nationwide, might "take over

whole districts," he says, "contracting to run

the schools in a city like Wichita as an ex-

periment, just to see how it works.

"

No matter what the genre, though, the pri-

mary mission of tomorrow's schools will be
to teach students how to think.

"We will have to deal with questions un-

foreseeable today, and so we will need a
broad-based education," says Barnard Col-

lege president Ellen Futter. "We need peo-

The child waking y; the carputer, above, is

studying geography while learning to think.
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pie who can think outside their own areas of

specialization. We must give people certain

key intellectual skills—analytical thinking.

critical thinking, the ability to make judg-

ments, to reason quantitatively, to balance

opposed points of view." Dr. Benjamin Spock
agrees: "What we need to do in schools is

to encourage kids to take initiative, to take

on responsibility, to be creative," he says.

According to Peter Glaser, an expert on
solar energy and space technology at Ar-

thur D. Little, Inc., future education will in

some cases also be global. Tomorrow's world

will be international, intricately intercon-

nected via fiberoptic cables, satellite com-
munications, teleconferencing, and high-

speed travel. Thus, the culture that tomor-

row's schools transmit will not be solely our

own.

"We can't live on an island called Kansas
or Massachusetts," Glaser says. "How can
our graduates talk intelligently about things

on. the moon if they don't even know what's

going on in the country next door?"
The technologies transforming society will

transform teaching, too. Laboratory classes,

for instance, will be vivid simulations on

computer screens, says Paul Salmon, re-

tired director of the National Association of

School Administrators.

"Built into the on-screen text will be quizzes

that give students instant feedback," adds
LeRoy Hay, Connecticut's 1983 teacher of

the year. Students will also summon up vi-

suals—a picture of the battlefield at Gettys-

burg and portraits of the generals, tor in-

stance. "The teacher used to be a dispenser

of information because in the mass-educa-
tion style of the Industrial Age the teacher

was alone," says Hay. 'As technology im-

proves, the teacher will become a guide, a

mentor—and that is a much better role."

Ideally, Hay contends, the new technol-

ogy, including satellites, computers, and
video, will bring this knowledge to the most
isolated rural or ghetto school, offering the

once disenfranchised the same courses, and
the same teachers, as the high-powered

elite. "Biotechnology, the Japanese lan-

guage—by using technology, any school will

be able to offer such courses," he says, "even

if only one student is interested."

According to UCLA's Madeline Hunter, no
one can predict the full impact of artificial

intelligence, video, and new theories of

learning. Nonetheless, Omni asked a panel

of experts to choose some existing schools

exhibiting tomorrow's ideal traits. Using their

nominations, we have produced a list of 79
schools, nationwide, that point the way to the

education system of the future.

We began to compile our list early this year,

when a team of reporters contacted dozens
of national authorities, including Dr. Spock;
Michael Timpane, president of the Teachers

College of Columbia University; and Milton

Kopelman, principal of The Bronx High
School of Science. Because our experts are

not only distinguished but diverse, they

weren't always in agreement. And while our

list contains 77 schools, it includes just a

fraction of all those nominated.

The schools on the list, moreover, aren't

necessarily better than those not included.

They are simply representative of a particu-

lar genre or type. Nor can we guarantee that

a specific student at one of these schools

will gel a perfect education. The choice of a

school depends not only on philosophy and
curriculum but also on the needs of the child.

To further illustrate the multifarious nature

of tomorrow's schools, our reporters took a

close look at six sample institutions, each
representing a future educational type.

Here's what they found:

THE BRONX HIGH SCHOOL OF SCIENCE

John Kuo tinkers with "jumping genes." His

three-year experiment in DNA manipula-

tion
—

"The Mechanism of Transposition of

Tn5 in E. coli"— is notable because the tall

immigrant from Taiwan is not a research bi-

ologist, not even an MIT or Caltech Ph.D.

candidate. Kuo is a high-school student.

But what a high school: Kuo attends New
York City's Bronx High School of Science,

exemplary of the magnet schools now pro-

liferating nationwide. Such schools, orga-



mzed around specialties from finance to for-

eign languages, are open to students living

in the district. With high-level training in-

creasingly in demand, magnet schools are

paving the way for things to come.

NEWCOMER HIGH SCHOOL.
SAN FRANCISCO

Back home, he would be of military age.

"There was never enough food," he com-

plains bitterly. "We had to tell lies to get food."

To help these embittered, often battered

newcomers adjust to life in San Francisco,

slate blackboards and roll-down window

shades, are students from 35 countries, in-

cluding Iran, India. Ethiopia, and Vietnam.

'We take them for one year." says Paul

While magnsi schools ".each special sub-

..... jects to diverse groups, other institutions do

And among magnets, Bronx Science is a the reverse. In the future, specially schools the city established the Newcomer School

standout Everyyear7,000hopefulstakethe will leach virtually all subjects to circum- in 1979, in an old, four-story, blue-stucco

stiff entrance exam but only about 900 make scribed groups, including the dyslexic, the building with a sweeping view of the bay. In

it into the 47-year-old school, which enrolls musically gifted, or the deaf. An example of the school's halls and classrooms, with their

3,200 of the city's teenage intellectual su- such an institution is the Newcomer School,

perstars. The school is by far the country's in San Francisco, where teachers help re-

top producer of winners in the annual West- cent immigrants learn as much as they can

inghouse Science Talent Search contest (95 about almost everything.

todate]—Kuo was a 1985 winner. Bronx Sci- To most of us, immigration is a newspaper Cheng, the principal, "and we give them a

ence graduates also include three physics article, a fading set of family photos. But to running start."

Nobelists (Leon Cooper, Sheldon Glashow. the teenagers at Newcomer High, it is the Indeed. Newcomer students start by

and Steven Weinberg) and a long, long list vivid here and now. learning the standard high-school subjects

of notables in all sorts

of fields, from a sec-

retary of defense
(Harold Brown) to

black activist Stokely

Carmichael and well-

known Ragtime au-

thor E. L. Doctorow.

"What really makes
this school work—be-

sides extraordinary

ethnic diversity and
academic rigor— is

that these kids picked

us," says Milton Ko-

pelman. the school's

speed-talking, Tipa-

rillo-puffing principal,

whose office is a jun-

gle of student-won
trophies in everything

from tennis and Irack

to debate and gruel-

ing interschool math

shootouts.

"We even heard of

Bronx Science in Tai-

wan," says Kuo,

whose Two younger
brothers also make
the hour-and-a-half

commute, each way,

in graffiti-covered

subway cars from the

far-off borough of

Queens to the sprawl-

ing white-and-red-

brick school in arc old

Bronx neighborhood bisected by the an- "Most of the Cambodian children here

cient Jerome Avenue El. have been witness to atrocities." says-Pedro

Despite its fame, Bronx Science offers no Pastrano, the assistant principal. "A brother
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Unfortunately, most VCRs aren't wired to handle it.
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il equipment or facilities. What stu-

dents get is peers who share their interests,

electives from astrophysics to microbiology,

and academic "toughlove." "My favorite

classes are advanced-placement [college-

level] chemistry and higher-level calculus,"

says math whiz Philina Ng, a slight senior

with shoulder-length black hair and thick

glasses. "I often study until two A.M_"

"It's a fantastic school because there are

a lot of kids here who are really willing to

think," says teacher Paul Kravitz. "They feed

off one another—here a kid can win esteem

just by being a good student."
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and sister saw their mother and falher I

headed in front of them. That was Iwo years

ago; the girl is still in shock, When these

people come to San Francisco, they live eight

to a room:"

"Kabul was everything; my country, my
house, my friends—especially my iriends,"

.
says Ahmad, age seventeen, from Afghani-

stan. "But now there's "too much fighting.

Helicopters, lanks, shooting, dropping

bombs on houses." A friend of his, age six-

teen, Iried to run away from some soldiers

and died in a burst of rifle fire.

Martin, also sixteen, is from Nicaragua.

guages: Chinese,

Spanish, Vietnamese,

Cambodian, Laotian,

Arabic, Czech. In one

such class, the bulle-

tin board shows a

lengthy vocabulary in

English and Vietnam-

ese—polynomial: da

thuc; square root: can

so bac hai; and equa-

tion: phuong trinh. As

the year goes on,

teachers deliver more

and more of the les-

son in English, until

eventually if is the only

language used.

Newcomer pupils,

however, study more

than social studies.

English, and math.

They learn American

customs as well. In a

class on English as a

second language, for

instance, the teacher

explains American
money. She holds up

a nickel, a dime, a

quarter, a dollar bill.

Then she follows with

a Visa card, "This is a

credit card," she an-

nounces. "And what

can you do with this?

You can .buy some-

thing. And what do I pay with?" She holds

up that old American standby, the check-

book, and one student answers, 'A check."

"There are five hundred thirty-five stu-

dents here at Newcomer," says Cheng. "We

have a dedicated staff of thirty. When a small

school like ours caters to their needs, these

special students can thrive." When satellites

make global communications as easy as to-

day's local call, many of these mixed-culture

graduates will be leaders in the new inter-

national society.

WASHINGTON PREPARATORY HIGH
SCHOOL. LOS ANGELES

"This is a terrible place," says Alfonzo, age

sixteen, his hair in cornrows. "It's so old—



my mother wer.i here. The gym is all messed
up; we need Lysol in Ihe bathrooms." "It

needs lots ol help," added Nila, seventeen.
"We need longer lunch hours." But not all the

students want to complain. "There's lots of

girls here," declares Derek, sixteen. "That's

the thing, you know?" Bridgette, sixteen, has
other preferences; "You get good teachin'

up here," she says. Arlene, a senior, agrees:
"In the magnet program, people really have
it up here."

It could be any group of high-school stu-

dents. But these particular people attend

dents are chcos.nc Washington Prep over
public and privale scnoola ouiside the area,

according to the Ford Foundation, which re-

cently gave Washington Prep both a $1,000
Recognition Award for inner-city schools
making significant gains and a $20,000
grant. The annual number of suspensions,
once well over 600, has dropped to under
100. While the average inner-city school has
only a 70 percent daily attendance rate,

Washington's is approximately'90 percent.
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sit
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"ighii $, drug abuse, and weap- lie-school teacher, arlc a comnjier -pec ?.

oris possession have declined so dramatt- ist, often loaned by a company nearby
Washington Preparatory , on Scnool, in Los cally thai Wash ngion is now consioe-ed one Fver re arc weekend : r : SSes cater mostly
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es: schools. And perhaps to adults, and according to director Larry Li-
inglon Prep is a soeaaliy n-.liiu'.ion, set up most important, about 80 percenl of the den ;ate afternoon is resorted for kids
to deal with the diversity that will mark Amer- graduates go on to h g.ner education. Teacher Mclis-a Michm s for instance
can society in the

I
,

ieads an introductory

iputer class foi

tule is exemplary of the o.oci school, provid-

ing professional and recreational training to

people of all ages and economic groups.
Financed in part by local businesses, its

corporate sponsors include Apple, IBM.
Hewlett-Packard, Lockheed, and more. Their

hope; that the training will ameliorate chronic

worker shortages and create a generation

o
:

peoo o w Ih computer expertise.

A typical classroom al Ihe school con-
tains at least ten computers, a certified pub-

twenty-first century.

Washington is a

school for disadvan-

taged students in and
around the black

community of Walts.

'A lot of people ; hr;-;

that what we have
here is the black mid-

dle class," says
George McKenna. the

principal. "That's not

true. Seventy percent

of the kids here are el-

igible for Aid to Fami-

lies, with Dependenl
Children. But we do
have expectations." To
attend this school,

sludents must sign a
contract: no radios or

tape decks; no teen-

age mothers' babies;

prosecution for any-

one committing as-

sault; no earrings lor

young men; no. gang
symbols; homework
given every day. For

Ihe parents, there are

other requirements:
participation in school

activities, responsibil-

ity for their children's

behavior, responsibi'-

ily for "their compli-
ance with the rules.

It seems to work. Today, Washington Prep
offers special in-school centers forcommu-
nicalion arts, mathematics, and science. The
school has introduced remedial and tutorial

programs in all basic subjects, with volun-

teer tutors from the faculty, local businesses,
and colleges available before and after

school, Saturdays, and lunch hours. "Proj-

ect Together," a student-run program, en-

lists large numbers of students to counsel
other students, for community service, and
for exchanges with other schools. A parents'

group now does everything, from keeping
tabs on attendance to raising funds for

building projects. Parents also help in- the

se'ecton of new teachers.

Today, even academically advanced stu-
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children ages six to

nine. "What are some
of the things a com-
puter can do?" she
asks the group. "It can
help solve math prob-

lems," says one boy.

"It can help you learn,"

chime in some others.

Most of these chil-

dren have parents
with home com-
puters. Michiels says.

Even more important,

all of them have
learned to read. They
can thus follow text on
the screen or copy it

from the board. For

these children, com-
puter literacy is pred-

icated upon English

literacy. And teaching

basic literacy in writ-

ing, mathematics, and
computers may serve

as the focus for many
of the open schools

—

for students of all

ages— to come.

BOSTON LATIN

INSTITUTE OF COMPUTER TECHNOL-
OGY. SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA

On Lime a.nd Ticondorotja streets in Sun-
nyvale, California, the homes are neat and
the lawns well kept. But this lazy intersec-

tion's soul—the Institute of Computer Tech-
nology—belongs to the Information Age.
Although the institute is nicknamed High-

Tech High, its 5,000 students include kin-

dergarten children, senior citizens, and
MBAs. Open to one and all from 8am to 10

pm
,
six days a week, twelve months a year,

with no extended vacations, the school of-

fers courses with names like C Language,
PASCAL programming, and computer law.

Set in the heart of Silicon Valley, the insti-

At first it looks like

just another aging city

sehoo ?; fort-ess! kc

structure of red, brick

and granite, crowded among Boston's col-

leges and museums. Inside, Ihe brown paint

is peeling; the floors are scuffed naked by
the daily parade of thousands of feet.

Yet soon you see a hint of something un-

usual. On an art-class' display of self-por-

traits in the hall—a veritable United Nations

of faces— is a block-letter sign proclaiming,

"We are the world. " But the sign isn't in Eng-
lish: sumus mundus, it says, in Latin.

For this is Boston Latin School, inheritor of

.a 350-year legacy and perhaps the most
rigidly traditional school in America. Estab-
lished by the Puritans to give their children

a classical, humanistic education, the na-

tion's oldest school is ruled by those same
principles today. Indeed, taste schools like

CONTINUED ON PAGE 13-1 57



FICTION

The danger, as in

every era,

was losing your head

QUICKTIME
BY HARLAN ELLISON

The mobs that fed [he

guillotines raged,

screaming, through

Galiopolis, storming

the Sixly Towers, dragging

out the Lords and Iheir

executioners, their secret

police, their paladins;

holding mass slayings in

the verdant gardens and
tiled squares. The chunk ol

the blade became a regular

beatinthegrealcilyof
gold. The holiday cheers of

the mobs rose round and
round the onyx Towers
as each Brother Lord in his

turn was separated from

his head.

And yet, miraculously,

one Lord escaped. His

spies among the poor had
warned him that the vassals

were beginning to talk of

blood. They had warned
him days ago. The last

complement of peasant
children taken for the arena

had set the starving poor
loose. They became a
drum beating for death. He
heard the swelling sound,

and he took steps to protect

himself if the worst should

happen Now. as the mobs

PAINTING BY TONY ROBERTS

became a tide washing

through the great city,

he fled as his Brother Lords
died. He atone of the sixty

Brother Lords, escaped.
He used secret passages

and hidden tunnels, and
he escaped to the edge of

the golden city. There at

the verge of the forest, a rat

pack close on his trail, he
found the cleverly con-

cealed pit that had been
dug under the protecting,

ground-sweeping branches
of a thylax tree: and he
buried himseif. with only his

dirt-smeared face and
the muzzle of a stinger

showing through the foliage.

And he waited.

This Lord was known to

the peasants as Garth
of the Red Hand. And he
knew how to wart. In the

chambers of pain beneath
his Tower he had absorbed
the lessons of waiting: to



enjoy with a gentle patience the exact sci-

ence of his resident hectors as they pleas-

ured themselves with razors and chemicals

and fire. Masks and needles and paring

knives and lasers. He could sit without mov-

ing for hours.

Now he waited in tear. For close on a thou-

sand years the Brother Lords had ruled, and

fear was unknown to them, but Garth was

not ashamed to admit he was frightened.

From the balcony of his throne room he had

seen the mob dragging Oldan and his mis-

tresses to the blade. He had seen them

clubbed to their knees, their arms held

straight back, and the thrashing in the mo-

ment before the sound of swish and chunk.

He had seen that the blade had already

grown dull, and that the peasants took

pleasure in the fact: raising the blade for a

second strike; the head only half-severed;

the body twitching.

He was not ashamed of his fear. And he

waited with the utmost patience. There was

no alternative.

The pack came crashing through the for-

est, and from his pit he watched. He saw the

head of his brother Wanzor. eyes still open,

thumping at the belt of the pack's leader.

Then they were gone, ripping away the

entwined branches of the downswept trees,

plunging deeper into the forest to find him.

He had to believe all the others were dead

now They would . . . count heads. They

would know he had not been sent to the

blade. They would not rest till they had him.

There had to be an escape route. No-

where in the world was safe. Nowhere in this

world.

By now they had smashed open his treas-

ure rooms and scattered his diamonds, killed

his concubines, slaughtered his matched

teams of horses and panthers. The thou-

sand-year rule of the Brother Lords had

ended.
There would be retribution when the

peasants realized they could not rule them-

selves. When they called for their Lords to

return.

Then he remembered what he had known

a moment before; there were no more Lords.

The fifty-nine Brothers were meat now, noth-

ing but meat. And the sixtieth shivered in a

hole in the forest.

Night came; and with it the merciless light

of the full moon. Garth thought the time had

come to escape. There was a way. He had

spent his time waiting . . . and thinking. As

he began to scoop away the dirt that hid

him, torches moved into the forest. He could

see their firefly light moving out from the

burning core of Galiopolis. He waited till the

hungry mobs had divided into hunting

groups and had searched past his ignoble

hideout. If he had sought hope in the delu-

sion that they might have forgotten him, he

knew, now, that they would never rest till they

had located and slaughtered the last of the

Brother Lords.

"He's doing a terrific job. He's in charge of

destroying the environment.

"

And so he burrowed deeper; he waited;

crouched in the damp hole, his stinger aimed

at the forest's shadows—waiting for the first

unfortunate piggish face to discover him.

He waited and waited, but they seemed

to have returned by other routes, seemed to

have bypassed him in the darkness. For now,

for a while, he was safe.

Then, as dawn sent its first glow through

the trees, he crawled out of the pit beneath

the ground-scraping branches, and cau-

tiously made his way into the city.

To the Experimental Buildings.

The Professor had survived because he

had come up from peasant stock. But even

though he had been granted an elevated

position in the world of the Lords, he knew

his place. He knew who was of the royal

creche, and who was not. And so he cow-

ered in fear as Garth of the Red Hand lev-

eled the stinger at his face.

Rats danced in the Professor's eyes, but

he knew he was helpless. It was a tiny

weapon, but it was in the hand of this Lord

he had known all his life. Knew him asathing

that could kill without drawing a hesitant

breath. He stared at this man, one of the for-

mer rulers ot the world, whom he had never

thought to see alive again; and he wished

with a most unscientific intensity that there

might be some way he could complete the

moist job the peasants had begun.

Garth perched, hip cocked on the edge

of a low experiment shef. pointing the stinger

directly into the Professor's face. "I have been

subsidizing you far too long, Professor; but

your foolish experiments may at last proffer

some reward." The Professor looked con-

fused. What could the Red Hand want that

he could give?

"You will send me back one hundred years;

and if you do not, I will burn out first your left

eye; and then your right. And then your left

leg; and then your right ... and then . .

." He
spoke in a soft, steady voice. The old man
knew he was serious; he would do as he

said.

"But, my Lord," he said, indicating the

banks of time-stress warpers, "we have not

yet perfected the machine. We can send you

only to one historical era and only to one

geographical coordinate: to the Mesozoic . .

.

more specifically, to the Upper Jurassic Pe-

riod; approximately one hundred and thirty

million years ago."

Lord Garth studied the scientist with nar-

rowed eyes. "Convince me this is not a trick,

old man; or die here and now."

The Professor replied with obvious fear in

his voice. "We don't yet know why this should

be so, my Lord; it is the consuming subject

of our studies. It is the reason we have not

been able to repay your unceasing faith in

our continuing experiments. But we have

sent men back and we have brought them

forward again, with no difficulty. A genuine

breakthrough; some might call it a miracle

of science."

'And I call it useless for my purpose." He

© 1984 by The Kilimanjaro Corporation.
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The newborn's brain: registering

every flash of color, caress,

scent, and other stimuli vital to the

MAKING OF A MIND
BY KATHLEEN McAULIFFE

"Give me a child lor the

first six years of life and

he'll be a servant of God
till his last breath."

—Jesuit maxim

A servant of God or an

agent of the devil; a law-

abiding citizen or a juve-

nile delinquent. What the

Jesuits knew, scientists

are now rapidly confirm-

ing—that the mind of the

child, in the very first

years, even months, of

life, is the crucible in

which many of his deep-

est values are formed. It

is then that much of what he may become—his

talents, his interests, his abilities—are devel-

oped and directed. The experiences of his in-

fancy and childhood will profoundly shape

everything from his visual acuity to his compre-

hension of language and social behavior."

What underlies the child's receptivity to new
information? And why do adults seem to lose

this capacity as they gain more knowledge of

the world around them? Why is it lhal the more

we know, the less we can know?

Like a Zen koan, this paradox has led scien-

tists down many paths of discovery. Some re-

searchers are studying developmental proc-

esses in infants and children; others search the

convoluted passages of

the cortex for clues to

how memory records

learning experiences. Still

others are studying the

degree to which learning

is hard-wired—soldered

along strict pathways in

the brains of animals and

humans.
Another phenomenon

recenlly discovered:

Long after patterns of

personality have solidi-

fied, adults may tap fresh

learning centers in the

brain, new nerve con-

nections that allow intel-

lectual growth tar after fourscore years.

" Although much research remains to be done,

two decades of investigation have yielded some

dramatic—and in some instances unex-

pected—insights into the developing brain.

An infant's brain is not just a miniature replica

of an adult's brain. Spanish neuroscientist Jose

Deigado goes so Far as to call the newborn

'mindless." Although all the nerve cells a human

may have are present al birth, the cerebral cor-

tex, the gray matter that is the seal of higher in-

tellect, barely functions. Surprisingly, the lower

brain stem, the section that we have in common
with reptiles and other primitive animals, dic-

tates most of Ihe newborn's actions.
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This changes drastically in Ihe days,

weeks, and months after birth, when the ce-

rebral cortex literally blossoms. During this

burst of growth, individual brain cells send
out shoots in all directions to produce a jun-

gle of interconnecting nerve fibers. By the

time a child is one year old, his brain is 50
percent of its adult weight; by the time he's

six, it's 90 percent of its adult weight. And
by puberty, when growth trails off, the brain

will have quadrupled in- size to the average

adult weight of about three pounds.

How trillions of nerve cells manage to or-

ganize themselves into something as com-
plex as the human brain remains a mystery.

But this much is certain: As this integration

and development proceeds, experiences

can alter the brain's connections in a lasting,

even irreversible way.

To demonstrate this, Colin Blakemore,

professor of physiology at Oxford University,

raised kittens in an environment that had no

horizontal lines. Subsequently, they were able

to "see" only vertical lines. Yet Blakemore had

tested their vision just before the experiment

began and found that the kittens had an

equal number of cells that responded to each

type of line.

Why had the cats become blind to hori-

zontal lines? By the end of the experiment,

Blakemore discovered that many more cells

in the animals' brains responded to vertical

lines than horizontal lines.

As the human brain develops, similar neu-

rological processes probably occur. For ex-

ample, during a test in which city-dwelling

Eurocanadians were exposed to sets of all

types of lines, they had the most difficulty

seeing oblique lines. By comparison, the

Cree Indians, from the east coast of James
Bay, Quebec, perceived all orientations of

lines equally well. The researchers Robert

Annis and Barrie Frost, of Queens Univer-

sity, in Kingston, Ontario, attributed this dif-

ference in visual acuity to the subjects' en-

vironments. The Eurocanadians grow up in

a world dominated by vertical and horizon-

tal lines, whereas the Indians, who live in te-

pees in coniferous forests, are constantly

exposed to surroundings with many differ-

ent types of angles.

The sounds—as well as the sights—that

an infant is exposed to can also influence

his future abilities. The phonemes rah and
lah, for instance, are absent from the Japa-

nese language, and as might be expected,

adults from that culture confuse English

words containing r and /. (Hence the offering

of steamed "lice" in sushi bars. ) Tests reveal

that Japanese adults are quite literally deaf

to these sounds.

Infants, on ihe other hand, seem to readily

distinguish between speech sounds. To test

sensitivity to phonemes, researchers meas-
ure changes in the infants' heartbeats as dif-

ferent speech sounds are presented. If an

infant grows familiar with one sound and then

encounters a new sound, his heart rate in-

creases. Although the evidence is still in-

complete, tests of babies from linguistic
1

backgrounds as varied as Guatemala's
Spanish culture, Kenya's Kikuyu-speaking
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area, and the United States ail point to the

same conclusion: Infants can clearly per-

ceive phonemes present in any language.

The discovery that babies can make lin-

guistic distinctions that adults cannot caused
researchers to wonder at what age we lose

this natural facility for language. To find out,

Janet Werker, of Dalhousie University, in

Nova Scotia, and Richard Tees, of Canada's

University of British Columbia, began ex-

amining the language capabilities of Eng-

lish-speaking adolescents. Werker and Tees

tested the subjects to see whether they could

discriminate between two phonemes pe-

culiar to the Hindi language,

"We anticipated that linguistic sensitivity

declines at puberty, as psychologists have

commonly assumed," Werker explains.

The results were surprising. Young ado-

lescents could not make the distinction, nor

could eight-year-olds, four-year-olds, or two-

year-olds. Finally, Werker and Tees decided

to test infants. They discovered that the abil-

ity to perceive foreign phonemes declines

lift's probably

fair to say that if you want

bright kids,

-you should cuddle them a lot

.
• when they're

babies because that increases

the number
of neural connections.^

sharply by one year of age. 'All the six-month-

olds from English-speaking backgrounds

could distinguish between the Hindi pho-

nemes," Werker says. "But by ten to twelve

months of age, the babies were unable to

make this distinction."

The cutoff point, according to Werker, falls

between eight and twelve months of age. If

not exposed to Hindi by then people require

a lot of learning to catch up. Werker found

that English-speaking adults studying Hindi

for the first time needed up to five years of

training to learn the same phoneme distinc-

tions any six-month-old baby can make. With

further testing, Werker succeeded in track-

ing down one of the learning impairments

that thwarted her older subjects. Although

there is an audible difference, the adult mind

cannot retain it long enough to remember it.

"The auditory capabilities are there," Werker

says. "It's the language-processing capa-

bilities that have changed."
" Even a brief introduction to language dur-

ing the sensitive period can permanently al-

ter our perception of speech. Werker and
Tees tested English-speaking adults who
could not speak or understand a word of

Hindi, although they had been exposed to

the language for the first year or two of life.

They found that these adults had a major

advantage in learning Hindi, compared with

English-speaking adults who lacked such

early exposure.

Werker and Tees's studies show that there

is an advantage in learning language within

the first year of life. But when it comes to

learning a second tongue another study has

revealed some startling findings: Adults ac-

tually master a second language more eas-

ily than school-age children do.

Forfour years Catherine Snow, of the Har-

vard Graduate School of Education, studied

Americans who were learning Dutch for the

first time while living in Holland. "When you

control for such factors as access to native

speakers and the daily exposure level to the

language," Snow says, "adults acquire a

large vocabulary and rules of grammar more
quickly than children do. In my study, adults

were found to be as good as children even

in pronunciation, although many research-

ers contend that children have an advan-

tage in speaking like natives."

Obviously not ail learning stops when the

sensitive period comes to a close. This ob-

servation has led some researchers to

question the importance of early experi-

ences. What would happen, for example, if

a child did not hear a single word of any

language until after one year of age? Would

the propensity to speak be forfeited for-

ever? Or could later exposure to language

make up the deficit?

Because of the unethical nature of per-

forming such an experiment on a child, we
may never know the answer to that question.

But some indications can be gleaned from

animal studies of how early deprivation af-

fects the development ol social behavior.

\n An Outline of Psychoanalysis, Slgmund
Freud refers to "the common assertion that

the child is psychologically the father of the

man and that the-events of his first years are

of paramount importance for his whole sub-

sequent development." At the University of

Wisconsin Primate Laboratory, the pioneer-

ing studies of Harry and Margaret Harlow

put this belief to the test on our closest living

relative—the rhesus monkey.

"Our experiments indicate that there is a

critical period somewhere between the third

and sixth month of life," write the Harlows,

"during which social deprivation, particu-

larly deprivation of the company of [the

monkey's] peers, irreversibly blights the an-

imal's capacity for social adjustment."

When later returned to a colony in which

there was ample opportunity for interacting

with other animals, the experimental mon-

keys remained withdrawn, self-punishing,

and compulsive. Most significantly, they grew

up to be inept both as sexual partners and
parents. The females never became im-

pregnated unless artificially inseminated. We
don't know whether humans, like Harlow's

monkeys, must establish close bonds by a

certain age or be lorever doomed to social

failure. But an ongoing longitudinal study, the

Minnesota Preschool Project, offers the en-

couraging finding that emotionally ne-



glected four-yea-olds csn_sti.l be helped to

lead normal, happy lives. To rehabilitate the

children, the teachers in the project provide

Ihem with the kind of intimate attention lhal

is lacking at home.

Perhaps one of the Harlows' observations

sheds light on why the project was success-

ful: During the critical period for social de-

velopment, the Harlows found that even a

little bit ot attention goes a long way. During

the first year of life, lor example, only 20 min-

utes of playtime a day with other monkeys

was apparently sufficient tor the animals to

grow into well-adjusted adults. L. Alan Sroufe,

codirector of the Minnesota Project, tells the

story of one four-year-old boy who was con-

stantly defiant—the kind of child who would

hit the other children with a toy fire truck. In-

stead of sending him to a corner, the ieacher

was instructed to remove him from -the group

and place him with another teacher. The

message they hoped to impart: We are re-

jecting your behavior, but we're not rejecting

you. Within a few months, the antisocial little

boy learned to change his behavior.

If children aren't exposed to positive so-

cial situations until adolescence, however, the

prognosis is poor, Like any complex behav-

ior, human sdcialization requires an elabo-

rate series of learning steps. So by adoles-

cence, the teenager who missed out on

many key social oxpe r ences as a child has

a tremendous handicap to overcome.

Researchers are finding that each stage

of lite demands c'itcrcnt < nds of competen-

cies. This may be why sensitive learning pe-

riods exist. "When a baby is born it has to

do two things at the-same time,". says

biochemist Steven Rose, of England's Open
University. "One is that it has to survive as a

baby. The second is that it has to grow into

that very different organism, which is a child

and then finally an adult. And it is not simply

the case that everything the baby does is a

miniature version ot what we see in the adult."

For example, the rooting reflex, which en-

ables the baby to suckle, is not a preliminary

form of chewing: There's a transitional pe-

riod in which the child must begin eating solid

foods. And then other sorts of skills become
necessary—the child must learn to walk, talk,

form friendships, and when adulthood is

reached, find a sexual partner. "But the child

does not have to know all that at the begin-

ning." Rose says. "So sensitive periods are

necessary because we have to know how

to do certain things at certain times during

development."

During the course of a sensory system's

development, several sensitive periods oc-

cur. In the case of human vision, for exam-

ple, depth perception usually emerges by

two months of age and after that remains

relatively stable. But it takes the lirst five years

of life to acquire the adult level of visual acu-

ity that allows us to see fine details. And dur-

ing that prolonged period, we are vulnerable

to many develop "'f;r tal problems that can

cause this process to go awry. For example,

a drooping lid or an eye covered by a cat-

aract—virtually anything that obstructs vi-

sion in one of the child's eyes for as few as

seven days—can lead to a permanent blut

ring of sight. This condition, known as arr

blyopia is one of the most common ophthal-

mological disorders. Treatment works only i

carried out within the sensitive period, be-

fore the final organization of certain cells in

the visual cortex becomes fixed, After five

years of age, no amount of visual stimulation

is likely to reorganize the connections laid

down when the young nervous system was

developing.

Like molten plastic, the nervous system is,

at its inception, highly pliable. But it quickly

settles into a rigid cast—one that has been

shaped by experience. Just what neurolog-

ical events set the mold is not known. Some
suggestive findings, however, come from the

research of John Cronly-Dillon, a professor

of ophthalmic optics at the University of

Manchester Institute of Science and Tech-

nology, in England.

Working with colleague Gary Perry, Cronly-

Dillon studied growth activity in the visual

cortex of rat pups reared under normal light

conditions. To measure growth, researchers

monitored the rate at which certain cells

synthesized tubulin, a protein vital for form-

ing and maintaining nerve connections. The

researchers found that tubulin production in

the visual cortex remained at a low level until
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day 13, which marks :he ciset of the sensi-

tive period for visual learning. II coincides

with the moment when the animal first opens
its eyes. At that time, tubulin production

soars, indicating a rise in growth activity.

Cronly-Dillon and Perry found that the rat's

visual cortex continues to grow for the next

week and'then declines. By the end of the

critical period, when the pup is roughly five

weeks old, tubulin production drops to the

level attained before the eyes open.

To Cronly-Dillon the surplus of tubulin at

the beginning of the critical period and its

subsequent cutback have profound impli-

. cations. "It means that an uncommonly large

number of nerve connections can exist at

the peak of the critical period, but only a small

fraction of them will be maintained at the

end," he says. "So the question, of course,

is which nerve connections will be kept?"

If Croniy-Dillon is correct, experience
probably stabilizes those connections most
often used during the sensitive period. "So
by definition," he says, "what remains is most
critical for survival."

Cronly-Dillon's work elaborates on a the-

ory Spanish neurophysioiogist Ramon YCa-
jal advanced at the turn of the century. Ac-
cording to this view, which has been gaining

broader acceptance in recent times, brain

development resembles natural selection.

Just as the forces of nalural selection ensure

the survival of the fittest, so do similar forces

preserve the most useful brain circuits.

The beauty of this model is that it could

explain why the brain is as exquisitely

adapted to its immediate surroundings, just

as (he mouthparts of insects are so perfectly

matched to the sexual organs of the flowers

they pollinate. The textures, shapes, sounds,

and odors we perceive best may have left

their imprint years ago in the neural circuitry

ol the developing mind.

There is also a certain economic appeal
to this outlook: Why. for example, should

Japanese adults keep active a neural circuit

that permits the distinction between r and /

sounds when neither of these linguistic com-
ponents is present in their native tongue?

Yet another economic advantage of the

theory is that it would explain how nature can
forge something as intricate as the brain out

of a relatively limited amount of genetic ma-
terial. "It looks as though what genetics does
is sort of make a brain," Blakemore says.

"We only have about one hundred thousand
genes—and that's to make an entire body.

Yet the brain alone has trillions of nerve cells,

each one forming as many as ten thousand
connections with ils neighbors. So imagine

the difficulty of trying lo encode every step

of ihe wiring process in our DNA."
This vast discrepancy between genes and

connections, according to Blakemore, can
be overcome by encoding in the DNA the

specifications for a "rough brain," "Every-

thing gets roughly laid down in place,"
Blakemore says. "But the wiring of the young

nervous system is far too rich and diffuse.

So the brain overconnects and then uses a
selection process to line-tune the system."

The brain of an eight-month-old human
fetus is actually estimated to have two to

three times more nerve cells than an adult

brain does. Just before birth, there is a mas-
sive death of unnecessary brain cells, a
process that continues through early child-

hood and then levels off. Presumably many
nerve connections that fall into disuse van-

ish. But that is only part of the selection

process—and possibly a small part at that.

According to Blakemore, many neural cir-

cuits remain in place but cease to function

after a certain age. "I would venture a guess,"

he says, "that as many as ninety percent of

the connections you see in the adult brain

are nonfunctional. The time when circuits can

be switched on or off probably varies for dif-

ferent parts of the cerebral cortex—de-

pending on what functions they control—and
would coincide with the sensitive period of

learning. Once the on-off switch becomes
frozen, the sensitive period is over."

This doesn't mean, however, that new cir-

cuits can't grow. There appears to be a fine-

tuning of perception coinciding with these

developmental events. And as the brain be-
comes a finer sieve, filtering out all but a lim-

ited amount of sensory input, its strategy for

storing information appears lo change,

"Studies indicate that as many as fifty per-

cent of very young children recall things in
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Scientific techniques expose
layer after layer of history
beneath a painting's surface

THE LINES
BY KATHLEEN STEIN
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OF A MIND
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pictures," says biochemist Rose. 'And by the

time we're about, four or five, we tend to lose

our eidetic [photographic] memory and de-

velop sequenlial methods of recall."

To Rose, who is studying the neurological

mechanisms that underlie learning, this shift

m memory process may have an intriguing

logic. "To be a highly adaptable organism

like man, capable of living ina lot of different

environmenls, one must start out with a brain

that takes in everything," Rose explains. 'And

as you develop, you select what is important

and what is not important to remember. It

you went on remembering absolutely every-

thing, it would be disastrous."

The Russian neurologist A. R. Luria had a

patient cursed with such a memory—the

man could describe rooms he'd been in

years before, pieces of conversations he'd

overheard. His memory became such an

impediment that he could not hold even a

clerk's job; while listening to instructions, so

many associations for each word would arise

that he couldn't iocus on what was being

said. The only position he could manage was

as a memory man in a theatrical company.

"The crucial thing then," Rose says, "is that

you must learn what to forget"

Some components of the brain, however,

must retain their plasticity into adulthood-

otherwise, no further learning would be pos-

sible, says neuroscientist Bill Greenough, of

the University of Illinois, at Urbana-Cham-

paign. While the adult brain cannot generate

new brain cells, Greenough has uncovered

evidence that it does continue to generate

new nerve connections. But as the brain

ages, the rate at which it produces these

connections slows.

If the young bran car bo likened to a sap-

ling sprouting shoots in all directions, then

the adult brain is more akin to a tree, whose

growth is confined primarily to budding re-

gions. "In the mature brain," Greenough says,

"neural connections appear to pop up sys-

tematically, prc.rsely whore "hey're needed."

Early experience, then, provides the foun-

dation on which all subsequent knowledge

and skills build. "That's why it's extraordinar-

ily difficult to change cerlain aspects of per-

sonality as an adult," says neuroscientist

Jonathan Winson, of Rockefeller University.

"Psychiatrists have an expression: 'Insight is

wonderful, but the psyche fights back.
1

Un-

fortunately, one of the drawbacks of critical-

period learning is that a lot of misconcep-

tions and unreasonable fears can become

frozen in our minds during this very vulner-

able period in our development,"

Greenough acknowledges that the sys-

tem isn't perfect; nevertheless, it works to

our advantage because you can't build on a

wobbly nervous system. "You've got to know

who your mother is, and you've got to have

perceptual skills," he explains. "These and

other types of learning have to jell quickly, or

all further development would halt."

Can these insights into the developing

brain help educators to devise new strate-

gies for teaching?

"We're a very long way from being able to

apply the work of neurobiologists to what

chalk-faced teachers ace Irying to do," says

Open University's Rose.

Bui he can see the rough outline of a new

relationship between neurobiology and ed-

ucation, which excites him. "We can now say

with considerable certainty that there are

important advantages to growing up in an

enriched environment/' he says. "Thai does

not mean that you should be leaching three-

year-olds Einstein's theory ot relativity on the

grounds that you will be turning them into

geniuses later on. But il's probably fair to say

that if you want brighl kids, you should cud-

dle them a lot as babies because that in-

creases the number of neural connections

produced in the brain." (For another per-

spective on early learning, see Mind, by Dr.

Benjamin Spock, on page 28.)

Although early learning tends to over-

shadow the importance of later experience,

mental development never ceases. Recent

studies indicate that our intellectual abilities

continue to expand well into our eighties,

provided the brain has not been injured or

diseased. Most crucial for maintaining men-

tal vigor, according to Greenough, Is staying

active and taking on new challenges. In his

rat studies, he found that lack of stimula-

tion—much more than age—was the iactor

that limited the formation of new neural con-

nections in the adult brain.

As long as we don't isolate ourselves as

we grow older, one very important type of

mental faculty may even improve. Called

crystallized intelligence, this ability allows us

to draw on the store of accumulated knowl-

edge to provide alternate solutions to com-

plicated problems. Analyzing complex polit-

ical or military strategies, forexample, would

exploit crystallized intelligence.

There is a danger in believing that be-

cause the brain's anatomica. ooundaries are

roughly established early in life, all mental

capabilities are restricted, too. "Intelligence

is not something static that can be pinned

down with an I.Q. test like butterflies on a

sheet of cardboard," says Rose. "It is a con-

stant Interplay between internal processes

and external forces."

To be sure, many types of learning do fa-

vor youth. As violinist Isaac Stern says, "If

you haven't begun playing violin by age

eight, you'll never be great." But in the opin-

ion ot Cronly-Dillon, the. best time for learn-

ing other types of skills may be much later

in life. Although he will not elaborate on this

until further studies are done, he believes we

may even have sensitive periods with very

late onsets. "There's a real need," Cronly-

Dillon says, "to define all the different types

of sensitive periods so that education can

take advantage o< biolop'Co optimums."

It is said that the ability to learn in later life

depends on the retention of childlike inno-

cence. "This old saw," insists Cronly-Dillon,

"could have a neurological basis."00
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FICTION

These timeriders

have a shot at making history—
if they survive it

UNDER SIEGE
BY GEORGE R. R.MARTIN

On
the high ramparts

of Vargbn, Colonel

Bengt Anttonen
stood alone and

watched phantasms race

across the ice.

The world was snow
and wind and bitter,

burning cold. The winter

sea had frozen hard
around Helsinki, and in its

icy grip it held the six is-

land citadels oi the great

fortress called Svea-
borg. The wind was a
knife drawn from a sheath
of ice. It cut through Ant-

ionen's uniform, chafed at

his cheeks, brought tears

to his eyes, and froze

them as they trickled

down his face. The wind
howled around the tow-
ering, gray granite walls,

forced its way through
doors and cracks and
gun emplacements, in-

sinuated itself every-
where. Out upon the fro-

zen sea, il snapped and
shrieked at the Russian
.artillery and sent puffs of'

snow from the drifts run-

ning and swirling over the

ice like strange white
beasts, ghostly animals
all asparkle, wearing first

one shape and then an-

other, changing con-
stantly as they ran.

They were creatures as
malleable as Anttonen's

thoughts. He wondered
what form they would
take next and where they

were running to so swiftly,

these misty children of

snow and wind. Perhaps
they could be taught to

attack the Russians. He
smiled, savoring the
lancy of the snow beasts
unleashed upon the en-

emy. II was a strange, wild

thought. Colonel Bengt
Anttonen had never been
an imaginative man be-
fore, but of late his mind
had often been taken by
such whimsies.

Anttonen turned his
face into the wind again,

welcoming the chill, the

numbing cold. He wanted
it to cool his fury, to cut
into the heart o'T him and
freeze the passions that

seethed there. He wanted
to be numb. The cold had
turned even the turbulent

sea into still and silent ice:

now let it conquer the tur-

bulence within Bengt
Anttonen. He opened his

mouth, exhaled a long
plume of breath that rose

from his reddened
cheeks like steam, in-

haled a draft of frigid air

that went down like liquid

oxygen.

But panic came in the

wake of that thought.
Again, il was happening
again. What was liquid

oxygen? Cold, he knew
somehow; colder than the

ice; colder than this wind.
Liquid oxygen was bitter

and white, and it steamed
and flowed. He knew it.

knew it as certainly as he
knew his own name.

But riow?

Anttonen turned from
the ramparts. He walked
with long, swift strides, his

hand touching the hilt of

his sword as if it could
provide some protection

against the demons that

had invaded his mind.
The other officers were
righl; he was going mad,
surely. He had proved it

this afternoon at the staff

meeting.

The meeting had gone
very badly, as they all had
of late. As always. Antto-

nen had raised his voice

against the others, hope-
lessly, stupidly. He was
right, he knew that. Yet he

knew also he could not

convince them and that

each word further under-

mined his status, further

damaged his career,

Jagerhorn had brought

it on once again. Colonel
F. A. Jagerhorn was
everything that Anttonen
was not: dark and hand-
some, polished and poli-

tic, an anstocrat with an
aristocrat's control. Ja-
gerhorn had important

conneelions, Jagerhorn
had influential relatives.

Jagerhorn had the confi-

dence of Vice Admiral
Carl Olof Cronstedl.
commandant of Svea-
borg. At the meeting, Ja-
gerhorn had produced a
sheaf of reports.

"The reports are
wrong.'' Anttonen had in-

sisted. "The Russians do
not outnumber us. They
have barely forty guns,
sir. Sveaborg mounts ten

times that number."

Cronstedt seemed
shocked by Anttonen's
tone, his certainty, his in-

sistence. Jagerhorn sim-

ply smiled. "Might I ask
how you come by this in-

telligence. Colonel Ant-

tonen?" he asked.

PAINTING BY RENE MAGRITTE



That was the question Bengt Anttonen

could never answer. "I know," he said.

Jagerhorn rattled the papers in his hand.

"My own intelligence comes from Lieutenant

Klick, who is in Helsinki and has direct ac-

cess to reliable reports of enemy plans,

movements, arid numbers."

He looked to Vice Admiral Cronstedt. "I

submit, sir, that this information is a good
deal more reliable than Colonel Anttonen's

mysterious certainties. According to Klick,

the Russians outnumber us already, and

General Suchtelen will soon be receiving

sufficient reinforcements to enable him to

launch a major assault. Furthermore, they

have a formidable amount of artillery on

hand. Certainly more than the torty pieces

that Colonel Anltonen would have us believe

is the extent of their armament."

Cronstedt was nodding, agreeing. Even

then Anttonen could not be silent. "Sir," he

insisted, "Klick's reports must be dis-

counted. The man cannot be trusted. Either

he is in the pay of the enemy or they are

deluding him."

Cronstedt frowned. "That is a grave

charge, Colonel."

"He is a fool and a damned Anjala traitor!"

Jagerhorn bristled at that, and Cronstedt

and a number of junior officers looked plainly

aghast. "Colonel," the commandant said, "it

is well known that Colonel Jagerhorn has

relatives in the Anjala League. Your com-

ments are offensive. Our situation here is

perilous enough without my officers fighting

among themselves over petty political dif-

ferences. You will offer an apology at once."

Given no choice, Anttonen had tendered

an awkward apology. Jagerhorn accepted

with a patronizing nod.

Cronstedt went back to the papers. "Very

persuasive," he said, "and very alarming. It

is as I
have feared. We have come to a hard

place." Plainly his mind was made up. It was

futile to argue further. It was at times like this

that Bengt Anttonen most wondered whal

madness had possessed him. He would go

to staff meetings determined to be circum-

spect and politic, and no sooner would he

be seated than a strange arrogance would

seize him. He argued long past the point of

wisdom; he denied obvious facts, con-

firmed in written reports from reliable

sources; he spoke out of turn and made
enemies on every side.

"No, sir," he said. "I beg of you, disregard

Klick's intelligence. Sveaborg is vital to the

spring counteroffensive. We have nothing to

fear if we can hold out until the ice melts.

Once the sea lanes are open, Sweden will

send help."

Vice Admiral Cronstedt's face was drawn

and weary, an old man's face. "How many
times must we go over this? I grow tired of

your argumentative attitude, and I am quite

aware of Sveaborg's importance to the

spring offensive. The facts are plain. Our de-

fenses are flawed, and the ice makes our

walls accessible from all sides. Sweden's'

armies are being routed
—

"

"We know that only from the newspapers

the Russians allow us, sir," Anttonen blurled
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out. "French and Russian papers. Such news

is unreliable."

Cronstedt's patience was exhausted.

"Quiet!" he said, slapping the table with an

open palm. "I have had enough of your in-

transigence, Colonel Anttonen. I
respect your

patriotic lervor, but not your judgment. In the

future, when I
require your opinion, I

shall

ask for it. Is that clear?"

"Yes, sir," Anttonen had said.

Jagerhorn smiled. "If I may proceed?"

The rebuke had been as smarting as the

cold winter wind. It was no wonder Anttonen

had felt driven to the cold solitude of the bat-

tlements afterward.

By the time he returned to his quarters,

Bengt Anttonen's mood was bleak and con-

tused. Darkness was tailing, he knew. Over

the frozen sea, over Sveaborg, over Sweden

and Finland. And over America, he thought.

Yet the afterthought left him sick and dizzy.

He sat heavily on his cot, cradling his head

in his hands. America, America, what mad-

ness was that, what possible difference

'•He stared

into the mirror, the features

familiar and

oddly, frighteningly strange;

he felt a

-disturbing pleasure, a sense

of satisfaction in

his alien, troubling imaged

could the struggle between Sweden and

Russia make to that intant nation so far away?

Rising, he lit a lamp, as if light would drive

the troubling thoughts away, and splashed

some stale water on his face from the basin

atop the modest dresser. Behind the basin

was the mirror he used for shaving, slightly

warped and dulled by corrosion but ser-

viceable. As he dried his big, bony hands,

he found himself staring at his own face, the

features. at once so familiar and so oddly,

frighteningly strange. He had unruly, graying

hair; dark-gray eyes; a narrow, straight nose;

slightly sunken cheeks; a square chin. He
was too thin, almost gaunt. II was a stub-

born, common, plain face. The face he had

worn all his life. Long ago, Bengt Anttonen

had grown resigned to the way he looked.

Until recently, he scarcely gave his appear-

ance any thought. Yet now he stared at him-

self, unblinking, and felt a disturbing fasci-

nation welling up inside him, a sense of

satisfaction, a pleasure in the cast of his im-

age that was alien and troubling. Such van-

ity was sick, unmanly, another sign of mad-

ness. Anttonen wrenched his gaze from the

mirror. Helay himself down with a will.

For long moments he could not sleep.

Fancies and visions danced against his

closed eyelids, sights as fantastic as the

phantom animals fashioned by the wind:

flags he did not recognize, walls of polished

metal, great storms of fire, men and women
as hideous as demons asleep in beds of

burning liquid- And.then, suddenly, the

thoughts were gone, peeled off like a layer

of burned skin. Bengt Anttonen sighed

uneasily and turned in his sleep. . .
.

. . .
before the awareness is always the

pain, and the pain comes first, the only real-

ity in a still, quiet, empty world beyond sen-

sation. For a second, an hour I do not know

where I am, and I am afraid. And then the

knowledge comes to me; returning, I am re-

turning, in the return is always pain.
I
do not

want to return, but I must, must. I want the

. sweet, clean purity of ice and snow, the

bracing touch of the winter wind, the healthy

lines of Bengt's face. But it fades, fades

though
I
scream and clutch for it, crying,

wailing. It fades, fades, and then is gone.

I sense motion, a stirring all around me as

the immersion fluid ebbs away. My face is

exposed first. I suck in air through my wide

nostrils, spit the tubes out oi my bleeding

mouth. When the fluid falls below my ears, I

hear a gurgling, a greedy sucking sound.

The vampire machines feed on the juices of

my womb, the black blood of my second life.

The cold touch of air on my skin pains me. I

try not to scream, manage to hold the noise

down to a whimper,

Above, the top of my tank is coated by a

thin, ebony film that has clung to the pol-

ished metal. I can see my reflection, I'm a

stirring sight, nostril hairs aquiver on my
noseless face, my right cheek bulging with

a swollen, greenish tumor, Such a hand-

some devil. I
smile, showing a triple row of

rotten teeth, fresh new incisors pushing up

among them like sharpened stakes in a field

of yellow toadstools. I wait for release. The

tank is too damned small, a coffin. I am bur-

ied alive, and the fear is a palpable weight

upon me. They do not like me. What if they

just leave me in here to suffocate and die?

"Out!" I
whisper, but no one hears.

Finally the lid lifts, and the orderlies are

there. Rafael and Slim. Big, strapping fel-

lows, blurred white colossi with flags sewn

above the pockets of their uniforms. I
cannot

focus on their faces. My eyes are not so good

at the best of times and especially bad just

after a return. I know the dark one is Rafe,

though, and it is he who reaches down and

unhooks the IV tubes and the telemetry while

Slim gives me- my injection. Ahhh. The hurt

fades. I force my hands to grasp the tank's

sides. The metal feels strange; the motion is

clumsy, deliberate; my body, slow to re-

spond. "What took you so long?" I ask.

"Emergency," says Slim. "Rollins." He is a

tes.ty, laconic sort, and he doesn't like me.

To learn more, I would have to ask question

after question. I don't have the strength. I

concentrate instead on pulling myself to a

sitting position. The room is awash with a

bright blue-white fluorescent light. My eyes

water after so long in darkness. Maybe the
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The computer is

a bridge between abstract

and concrete, intellect

and emotions, child and adult,

says this father of

artificial-intelligence research

IfUTERV/IEUU

The son of a South African

entomologist Seymour
Paper I spent the first

years of his life in the jungles. It

was in those African camps that he
discovered his first passion.

automobile gears. Crawling under
the heavy camp trucks the child

became fascinated by the

movement of the meshing teeth,

the relationships of the rotating

large circles, and how they were
affected by the smaller gears.

It was Papert's first experience
with numbers and mathematics.

In high school Paper! became
similarly fascinated with logic and

was permitted to attend logic

seminars at the university in

Johannesburg. He went on to

study philosophy at the University

ol Witwatersrand. but he soon
took up mathematics and earned
a PhD. in the field in 1952. And
he continued to be preoccupied
with how symbolic thinking

evolves in individuals. His first

connection with a computer
ol any sort was in 1945. when there

weren't really any computers
"I got into a debate about the

possibility of mechanical thinking."

he recalls, "and built a little

computer that was inspired in
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^The child is

not working on number

but on something

much more elemental,

like order or even

inclusion or nearness.

These structures,

which I have called

microworlds,

develop separately.^

part by this philosophical debate. I was

emotionally involved with computers but

didn't think of them as educational things."

(He also ran track—the 100-meter dash.

"There was a lime," he says fingering his gray

beard, "when I even thought of taking it se-

riously. I
think fortunately I damaged my knee

and shortened my career.")

He later earned a second doctorate in

1959, in mathematics, al Cambridge Univer-

sity, in England. He went to Great Britain's

National Physical Laboratory to do research

in mathematics and cybernetics, the study

ol artificial thinking. It was during his stay in

England in the late Fifties and early Sixties

that Papert met artificial-intelligence (Al) re-

searcher Marvin Minsky at a symposium.

Soon thereafter he was invited to the United

States by famed cybemeiicist and neuro-

physiologist Warren McCulloch. But at that

time his antiapartheid political activities were

considered threatening to the stability of the

United States, and his American visa was

held up until the mid-Sixties.

Today Papert is a professor of mathemat-

ics and education at the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology, and togelher with Mar-

vin Minsky, he cofounded MIT's Artificial

Intelligence Laboratory. Papert, one of the

world's leading authorities on learning, is

considered "high priest" of computer edu-

cation. Eighteen years ago he created Logo,

the computer programming language most

widely .used by young children. His book

Mindstorms: Children, Computers, and
Powerful Ideas has considerable influence

among educators everywhere.

At least part of Papert's success can be

traced back to a meeting in 1958 with the

great psychologist, mathematician, and

epistemologist Jean Piaget. At that time Pi-

aget was already achieving global recogni-

tion for his studies en how ch'idren think. Un-

til meeting Piaget, Papert had seen himself

as a mathematician studying mathematics.

But Piaget's notion about children using

simple concepts, building-block style, to un-

derstand more complex concepts took Pap-

ert back to his childhood gears.

Papert realized that Piaget was really

trying to do the same thing that Al research-

ers were after; to formalize modes of think-

ing other than the hierarchical "correct think-

ing" of the logicans. But acceding to Papert,

Piaget lacked an appropriate model for

working out these formula! ions Piagel didn't

care lo know about computers. But Papert

saw the computer as a perfect model. Pi-

aget's ideas would grow to become the ba-

sis for Papert's unfolding universe of com-

puter "microworlds."

Designed as benign intellectual environ-

ments where children can think creatively

and form and test their theories, micro-

worlds are for Papert the keys to education.

Like Piaget, Papert believes that in all learn-

ing, "you are essentially concerning yourself

wi:h litt ! e pieces of reality, and by looking at

these little pieces you can understand the

complexities of a bigger world."

The electronic land of the Logo Turtle is

Papert's most famous microworld. The Tur-

tle is a triangular-shaped figure that he calls

"a cybernetic animal that exists within the

cognitive miniculture of the Logo environ-

ment." The little creature on the screen

serves no other purpose than "being good

to program and good to think with." Children

"talk" to it to get it to move by typing instruc-

tions at a computer terminal. And as it moves,

the Turtle leaves a track on the video display

terminal. With the Logo Turtle, a child can

draw anything from squares and circles to

comolex pictures.

Like Papert's gears, the Turtle initiates

children into the world of mathematics and

learning in ways that are fun and enlighten-

ing. Logo, he says, aims to teach children to

be mathematicians rather than to teach them

about math—to be physicists, or medical

doctors, or writers. The idea of Logo, says

Papert, does not go beyond what is com-

mon in today's schools, "It goes in the op-

pos';e direction."

Research in the Artificial Intelligence Lab

in the late Sixties led to the founding in 1970

of the Logo group. With colleagues from the

lab and elsewhere, Papert formally put to-

gether his ideas of education and compu-

tation, One of the driving forces of his philos-

ophy is the idea that through the use of

computers children gain a sense of self-mo-

tivation, of taking charge of their own learn-

ing process. Bui Logo serves adults as well,

he says, like a natural language that con-

veys the needs of toddlers, yet also satisfies

the purposes of poets and philosophers.

Papert has been described as the arche-

typal absentminded professor, a man who

once discovered halfway across the Atlantic

that he had left his wife behind in a New York

airport. He's also impish, charismatic, intu-

itive, thoughtful, and childlike in his enthusi-

asm lor his work. His MIT office is the new
Media and Technology Lab, where green,

yellow, red, and black tiles dot the white walls

to create what looks like a giant Mondrian

canvas. Papert's lab has its own small day-

care center surrounded by computers and

offices. Although he has no car, he plans to

buy an airplane. "Flying is an incredible

combination of so many worlds that come
together to make it possible, " he says with a

gleam in his eye. "There's this reliable en-

gine turning. The shape of the plane, the un-

derstanding of Ihe magic of aerodynam-

ics -it makes me feel continuous with

Leonardo da Vinci."

Ron Schultz caught up with Papert while

the scientist was rushing to MIT appoint-

ments, flying around the East Coast, and

pausing at his Boston apartment,

Omni: How did your encounter with Piaget

revolutionize your thinking?

Papert: When I
met Piaget my passion for

understanding mathematics came together

with my desire to know how the mind works

and to create a theory of intelligence. Piaget

fascinated me because he managed in the

same breath to say something both about

the nature of mathematics and issues fun-

damental to philosophy—and at the same

time discuss how children think about math-



ematics. This is amazing, and it's an aspect

of Piaget that is totally unappreciated by his

American followers. They see him as purely

a psychologist, not as a philosopher and

epistemologist [one who studies knowl-

edge]. They don't know anything about fun-

damental mathematical issues and don't

think they are important.

People interested in the psychology oi

education or the psychology of how children

learn mathematics generally focus on su-

perficial aspects of math: How do children

do the manipulations of addition or misun-

derstand (he laws of physics? For Piaget. the

deeper nature of mathematics is fundamen-

tally relevant to understanding children.

Omni: Was there a moment when Piaget said

something thai altered your perception?

Papert: Of course I'd known about Piaget

before I met him. in fact, jusi about a month

before I
met him I had quite a violent fight

with a friend about how bad Piaget was. Un-

til I met him I focused mainly on the Piaget

who speaks about what children can't do

—

they can't learn this or that because they are

not yet at the right stage. At our first encoun-

ter Piaget asked me what I thought about

[English mathematician and philosopher]

Bertrand Russell. The conversation became
a debate about anargument between Rus-

sell and [French mathematician] Jules-Henri

Poincare. Somehow Piaget brought children

into it, and I thought, What does this have to

do with a child? It suddenly seemed very

heroic, and not only was Piaget being the

hero, but so was the child! That he brought

children into a debate about philosophical

guiles opened my eyes. Lots of things came
together. A month before that I'd seen Piaget

as the structural theorist of what children can't

do, and suddenly there was this person who
wasn't restricting but was promoting the child

to a philosopher.

Omni: How much of your work grows out of

the idea of microworlds? What are they?

Papert: Let's look at an example. Perhaps

the decisive point in Piagefs thinking was
his book on number. For him, number
emerged from the simplest and most intelli-

gible structures, which he sometimes called

the mother structures of numbers. These are.

say. ordering, algebraic combinations, and

topological relationships. Ordering just

means putting things in order relationships,

and topological means inside and outside.

Piaget sees the evolution of number as per-

fecting these mother structures. The child is

not working on number but on something

much more elemental and simple, like order,

or even inclusion and nearness. These
structures, which I call microworlds, de-

velop separately. Only when they are firmly

rooted can they coalesce and enable some-
thing as complex as number to emerge.

Omni: So why a turtle?

Papert: All these microworlds are naturally

occurring. Piaget didn't invent the order

structure; he noticed that children had al-

ways used it. As long as people had hands

and eyes, they could place objects in se-

quence, and I suppose babies did this in

Paleolithic times. I was thinking that innova-

tion in education should create artificial mi-

croworlds. I
groped around with a lot of them.

The Turtle caughl up in my mind as a para-

digm of a microworld to be invented. It

couldn't occur in the natural development of

children's intelligence—as the ordering mi-

croworld could—because the Turtle re-

quires a computer. But children can identify

with it because if moves as they move, it

makes sense in terms of what is most central

to their thinking, namely themselves.

Omni: What was the mathematical concept

behind the Turtle?

Papert: In the history of geometry, Euclid

takes the point to be the fundamental entity,

It has neither magnitude nor color, shape, or

smell. A point is an entity reduced to just one

property— position. Thai is what gives it its

cleanness and made it the basis of Euclid's

entire mathematical system, A Turtle is not

quite such a reduced thing— it has position

and heading. It is like a point that faces in a

particular direction, From Ihe point of view

of anthropomorphizabilily, you could think of

yourself as a turtle or you can think of your-

self as a point. For you to move, you have to

have a heading and direction, so you have

to be more like a turtle than a point.

Grey Walter, an English cyber neticist, once

made a mechanical tortoise. For Walter, the

tortoise was a totally programmed little ob-
ject that moved around the room. When its

power was running low, it could detect this

fact and look lor the place to plug itself in

and recharge. The Turtle was to be like that

tortoise excepi the Wsker :o r iuise had a rigid

form_of behavior, like an insect. My Turtle is

a malleable creature. A child can give it any
behavior it wants to. A turtle is a.cute animal.

Children seem to like it. It crops up a lot in

mythology. It moves in a slow and deliberate

way. In all sorts of ways, it's an attractive

thing. For me, it's a poetic image.

Omni: Children have made very profound
discoveries with Logo, such as their own
personal discovery of the number zero.

Papert: That's a touching example of the kind

of intellectual nugget that you find in this kind

of microworld. A kindergarten girl had been
playing with a Sprite, a Turtle that can be
given a speed. At speed one hundred, it

goes whizzing past. Set at speed ten, Sprite

goes very slowly. At speed one, you hardly

see it move, Set al speed zero— it stops.

The girl became very excited about that.

She had suddenly realized that standing still

was moving with a certain speed, namely
speed zero. This means that zero is a nurrr-

ber, as ten, one hundred, and negative ten

are numbers, Greek mathematicians did not

know about zero, Hindu mathematicians

discovered it sometime later. What does it

mean to discover zero? The experience of

this girl shows there was something deeper

than using a symbolic circle to represent it,

Omni: Why is Ihe Turtle microworld a safer

environment for learning than a traditional

school situation?

Papert: For many children traditional school

is a very dange'ous place because you can
be humiliated, embarrassed— scared of

being found out that you don't know how to

do something. Whereas with the Turtle, you
can play with it by yourself. It's okay that you
don't understand it because you lound out

that you didn't understand it. You wanted the

Turtle to do something, and it did something

else, but understanding why it did its thing

is the proper way to lead you into having it

do your thing. You don't have to think that

you are stupid; you can think, this dumb Tur-

tle, if you like, There is a kind of human qual-

ity about being able to interact with the Tur-

tle when things go wrong. This is totally

absent in school math for most kids. Chil-

dren at computers very clearly demonstrate
the contrast between the confrontational style

of people who like to plan and decide ex-

actly what should happen and make that

happen versus other people who like a more
negotiational, consensual, interactive way of

thinking. School math, with its emphasis on
detail, forces the confrontational, compul-
sive-obsessive style. There is no play: There

is absolute right.

Omni: Can a computer functioning within that

standard system change it?

Papert: Lots of kids learn mathematics using

a computer because they are in a softer

context, softer in that there isn't a right or

wrong. You can manipulate and negotiate

with the computer to get it to do eventually

what you want. This is like a painter ap-

proaching a canvas with a general plan but

without an absoLteiy woKod-out. top-down,

detailed anticipation of what it is going to be.

You do something, look at it, stand back, do
something else. It grows into your final prod-

uct. School math doesn't let you do that very

much. People who like to learn and master

the world in this negotiational style can be
very uncomfortable with the way that school

makes you learn. For them it is a very harsh

environment. Not for everybody.

Omni: Are you creating other microworlds?

Papert: One potential microworld involves a

[robotic] Turtle that walks around and has a
sense of touch. It's hard lo set and navigate

it through a maze, so this leads into control

theory. Children build mechanisms out of the

construction kit Lego, We then Interface

these Lego toys with the computer, so that

they can control these physical objects with

the computer,

Another fascinating microworld is color.

.Whal makes color interesting is the so-called

three-color theory, This is the idea that there

are three primary colors chosen, so that by
mixing them you can produce almost every

other color. The mathematics of color mixing

touches on very deep mathematical ideas.

In a computer context, however, it can be
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mastered very easily i ne idea is [or children

to blend colors in a mathematical way.

Omni: The concept of blending would seem

to apply to learning generally in its more cre-

ative aspects.

Papert: Creative has lots ot implications. Fo-

cus on a particular one: artistic. When chil-

dren do art, you see their total, passionate

involvement in making that thing. This is dif-

ferent from the very externalized, alienated,

narrow kind of involvement you see with

learning number facts or particular skills.

These seem so thin. But that's not what

mathematics is to a mathematician, All

learning can have the kind of involvement

that you see in the art class. We see this in

Turtle graphics. When you ask a kid deeply

involved in trying to make something on the

screen, "What are you doing?" the answer

is, "I am trying to draw. . .make something."

What's happening on the screen is all sorts

of geometry, number working, and other

things you'd call math, but they're integrated

into a whole. Aesthetic intent gives the inte-

gration its driving force and is, I
think, a deep

root of intellectual drive.

One of the worst things about school is

that it forces you to do things in one partic-

ular way. It's like taking left-handed people

and making them write with the right hand.

It's not just that you don't do it very well but

that it does lots of harm to you. Schools also

wrongly separate the sesihetic from the

conceptual and so destroy this driving force

of internal motivation.

Omni: Would you explain your notion of the

significance of objects in thinking?

Papert: Traditionally, thinking means work-

ing with abstract notions. That is fundamen-

tally wrong. The concrete object is a more

important component of thinking than is rec-

ognized. Educators talk about going from the

concrete to the abstract. You're not sup-

posed to keep the concrete with you— it's a

stepping .stone to abstract principles.

It really doesn't happen like that. You al-

ways use concrete cases on a learning path,

not just to understand abstract principles,

which then become the things you think with.

You always think with the concrete level, es-

pecially when you're referring to new situa-

tions, to other real objects or real experi-

ences. [Structural anthropologist] Claude

Levi-Strauss is an important example of

someone arguing both points of view. His

image of primitive societies suggests that

they think by using a kind of bag of tricks. To

think about kinship relationships between

people, they pull out the examples in ani-

mals and totems. Levi-Strauss character-

izes primitive thinking as thinking with ob-

jects but contrasts it with evolved thinking,

which he says breaks away from objects and

moves toward general principles. I
believe

that division is much less clear—the most

advanced people in the most advanced sit-

uations think in such concrete ways.

We have lotS-Of examples of how a com-

puter enables one to animate in a very per-

sonal, concrete way what looked like an ab-

stract idea. For example, with the "Turtle,

children can capture very early some ideas
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like angle, it is a very abstract thing to draw

two lines meeting and put this kind of curved

thing between them. This is meaningless for

most children, but when you have an object

on the screen that is changing direction, the

angle through which it turns is a very im-

mediate, identifiable vision.

Omni. Is there an age when children begin

to combine the abstract and the sensory?

Papert: Piaget's experiments repeatedly

showed that children abstract those fea-

tures of a situation that are important for them.

They use these models to simplify the world

enough to master it. This is not different in

nature from the way the scientist, in setting

up formal abstract theories, is simplifying the

world to master it. Newton regarded the earth

and moon as point/masses. This tremen-

dous simplification of reality enabled him to

figure out the laws of motion of the planets

and the laws of motion in general. It's very

shaky to say that you're in a concrete stage

and you become abstract later. A more ac-

curate vision would see interplay between

Ql'd seen Piaget

as the structural theorist of

what children

cari't do, and suddenly there

was this person

. who wasn't restricting but

was promoting

the child to a philosopher.^

the concrete, co'iliguiai. personal, and what

you might call abstract. Since this play goes

on all the time, we shouldn't try to go against

it by forcing children to be more concrete

than they would otherwise be.

The computer stands between the ab-

stract and the concrete in many ways. For

people who find it hard to relate to certain

things they see as abstract, the computer

acts as a kind of intermediate transitional

object or stepping stone. This leads to peo-

ple appreciating the beauty of more ab-

stract aesthetfes and fits in with trends in ab-

stract art and theater.

Omni: How can computers help fill the gaps

in what you call fractured knowledge?

Papert: However clear an idea I have. I can't

convey it to you in the form that worked for

me. I can just give you pieces. It gets bat-

tered or broken because of the transmis-

sion, so the best
I
can do in communication

is to try and get some of these pieces across

and hope that it is enough for the other per-

son to build something out of them. What is

built would be some relation to what I have

in my head. In that kind ot model everything

that allows more experimenting and more

piecing the pieces together helps this proc-

ess. The computer does this. Obviously

people became mathematicians and poets

before there were computers. The computer

can give us only more elements of the kind

that we've had before.

Omni: Does the computer then allow the

child to seal the fracture'7

Papert: Right. If you try to understand what

angle means and you are used to sailing

boats, you've got a lot ot concrete material

to work with. You probably don't need a

computer. But for an average city kid who
never sailed, used a compass, worried about

wind direction, or got lost along a coastline,

there is nothing to relate angle to. Without a

frame of reference, the learner is helpless.

The computer can give you those missing

references in a flexible way.

Omni: What have we learned about chil-

dren's thinking since computers came into

the learning process?

Papert: The really dramatic examples are in

the soft, or negotiational, style of doing

mathematics. Here the same knowledge can

be treated in very different ways and thereby

absorbed by different personalities. It's pretty

well accepted that a poem would not be the

same tor any two people. This is because in

our culture it is so contextual, and poems

are related to so many other things. Mathe-

matics is also totally different for each indi-

vidual, Computers have enabled us to ex-

ternalize, or concretize, the fact that

mathematics can be as different as poetry.

Omni: How does your "society theory of

mind" challenge traditional concepts of

thought and knowledge?

Papert: Marvin Minsky and I have worked

together on this. In one image we conceive

of the mind as made up of many separate

components that interact, rather than as

dominated by central integrating principles.

We've moved away from regarding logical-

ity or coherence as the ultimate form of

knowledge. The other image is the combi-

nation of the aesthetic and the logical. In that

discussion between Poincare and Russell,

Russell says that the essence of mathemat-

ics is that it can be reduced to logic. Poin-

care, however, thought that mathematical

judgment was much more like the judgment

of beauty in art than that of correctness and

logic. For Poincare the aesthetics of mathe-

matics was its profound guiding principle

and made it what it was.

Remember the so-called new math of the

Sixties? The emphasis there was entirely on

finding the right logical foundations for it.

Much of the difficulty with mathematics ed-

ucation is that our culture has very negative,

alienated attitudes toward it. Yet when these

people got together to discuss how to im-

prove it, they didn't discuss the cultural as-

pects at all. They decide'd instead that the

definition of addition and subtraction was

logically shaky in its traditional form and that

a more precise iorm would fix it.

Mathematics is just the extreme case. Most

of the literature on reading has to do with the

theory of decoding. The arguments are

whether you should do this syllable by syl-

lable or with words as a whole. This very nar-

CONTIN'JLD ON PAGE 160



Return to the reign of

the pulps, the beginnings

of science fiction

SPECTACLE
BY GERARD POMEROY

J us as we
journey back to a time when space

shuttles, moonwalks. and plane-

tary probes were no more than

dreams. In the Fifties, science-fic-

iion magazines showed us multi-

stage rockets, orbiting space sta-

tions, and malevolent flying

saucers. It was exciting stuff, and

except for the nefarious aliens,

much of it either is—or will soon

be—science fact. But let's go back

further in time, to 1926, an innocent

age, before the phrase science ac-

tion had even been invented,

In that year Hugo Gernsback, a

visionary editor, sensed that there

was a small but enthusiastic audi-

ence hungry for a publication fea-

turing iantastic stories based on

science. Gernsback knew his

readers: They were young, born of

the twentieth century, and they had

seen enough of its wonders to be-

lieve that science and technology

would make theirs a remarkable

future. For them Gernsback cre-

ated Amazing Stories.

His publications belonged to a

genre o! magazines known as

pulps, because of the cheap pa-

per on which they were printed.

Pulps contained numerous illus-

trated short stories, packed be-

tween garish covers depicting

cartoonlike scenes and—occa-

y



^Colorful cover

illustrations gave pulps

a dynamic appeal.^

sionally—a sexy girl to boost sales.

"The pulps had a freshness, a raw-

ness, and their artists and authors

complemented each other," re-

calls David Kyle. Author ot The Pic-
'

tonal History of Science Fiction and

of Science Fiction Ideas and
Dreams (Hamlyn), Kyle has been

active in science-fiction tandom

since 1932, During the hard tii

of the Depression, science-fiction

pulps proliferated, providing es-

capist entertainment and the

promise of a better future.

Occasionally the prophetic writ-

ing in pulps was only one step

ahead of reality. A 1944 descrip-

tion of a (then fictional) atomic

bomb in Astounding Science-Fic-

tion prompted a visit by FBI agents

to the magazine's editor, science-

fiction pioneer John W. Campbell.

Many of today's SF veterans first

published in pulps.

"Then as now, science fiction

dealt with change, " Kyle says. "To-

day people realize that science fic-

tion is a window on the future."

As we return to the present and

a clearer view of what is to come,

we pause and pay homage to the

pulps. The enthusiasm of their writ-

ers, editors, illustrators, and fans

paved the way for the science fic-

tion that we enjoy today.DO
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was silent a momeni. Then his face, all but

his eyes, went dead. 'And your widows might

call it the cause of their loneliness."

The Professor found breathing difficult.

The tiny blind eye of the stinger stared un-

waveringly at him.

"My Lord, please! It is only that we have

not yet been able to develop a method for

precise chronophase calibration."

Garth read the old man's fear. An un-

pleasant truth, that was what he was hear-

ing. "Can you bring me back, after a suitable

amount of time has elapsed here?"

"Yes, my Lord. You remain in the stress

field, no matter where you go in that period.

You could be brought back at any time."

"Then you will do it," Garth said. He low-

ered the stinger and stood away from the

shelf as if ready for the journey.

"But . .

."

"You will do it." Garlli said softly. "And hear

me, Professor. I have a trusted agent still at

large; one who owes his life to me; one who

will see your every action. If you do not bring

me back when all this is ended .

." He

waved his hand toward the outside of the

Experimental Buildings. "He will not merely

kill you ... oh no: He has instructions to kill

your wives and all your children. Slowly. As

Ihey would have died in the rooms of pain in

my Tower. Do you understand, Professor?

Do you really understand?"

The old man nodded. It had all been bluff,

but the Professor could not know Garth was

lying. He felt the flames of haired burn higher;

this animal should be killed as quickly as

possible, should not be permitted to es-

cape. Even in an age one hundred and thirty

million years gone, his evil was something

that should not be permitted to exist.

But he was old, and easily frightened. He

was hampered as Garth was not: He had

love in him. He would do it.

The old man readied his machines And

when the bright, smooth metal transmission

stage had been elevated, and when the

banks of time-stress warpers softly hummed
with power, and when the cone of orange

light shone down on the stage, he told Lord

Garth to stand on the circular plate.

The escape route lay open before the last

of the sixty Brolher Lords. He did not move.

"How strong is your hatred?" he said. He

studied the old man. "Is it strong enough thai

you would condemn your women and all your

children?" The old man was too terrified to

speak. "It might bo ;ha: strong, though I think

not. But I ask myself, 'Why has the Professor

not mentioned the dangers that I
might face

in that ancient time? Even if I
should be there

but moments, and years pass here, and the

Professor grows older and returns me in the

blink of an eye . . . what of the invisible mi-

crobes in that ancient world? What of the

beasts that roamed there? Am I not being

I'D LIKE TO DO SOME-
THING REALLY SIGWIFICAMT

WITH MY LIFE.... MAYBE
BLCOME A GREAT WORLD
LEADER AMD SAVE THE
EftRTH FROM NUCLEAR
DEVASTATION , FEED ALL

THE HUWGRY, OR MAYB£
tVEN TRAVEL TD FAR
AWAY PLANETS..- BUT
WHO AM I KIPPING-?
I'MIUSTA TlfJY BLAcK
FLY SITTING ON SOME
BALD GUY'S HEAD,

sent off too easily, with so little preparation?'

I
ask myself these things, Professor. And you

do not answer."

The Professor clasped his hands ner-

vously. "The danger, my Lord, would be to

any creatures living in that time, not to you.

Contamination from the future, from sophis-

ticated viruses we migtit carry, that is the

threat." You are the threat, then as now, he

thought. "And as you say .
. . you will per-

ceive the journey and your time Ihere as

merely an instant. Ten years here, even

twenty. . .as you say. . .the blink of an eye."

Garth looked at him. "Twenty years? You

won't live another twenty years."

"But my wives and children will."

'And what if you die before the time is right

to return me?" He asked the question aloud,

but it was as if he were worrying it in his

mind.

"There is an automatic return mechanism,

my Lord. It could be set before you go."

'And what would prevent you from can-

celing it once 1 was gone?"

"I wouldn't do that, my Lord. On my honor,

I would not do that."

Garth stared at him silently for a long time.

Then, as if he had thought it Ihrough logi-

cally, considering every vaguest possibility,

he said, "My agent will know when the time

is right for my return, for the moment when

your beloved peasants need a Lord to come

again and rule them as before. Not sixty

Brother Lords, but one. Just one."

"Yes, my Lord. Your . . .
agent

.
.

."

Garth considered the old man. He seemed

cowed by the thought of shadowy watchers.

'And what of the great saurians that domi-

nated the world? I am no peasant, old man.

I
have studied. I know of these dinosaurs,

these terrible meat-eaters."

"That has been considered, my Lord. The

experiments we have conducted, the men

who have gone back, have selected the very

site to which you will be transported. A safe

location we have visited many times. The

Morrison Formation, in the area they called

Utah over a thousand years ago. Classic

Upper Jurassic terrain, my Lord: warm, eq-

uitable climate; the seas have long since re-

treated to the north; this is a broad, low

floodplain. Very sparsely inhabited by sau-

rians, though our most recent expedition re-

ported a herd of sauropods, very likely apa-

tosaurus, but possibly diplodocus, foraging

in the area."

Garth tried to remember. "They were her-

bivores? They did not eat meat?"

The Professor nodded with enthusiasm.

"Exactly. Harmless vegetarians. Safe, my
Lord, absolutely sate for the few moments

you will exist in that time."

Garth ruminated a moment longer, then

said, "I will watch as you set the return

mechanism. Do it now."

The old man went to a console of heat-

sensitive controls, and Lord Garth stood over

him as he explained the calibrations. "Set it

for one hundred years from today." The old

man tapped out the proper coding, and the

date appeared in a liquid-crystal display.

Garth studied the console, and when he-



seemed satis-lec -ie waitoc till the Professor

had walked away from the mechanism and

followed him back io the transmission stage.

The Professor stood waiting next to a sin-

gle knife-switch. "Now what do you do to

send me?" the Lord asked.

The Professor motioned io the switch. 'Just

this, my Lord, and it is done."

Garth mounted to the transmission stage

with one step, and stood bathed in the cone

of orange light. "Send me away," he said

quietly. 'And remember, Professor: You are

not alone."

There was smoldering hatred on the Pro-

fessbr'sface for an instant as he threw home
the knife-switch, and it was the true face

Garth had known he would see in that final

moment, He smiled with satisfaction. As the

orange light flickered, he raised the stinger

and squeezed the trigger. An explosive dart

erupted from the weapon, struck the Profes-

sor in the left eye and, as the laboratory wav-

ered and dimmed around him, Garth saw

the old man's face erupt and Ihe headless

body thrown half across the room.

Wow your wives and children need never

fear, he thought. Nor need!. Concealing the

location of the pharaori's grave with the ex-

ecution of the grave diggers was always de

rigeur.

All through the Experimental Building,

down the corridors, to the subbasements, in

the walls, the power of the time-stress warp-

ers throbbed and hummed, the sound rising

as the orange ;'chi that washed him grew

stronger and the world of the. sixty Brother

Lords grew as ephemeral as clouds seen in

a lake.

He felt a thin pain throughout his body, as

if he were being sliced neatly by a giant

scalpel. , .

.

The light strobed brilliantly. And then the

transmission stage was empty. And then the

automatic cutolf killed power to the banks of

warpers. And then the laboratory was empty
save for the smoking ruin that had been an

old man, And Lord Garth of the Red Hand
had drunk deeply from the time stream.

He drew a breath that scored his throat

raw, and opened his eyes. For an instant he

saw nothing, and the pain was cataclysmic.

Then he swallowed and tried to get his heart

to beat more slowly; and sight came back;

and he was standing up to his ankles in water.

His gold-thread boots were soaked.

It was marshland. Reedy grass rose all

around him.

He could look off across the floodplain to

granite mountains that rose on the horizon.

The sun was a melting bronze ball. To his

right, very near, gigantic cycads stood in a

forest crush that dominated the area. The

palm trees had thick, unbranched columnar

trunks, Thirty feet above his head, huge,

leathery fronds formed a violently green

canopy that blotted out the sunlight.

All around him in Ihe water stood the sau-

ropods. He had materialized in the middle

of the herd. Massive bodies seventy feet

long, gray-green hide all around him. sunk

with their vast tonnage in the moist earth,

fifteen-foot-long necks, their ridiculously

small heads high in the foliage, risen on their

hind legs, tearing at the fronds thirty feet

overhead.

The sound of the instant of his arrival was
the crack of lightning as air was displaced.

Directly above him the apatosaurus

started at ihe report, twisted its great sinewy

neck, and the projectile-shaped head plum-

meted toward Lord Garth.

In the instant of awareness as he saw the

terrifying open mouth with its rows of long,

narrow teeth rushing toward him, he had no

time to scream, and only half enough time to

think: But it only eats vegetation!

Nor did the gargantuan herbivore eat

meat. As its great jaws clamped themselves

onto Garth's upper torso, masticating his

head and shoulders between its pencil-like

teeth, ihe dinosaur understood in its dim way

that the new food it had found growing in the

marsh grass was not a tender new kind of

vegetation.

And from a height it dropped the unpleas-

ant thing, It had needed to sample. To rejeci.

Lord Garth had fallen from a great height,

bearing with him the answer io the question

the Professor had often asked: Did dino-

saurs think?

The answer was yes. But not quickly.DQ



Thinking about a career as a

researcher? in the classroom ot life, being a

seeker of truth is in itself a

HARD SCIENCE
BY JUDITH HOOPER

It's
not in ihe college catalog,

with its sylvan images ot

student life. It's not listed' on

any syllabus, and by the time

you find out about it, you have

probably lost the bloom of

your youth in the basemen! of

the- chemistry building. Some
people euphemistically refer to it

as experience. You could proba-

bly call it. the stuff they don"

teach you atCaltech.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ALAN LEVENSON



'•Aerodynamicist and entrepreneur

Paul MacReady is building a full-scale, wing-flapping replica

of a pterosaur, the ancient flying reptile.^

What do you have to know, besides sci-

ence/to be a success? We tested some of

the truisms you might have heard touted at

the local science lair to find out how the real-

ity of being a sc omis; stacks up against the

ideals and goals set forth in school. We
asked a group of accomplished scientists

—

physicists, astronomers, microbiologists,

psychologists, computer whiz kids, neuro-

scientists-, and mathematicians—to give us

an insider's look at life as a scientist. They

spoke of many things: tenure wars, grant

skimming, departmental cocktail parties,

Byzantine academic politics, Department of

Defense (DoD) contracts, jealous col-

leagues. Not lo mention the work of actually

doing science. And it turns out that "doing

science" is quite a bit different from studying

it. Here are some of the ivy-clad tenets of

science. And with each piece of sacred lore,

here are reports from actual researchers out

in the profane postdoctoral world.

All a good scientist needs is a Ph.D. and a

first-rate mind. Aerodynamicist and entre-

preneur Paul MacReady, of Pasadena, Cal-

ifornia, won the $100,000 Kremer Prize for

designing an aircraft that made the first sus-

tained human-powered flight in 1977—18

years after the prize was first offered.

MacReady's latest project is no less imagi-

native. He is building a full-scale, wing-flap-

ping replica of a pterosaur, the ancient flying

Overleaf: Eqmapc-a v.'i:: :'.: ::y a iiachelor of arts

degree, stargazcr ensiles Kcwat has made
scores o! s:gn:!".:2n; astronomical discoveries.
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reptile. Sometime during the summer of 1986

he' hopes to launch his pterosaur on its de-

but flight over the Washington Mall.

Sure, intelligence and college science and

engineering courses helped launch his ca-

reer. But MacReady actually conceived of

the design for his human-powered aircraft

while thinking about something else. His in-

spiration wasn't a wizened professor or a

lecture on lift-drag. MacReady was thinking

about vultures. "I was driving a van across

the country with my family, and I watched a

lot of vultures as we went through Arizona,

New Mexico, and Texas." As he observed

the birds banking and gliding through the

desert sky, he realized he had found his

model lor the prizewinning aircraft.

His vulture observations suggested the

best strategy was to make an extremely large

and light aircraft. "It didn't have to be effi-

cient so long as it was big enough and light

enough," he says. The result was the Gos-

samer Condor, a 96-1oot-long pair of wings

held aloft by human pedal power.

Basic information he needed on banking

angles, turning radius, wing loading, and the

flight speed were simple to compute. "If you

go to the library you can look up the bird's

wing loading and from that, calculate the lift

coefficient. It takes no tools except a wrist-

watch, a hand calculator, and a protractor

made from a piece of paper. You can make
these measurements while you're driving

along in a van."

Most university scientists, alas, are less

fortunate. To do their science, they need

particle accelerators, large telescopes,

gene-sequencing apparatuses, radiation

counters, massive Cray computers, labora-

tory animals, labs stocked with technicians

or graduate students, and other expensive

gear. To get these things it is necessary to

get money, and to get money you have to

have a grant.

Grants come mainly from the U.S. govern-

ment via the National Science Foundation

(NSF), the National Institutes of Health (NIH),

the DoD, and other funding agencies. Sci-

entists are as dependent on these acro-

nymic overlords as Renaissance artists were

dependent on the favor of Medici princes.

"When you got a grant," recalls physicist

Carl Frederick, who bade farewell to aca-

demia a decade ago and now runs a small

computer firm, "the university skimmed a

percentage right off the top. I was shocked

by this at first, and then I realized, oh well,

thai is the way the government is supporting

universities. Most of the stuff done on grants

is useless, but if you abolished grants, all

but about twenty universities would die."

Given this situation it's not hard to see how
corruption might fester. "Do you know about

proposal passing?" asks Ralph Abraham, a

mathematician at the University of California

at Santa Cruz. Mathematicians, being lab-

less and supported by tiny grants, if any, are

usually divinely aloof from such realities, but

Abraham, who collaborates with physiolo-

gists, neuroscientists, social scientists,

physicists, and many other laboratory types,

has a rare overview. "Person A sends a grant

proposal lo the NSF The person at the NSF
sends it out for reviews and gets back very

positive reviews. So now we know the idea

can be funded. Before As proposal is ap-

proved for funding, the idea is fed to person

B, who writes a very similar proposal. B's

proposal is funded, and As is not."

And what if the money stops? "A labora-

tory scientist, if he loses his grant, is basi-

cally retired," explains Abraham. "You lose

your secretary, you lose the three or fourkey

technicians you've worked with for fifteen

years You lose your lab space; you can't

write reports or anything; your activity sud-

denly shrinks to zero."

Good teachers get tenure. Besides grants,

the other sine qua non of academic science

is tenure, a permanent faculty appointment.

(Indeed, the two tend to go together.) How
do you get tenure? Well, first you must spend

many years as an Untermensch—a gradu-

ate student, a postdoc, an untenured faculty

member. Not a few scientists fail to get pro-

moted and remain in the no-man's-land of

"postdoc for life."



Certainly being a talented, dedicated

teacher would be part of the upwardly mo-

bile process, right?

'At the university where I was, there was

an award for best teacher. It was known as

the Kiss of Death award. Anyone who got it

was immediately denied tenure," notes

Frederick. In the pecking order oi Cornell

University's astronomy department, where

he held the position of "peasant and serf—

I

mean a postdoc, a research associate, the

lowest level of faculty," Frederick remem-

bers becoming a persona non grata for not

attending a departmental cocktail party. (He

was not the only scientistwho mentioned the

mandatory departmental cocktail party.)

Eventually Freoii-ick departed the university

"in a huff," as he put it. "I didn't get on well,

frankly, in the department."

Some don't bother to play the game at all.

By photographing the heavens night after

night through a telescope at Mount Palomar

Observatory, Charles Kowal has discovered

some 81 supernovas, the thirteenth and

fourteenth moons of Jupiter, a strange ce-

lestial object between the orbits of Saturn

and Jupiter called Chiron, and a whole zoo

of asleroids and comets, five of which bear

his name. And all this sans Ph.D. (His only

formal credential is a B.A. from the Univer-

sity of Southern California.) "I always dis-

liked school," he notes. At Caltechhis offi-

cial title is member of the professional staff,

and for 24 years he has subsisted on a se-

ries of one- ntracts. Not that

any of this fazes him in the least.

"I just take it for granted that it will go on

forever. I'm not barred from doing anything,"

he says' "Of course, I don't have things like

tenure, and my salary is suffering." Bui life

in academic limbo has certain advantages.

"I'm insulated from the bureaucracy and pa-

perwork that goes with getting contracts.

Somebody else gets my contracts for me,

and I work for that person."

Still others depart academia for the world

of business, but working lor a division chief

or the vice president is not always so differ-

ent from working for the department chair-

man. "I never went to meetings the. last few

years I worked for one firm, and they threat-

ened to tire me," remembers Ronald Erics-

son, "educated cowboy," research biolo-

gist, entrepreneur, and father of scientific sex

selection. " 'Why fire me?' I asked. 'I've got

a worldwide reputation. I don't come to work

drunk, I'm not fornicating in the. elevator, I

publish papers in important "journals. I'm a

good scientist, and you know it.'

"

Top scientists shout "Eureka!" regularly

and lunch at the White House. So you want

to make a big. breakthrough, to work on the

cutting edge of your discipline, on the very
'

cusp of a paradigm shift? Well, if you want

good hours—and an environment slightly

more glamorous than a surgical-supply

store— better go work for the post office. "I

work twelve, fourteen, sixteen hours a day,"

Mike Phelps, inventor of the positron emis-

sion tomography (PET) scanner, confides.

^V Shr^

"Very often I end up working two, three days

around the clock."

It took some chemistry, some physics,

some medicine—an intimacy with positron-

labeled compounds, metabolic pathways,

the half-lives ol isotopes, the arcana of

gamma-ray detectors and some fancy

mathematics—as welLas a nearby cyclo-

tron, a borrowed electrical turntable, and a

dog—to build the world's first PET scanner

and look at the biological processes going

on in a living brain. How many years went

into it? "In a.sense," Phelps says contempla-

lively, "all of my life."

Or if your goal is the beau monde of par-

ticle physics, your life, to a large degree, will

be subterranean and monastic in its auster-

ity. "Most of the time your experiments are in

pits underground somewhere," says Leon

Lederman, director of the Fermi National

Accelerator Laboratory (FermiLab), in Ba-

tavia, Illinois. "Here at FermiLab people sit

in Portakamps—they're like house trailers iull

of electronics—looking at the data. Often our

winters are severe, and these things are not

all that well heated."

And nothing they ever learned in Psych

101 could have prepared University of Ne-

vada psychologists R. Allen and Beatrix

Gardner for raising a."talking" chimpanzee

in a house trailer in their backyard. They had

to learn everything from scratch, from toilet

training to American Sign Language (ASL).

It was a job more like parenthood than ped-

agogy, but without day care and Dr. Spock.

"It's twenty-four hours a day, seven days

a week, with no vacations," Beatrix Gardner

reflects. "It's. feeding, bathing, hugging,

teaching them to use spoons, lace their

shoes. It's teaching them better ways ofgel-

ling 'Mommy's' attention."

As the world now knows, the Gardners'

chimp, Washoe, eventually mastered a 132-

' word vocabulary in ASL and went on to re-

port such observations as 'baby in my drink"

(to signify that a doll had fallen into her drink-

ing cup). In the process she all but refuted

John Locke's dictum that "Beasts abstract

not." But the first purpose of Proiect Washoe

was "cross-fostering." That's a situation in

which the young of one species is raised by

parents of a different species—as in Romu-

lus and Remus and the wild child of Avey-

ron, only in reverse.

"It's an ancient idea," says Beatrix Gard-

ner. "It had been done before with chimpan-

zees, yet the experiment isn't complete un-

less you have a common language. You have

to be able to instruct the child, and the child

has to be able to answer you and tell you

things." Hence the sign language.

Before Washoe moved into their lives, the

Gardners had worked with creatures that

were simpler but "very unlovable," as Bea-

trix Gardner puts it. 'Allen was a rat man,

and I was a spider woman." Why did they

take on such a complex project? Explains

Allen Gardner, 'All the easy things in science

had already been done."

Discoveries speak for themselves. In 1977,

Carl Woese, a microbiologist at the Univer-

sity of Illinois, discovered archaebacteria. a
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genetically clisti id fa--ily ot bacteria that live

in such anaerobic environments as hot

springs, sewage, and the stomachs of cat-

tle, converting carbon dioxide and hydro-

gen into methane. For years, biologists had

neatly divided life into eukaryocytes (cells

with a well-defined nucleus) and prokary-

ocytes (cells without a nucleus), but Woese
,

said the archae were something altogether

different, a new form of life. Two years later,

he challenged another dogma: Life origi-

nated not in the proverbial primordial soup,

in Darwin's "warm little pond," he proposed,

but in the clouds. "A water droplet— and

these would be saltwater droplets—is a nice

place for a cell to begin. It has surface. It is

very rich in nutrients."

Celebrated even in Time magazine, the

archae, it would seem, were importanl. But

for the most part Woese's colleagues "ig-

nore my work, because they don't know what

to do with it." So it is in quiet obscurity that

he hunts for evolutionary order
—

"the fun-

damental laws of biology"— in his phyloge-

netic family tree oi microorganisms.

Others have found that when you do hit

the jackpot, the world of science may not be

ready to hail the achievement. Washoe's ac-

complishments have been belittled consist-

ently by MIT's Noam Chomsky and his fellow

linguists, whq.assert that only humans are

capable of language. Even before Project

Washoe began in 1966, the Gardners' con-

gressman threatened to ask then President
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Lyndon Johnson to rescind their grant, and

"one guy, a linguist, asked for a congres-

sional investigation,' says Allen Gardner. "We

were terribly 'lattered because, you know,

there are so few monkey trials,"

Other discoveries have been greeted with

a yawn instead of an outcry. "When I devel-

oped the iirst PET scanner in 1973, even my
own colleagues said, 'Ridiculous; it won't

work,' " says Mike Phelps. Positron emission

tomography "photographs" the body's inter-

nal chemistry by measuring the- internal

chemistry of the body as it metabolizes ra-

dioactively lagged chemicals. When he

showed his revolutionary images at a nu-

clear-medicine meeting in 1974—when the

world was still oohing and aahing over the

CAT (computerized axial tomography)

scan—no one paid any attention. "It was

weird," he says.

Go after megatruth, not megabucks. What

if you don't want to spend the rest oi your

tenured or untenured days in the groves of

academe? Well, you can take your Caltech

degree into the real world and design air-

craft for Boeing, ingenious ,ntcrfaces for Ap-

ple, or bioassays for Hoffmann-La Roche.. If

you're a social scientist, you can earn a iiv-

. ing surveying ".he paramee'S ot upscale life-

styles for market researchers of adveriising

agencies, or doing any number of things. If

you're a physicist, you can make bombs for

the free world. You can even start your own

company. In some scholarly circles, this is

&!£--- soul.

acace~ :

;;s thin* I've prosti-

tuted myself " says Ronald Ericsson, whose

sperm-screening techniques made sex se-

lection a science. "Most of it's professional

envy, because right now we entrepreneurs

are in. We're the chosen ones."

He is as outspoken and flamboyant as

many academicians are restrained and ab-

stracted. He drives a 1958 Mercedes wilh

x or y license plates ("lfs.good PR., and it's

a way to inform people about sperm"), ap-

pears frequently on talk shows, and gives

lectures (entitled; "Zapping Rats and Flog-

ging Sperm," for example) to the American

Chemical Society.

In a prairie twang redolent of the South

Dakota and Wyoming cattle ranches, of his

youth. Ericsson dismisses most university

professors as "wimps" who "scurry behind

their tenure" and give tedious slide shows at

conferences. "It's, you know. 'Next slide,

please ... Oh, hmm ... are you sure that's

the next slide?' God, it's terrible!"

Armed with a Ph.D. in reproductive phys-

iology and a postdoc in endocrinology, the

biologist/cowboy hired himself out to Up-

john in the Sixties and invented a male oral

contraceptive. Then, at Shering, A.G., in

Germany, in 1973, Ericsson created his chef

d'oeuvre, the sperm-separation technique,

the first and only documented means of pre-

selecting a child's sex. (This would not have

been possible in the world of academia.



Ericsson claims. "Do you think
I could have

gotten a grant for sex selection?" he asks
rhetorically. "Noway!")

After patenting his breakthrough, he
started a company, Gametrics. Ltd. , in Sau-
salito, California, which now has 37 licensed

sex-selection centers all over the world. He
has published in the respected journals and
coauthored a book, yet he continues to "do
things you're not supposed to; I use terms
like good sperm, bad sperm, or ugly sperm,
and I get a lot of publicity," but not many
invitations to speak at college graduations.

Science is never sexy. Wouldn't it be eas-

,ier just to pursue real-estate law instead of

the laws of space, time, energy, and matter?

What are the rewards ot science that make
it worth slogging through the pHs, proto-

cols, power spectra, and Maxwell-Boltz-

mann distributions?

If you're an astronomer, you "have the

whole universe to play with," in Charles Ko-
wal's words. If you're a molecular biologist,

you have entree to the secret machinery of

life. "When you can sequence nucleic acids,"

Carl Woese explains, "you are privy to the

same information the cell gets. You know
what the cell knows." If you're Mike Phelps
and you've just seen the first chemical land-

scapes of the brain emerge from your pro-

totype PET scanner, "You look at these im-

ages, and you say, 'Nobody has ever done
this before.

'
Just to be able to see something

like that was incredible."

Breaking the interspecies-communica-
tion barrier was worth all the trouble it took,

according to the Gardners. "One day
Washoe made a hole in the inner wall of the

trailer and dropped a toy inside it," Beatrix

recalls. "When Allen arrived, she was point-

ing to an area of the wall and signing, 'Open,

open,' over and over. Eventually Allen real-

ized what the problem was and fished out
the toy. It took us a while to realize what had
happened. The chimpanzee had told us

something we had no way of knowing,"
"lb me physics is learning the rules of a

wonderful, wonderful game," says Carl

Frederick. "The game is the natural laws of

the universe. And those rules are not well

understood. Most of the game is played at

a much lower level. To work at the level of

finding the laws is very, very rare."

Physicist Leon Lederman agrees. He has
lived through four generations of particle ac-

celerators, but he has yet to become blase

about his work. "With each new accelera-
tor, " he says, "you get into a whole new do-
main. It's like being in an attic that no one
has ever explored before. You see a big,

locked trunk all covered with cobwebs, and
you beat on the lock and try to figure out

how to open it. Then a few weeks later you
come back, look again, and discover that

the back is open.

"Sometimes that discovery happens at

three in the morning when you're all alone,'

running experiments. And you realize that

there are four billion people on the planet,

and only you know this fact, and this fact is

important. It's about as sexual a moment as
you can have by yourself. "DQ
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the nation's consciousness as one of the

great explorers of our age. The current suc-

cess of his best-selling autobiography,

/eager (Bantam, 1985), also confirms his

status as an American space hero.

When the editors at Omni began search-

ing for an authority lo predict the future ol

aviation and space, Chuck Yeager was the

obvious choice. Like Arthur C. Clarke, who

provided the answers, to our first celebrity

quiz (July 1985), Yeager is a pioneer in his

field, someone who charted the unknown.

So we approached Yeager, now a retired Air

Force general, about the future of aviation

and space. We wanted to know: Which na-

tion will first put a man on Mars? Are women
better able to cope with the rigors of space-

flight than men? What jobs will be most prev-

alent in space in the year 2025?

For each question in this quiz, circle the

response you think Yeager gave. How well

do you rate against the man who broke the

sound barrier? The objective in answering

these 30 questions is io respond in the way

you think Yeager might have.

On page 162, you will find his answers, as

well as an analysis of the quiz. To receive

your score, tally the number of times your

own response matches Yeager's. Then

check your score against the Omni Future

Quotient, a personalized profile that ana-

lyzes your vision of space and aviation.

1) What would a twenty-first-century pilot say

was the greatest aviation feat performed over

the span ol the twentieth century?

a. Orville and Wilbur Wright's maiden flight

at Kitty Hawk in 1903

b. Charles Lindbergh's solo transatlantic

flight to Paris in 1927

c. Chuck Yeager's breaking of the sound

barrier in 1947

d. the first nonstop jet transatlantic flight from

England to Maine in 1950

e. Gordon Cooper's piloting a malfunction-

ing Mercury capsule back to Earth in 1963

2) What nation will first put a man on Mars?

a. United States

b. Soviet Union

c. Europe (fhe European Space Agency)

d. Japan

3) If you were to look through the classified

ads in the year 2025, what jobs in space

would be most prevalent?

a. astronauts and flight-crew members

b. space construction workers

c. space miners

d. computer programmers and robot repair-

men
e. aerospace engineers

4) The moon has not made headlines since

the Apollo missions of the early Seventies.

Which one of the following events will rekin-

dle nationwide interest in the moon?

a.' an astronaut walks again on the moon

b. the United States begins construction of

a permanent moon base

"On the other hand, there's'some counterresearch that shows

that if you do it wrong enough times, they let you go home."

c. self-replicating robots start mining oper-

ations on the moon
d. the Soviet Union stakes territorial claims

on the moon

5) American astronauts and Soviet cosmo-

nauts lived and worked together during the

historic Apollo-SoyuzTnission in 1975. When

will the two superpowers undertake another

joint venfure?

a. before 1990

b. 1991 to 2000

c. 2001 to 2010

d. beyond 2010

6) As compared with male astronauts, how

will female astronauts handle the rigors of

spaceflight?

a. better than men
b. as well as men
c. less well than men

7) The birth of the first "space baby" will un-

doubtedly generate banner headlines

around the world. Where will this miracle child

be born?

a. on an orbiting space station

b. on the moon
c. on the space shuttle

d. in a colony on Mars

8) What' method will be used to keep hu-

mans alive during intergalactic travel?

a. cryogenic freezing of embryos, to be

brought to life later

b. human hibernation

c. drug-induced sleep

d. "prolongevity" through life-extension

drugs

e. a multigenerational spaceship

f. man will never travel to other galaxies

9) Will we ever come into contact with intel-

ligent extraterrestrial life?

a. yes b. no

10) How will the zero-g environment of space

living affect sexual relations between men

and women?
a. sexual relations will be vastly improved in

space
b. sexual relations will be substantially im-

paired

c. there will be no major change

11) What will be the most serious psycholog-

ical problem affecting the first space colo-

nists?

a. depression

b. jealousy

c. homesickness

d. impotence or sexual withdrawal

e. confinement or claustrophobia

12) Three weeks after Alan Shepard be-

came the first American in space, Presidr"

John F Kennedy said in his famous "go-to-

the-moon" speech: "In a very real sense.

"

will not be one man going to the moon .
.

.

will be an entire nation." When will a space

community {such as a moon base or a space



station) declare itself a separate nation?

a. by 2010

b. by 2020

c. by 2050

d. beyond 2050

e. never; such colonies are too dependent

on Earth

13) In the year 2000, what will be the most

lucrative space industry?

a. pharmaceutical manufacturing ot space

drugs for use on Earth

b. industrial manufacturing, such as perfect

bail bearings and new alloys

."mining the planets or the asteroid belt

d. travel industry/vacations in space

14) The Enola Gay dropped an atomic bomb
on Hiroshima in 1945. What is the likelihood

that star-wars weaponry (ASATs, lasers, par-

ticle-beam weapons, and so on) will wreak

similar havoc on Earth by 2045?

a. certain

b. very likely

c. possible

d. highly unlikely

e. such weapons will have been banned for

use in space by 2045

15) How will the commercial airplanes of the

twenty-first century differ from today's?

(Choose as many as apply.)

a. wings swept forward

b. propellers in Ihe rear used for power (as

d to jet engines)

c. bodies built of plastics, rather than alu-

minum
d. ne,w energy sources, such as solar power

e. commercial airplanes will remain sub-

stantially unchanged

16) What major revelations will most likely

come as a resull of the 1986 launching of

the Edwin R Hubble Space Telescope—one

of the most, widely heralded events in as-

tronomy ol the nexf ten years? (Choose as

many as apply.)

a. the discovery oi new planels in other so-

lar systems

b. more exact measurements of the size and

age of the universe

c. a better understanding of the origin and

evolution of the galaxies

d. the verification ot extraterrestrial life

e. there will be no major revelations

17) Which planets will astronauts have al-

ready visited by the year 2050? (Choose as

many as apply.)

a Venus (25 m'llion miles from Earth)

b. Mars(50 million miles from Earth)

c. Jupiter or one of its moons (390 million

miles from Earth)

d. Saturn (793 million miles from Earlh)

e. planets and other celestial bodies be-

yond the solar system

. 18) What would a space historian of the next

century say was the greatest space
achievement ot our present century?

UB smektz.
MEMORIAL'

INVENTOR OF
THE TERM
*UH OH"

a. Yuri Gagarin rides the Vostok 7 to be-

come the first man in space (1961)

b. Neil Armstrong makes man's first lunar

landing aboard Apollo 11 in 1969

c. Soviet cosmonauts Anatoly Berezovnoy

and Valentin Lebedev set space duration

record with a 211 -day marathon flight

aboard SoyuzT-5 (1982)

d. the Columbia takes Robert Crippen and

John Young aloft lor six days in 1981, in-

augurating the era of the reusable space

shuttle

19) Will a tenth planet beyond Pluto be dis-

covered in our own solar system?

a. yes b. no

20) Will human pilots or astronauts ever fight

a war in space?

a. yes b. no

21) It now takes a minimum of 12 hours to fly

from New York to Tokyo. When will it be pos-

sible to- fly that distance in less than three

hours?

a. by 1990

b. by 2000

c. by 2010

.d. by 2020
e. after 2020
f. never

22) It's New Year's Eve, December 31. 1999.

How many people will be drinking cham-

pagne in space?

a. none
b. 1 to 9

c. 10 to 20

d. 21 to 50

e. 51 to 100

!. 101 to 1,000

g. more than 1,000

23) Which of ihe following iv.es will most likely

power our spaceships in the next century?

a. conventional rocket fuel (used today)

b. fusion

c. fission

d. solar power

e. antimatter, such as boron' fuel

24) An American teacher, New Hampshire's

Sharon Christa McAuliffe, was selected to

fly into space aboard the space shuttle in

January 1986. How will children be taught in

space in 50 years?

a. traditional classrooms with human teach-

ers

b. classrooms with robots or computers as

teachers

c. robots and computers teaching children

individually

d. parents teaching their own children

25) What will cause the first American death

in space?

a-, mechanical malfunction (i.e., electrical fire,

loss of oxygen)

b. reentry

c. murder or suicide

d. military attack

e. natural causes, like heart attack or stroke

CONTI\JED ON PAGE 162



tBetty Hill, the

most celebrated abductee In history,

has become
b Madonna ol UFO lore.?

Twenly-four years ago,

social worker Betfy Hill

and her late husband,
Barney, lost track of

two hours while they

were driving through

the White Mountains
of New Hampshire
Under hypnosis they

later recalled their ab-
duction by short, bald-

headed aliens, who
took them aboard a

UFO, subjected them
to medical examina-
tions, and showed
them a star map
charting a course
through the sky The
tale catapulted the

Hills into the tenuous

role of celebrated
UFO contactees. Their

story was embraced
by UFO fans, told In

The Interrupted Jour-

ney, by John G. Fuller

serialized by Look, and even made into a movie.

Today, following Barney's death, Betty (above) still pur-

sues the UFO enigma with relentless compulsion Her fre-

quent lectures demonstrate her belief that UFOs must be
manned by extraterrestrial visitors And two to five times a
week she seeks these visitors in an empty field 18 miles from
her Portsmouth, New Hampshire, home. 'The best time for

sightings," she explains, "is when the temperature plum-
mets to about twenty degrees below zero— really cold

"

Although Betty reports that she has not been taken aboard
a UFO since her initial experience, she says she has had as
many as 80 sightings a night.

She also says she has communicated with occupants of

fhe UFOs. For Instance, one night she spotted a strange

object in the sky above the field and yelled, "See Ihere. see i

there." Seemingly In response. Hill says, lights on the UFO
formed the letters IUC.

Excited by these claims, psychiatrist Berthhold Schwarz,

UFD UPDATE

author of UFO Dy-
namics, visited Hills

field and also saw the

lights. Some would
blink out, he says, and
return seconds or

minutes later. Schwarz
tends lo lean toward a

psychic rather than an
extraterrestrial expla-

nation for UFOs, but

he notes that at one
point during the eve-

ning, two police offi-

cers slopped and at-

tributed the lights to

airplanes. "Just be-
cause one person
sees something and
another person sees

something else or

nothing at all." he
says, "doesn't mean
the underlying force,

whatever it might be,

isn't there

"

ButHlllhasherown
conclusions. UFOs can "disguise themselves as familiar ob-
jects: airplanes, helicopters, or evenshacks, "she contends
On the afternoon of May 2, 1980. for instance, she arrived

at the field with her mother and a friend to find a white shack
with a peaked roof and a single window. It appeared !o be
made of wood and was elevated on pilings. But as the three

approached the shack, Hill says, it turned on Its base and
walked away They quickly retreated, and the next day the

shack was nowhere in sight. "It was never there before," Hill

explains, "and it has never been there since,"

Aerospace engineer and UFO skeptic James E Oberg.
however, has his doubts. "If UFOs can appear as shacks
and airplanes," he asks, "why can't they disguise them-

selves as policemen or magazine writers? I don't doubt that

Betty Hill believes she sees UFOs, but UFOs are fed by
IFOs—-identified flying objects—and there are many honest

misinterpretations."

—ROB MacGREGOR AND
"



A person who has a weird

experience may spend

years trying to convince oth-

ers thai it actually happened.

For example, about 30 years

ago a tew Michigan boys

heard of a monster that lurked

in a tree-covered field. They

went to locate the beast,

but when they arrived they

saw whet looked like a farm-

house glowing through the

trees. When they returned the

next day, the farmhouse

was gone. The incident was
disturbing to the boys and

to others as well. But no one

believed them.

According to Ronald

Westrum, a sociologist at

Eastern Michigan University.

in Ypsilanti, most people

are unwilling to accept un-

usual stories. Consequently,

strange or anomalous events

are usually ignored,

Westrum, who has studied

the sociology of hidden

130 OMNI

events tor the past ten years

believes it takes exceptional

courage tor a scientist to

investigate the unknown,

those who do show such

courage are laughed at or

scorned. Ernst Cfiladni,

the first scientist to explain

meteorites fully, was ridiculed

throughout Austria, Westtum

says. The pediatricians

who said large numbers of

children were battered

by their parents met with

criticism lor 20 years.

Terror of the unknown,

Westrum concludes, has re-

I

suited in huge gaps in our

knowledge "That's why

the policymakers who must

i evaluate events don't have
! sufficient Intofmation, as

anyone can see from the

statements they make."

—Nurip Sellouk

"The appearance of comets
' -has often been thought to

;
foretell the speedy dissolution

I

of the world.

"

—Charles Mackay

:y Jo Hudson doesn't

believe In the old adage
"lightning never strikes the

same place twice. " in fact,

she's beginning to believe

that flashing bolts of electricity

somehow follow her around.

When she was a child,

lightning struck her face and

her head, and her pafents'

home was repeatedly hit

by lightning bolts. The third

;

jolt, in 1957, literally destroyed

j
the house.

I More recently, Betty Jo

and her husband. Ernest.

, nave witnessed multiple

' lightning strikes around their

', home in the tiny rural com-

,
munity of Winburn Chapel,

! Mississippi Their house was

!
slruck three years in a row-
including twice last sum-

,
mer—and their neighbor's

i

home was also severely

damaged by a lightning bolt,

The last lime lightning

' struck, the Hudsons were

I sitting on their porch shelling

butter beans when the sky

! darkened and a summer
storm moved through. The

!
couple ran to their front

: bedroom and, minutes laler.

a bolt of lightning crashed
1

through another bedroom

I

window. "If we had been in

there, we would have been

hit, " Betty Jo recalls.

i Other bolts ol lightning

killed her dog. struck a tree

and a pump, and carved

I

deep ruts across the yard.

"Perhaps I'm one of those

people who attract lightning.
:

Betty Jo says And her

j

friends suggest that some
I underground chemical may

be drawing lightning to Win-

burn Chapel and the area

around the Hudson home.

But University ot Georgia

climatologist Phil Suckling

disagrees "Some things are

better conductors than

others—tall objects, metal

poles," he explains. "But

nothing 'attracts' lightning."

Instead, the problem is

probably a simple matter of

climate "The Southeast

has a lot of thunderstorms,

its a hot, humid area during

most of the summer, and

lightning is given oft by thun-

derstorms," Suckling says,

"1 doubt if there Is any partic-

ular reason why one commu-
nity would be hit more often,

except by chance, and
because it happens to be an

area subject to a large num-
: ber ot thunderstorms."

—Sherry Baker

|

"A little touch ol Harry in the

night

"

—William Shakespeare

i "Wow listen, you
. watermelons

—

it any thieves

come—turn into fr



Throughout the centuries

visions of the Virgin Mary
have been reported around
the world. The Catholic

Church has ruled several of

these events miraculous.

But Michael Grosso. a philos-

ophy professor at Jersey
City Slate College, has an-
other explanation. The visions,

he says, are not of the histori-

cal Mary. Instead, they are

psychic experiences gener-
ated by the collective uncon-
scious of man. "For some
reason," Grosso says, the

pervasive image of Mary is

evoked by the "deep psy-

chological need for inspiration

from a feminine form."

In his recent book The
Final Choice; Playing the Sur-

vival Game. Grosso suggests
that Mary visions are related

to near-death experiences

and contacts with UFOs.
"When I was researching

near-death experiences, I

found people would repeat-

ak of illuminated

beings that had inspired

them, often with messages
People reporting close"

encounters with UFO occu-

pants also talk of bright lights

and luminous beings. All

this sounds much like the vi-

sions of Mary And the after-

effects—changes in values

and life-styles—are very

similar," he says.

Grosso concludes that

such images are provoked
by crises, including the threat

of death and war. As the

likelihood of nuclear war in-

creases, he predicts, near-

death anxieties may plague
I he entire human race. When
that happens, we'll very
likely see a surge of Mary
visions, as well In fact.. Gross
is currently studying a "lady

of light" who, he says, pays
regular visits to a group
of youths in Yugoslavia.

—Sherry Baker

"In every bird, I have a rival.
"

—Lucy Audubon

Like some other members
of Mensa, Carole Jeanne
Rockwell has a deep interest

in psychic phenomena But
1 when she tried to incorporate

this interest into one of the

high-lQ society's local news-
letters, she ran into trouble,

Shortly after the St. Peters-

burg, Florida, woman sub-
mitted an announcement to

the Tampa Bay Sounding
about an upcoming seminar
on reincarnation and hypno-
sis, sponsored by her Mensa

;

parapsychology group, she
,
was told thai the notice

was inappropriate.

"Our concern was the

legality," says Cynthia Fisher,

former editor of the Mensa
newsletter. "It's illegal to

practice hypnosis in the state

of Florida without a hypno-
therapist's license."

But according to Rockwell,

"no one was going to con-
duct hypnosis. The problem,"

she asserts, "is that there's

a group of close-minded
Mensans in the area."

To deal with the problem,

Rockwell finally asked Men-
sa's national headquarters to

recognize her parapsychol-

ogy group as a special

interest group, or SIG Now
under the auspices of the

central organization, she
publishes her own newslette-

The Tamulet. and SIG mem
bers meet regularly to pondei

such topics as psychic
healing, psychic arc
and witchcraft.

Nonetheless Rockwell still

expects trouble during a

session in which she plans to

undergo hypnosis and ex-

plore future life. "Several

Mensans in the Tampa Bay

area," she explains, "have
threatened to file a complaint
with the national headquar-
ters asking them to disband
the SIG if hypnosis is used."

"You never know what a
:
Mensan is going to think

about this topic," says
Charles Schilling, who was
responsible for granting

Rockwell's group its national

SIG status. Not unless you
read minds.

—Rob MaeGregor and
Trish Janeshutz

"I never knew a vigorous and
strong-minded person who
was a medium. It requires a
person of light complexion—
one m a negative passive
condition, of a nervous
temperament, with cold
hand$, of a mild, impressible,

and gentle disposition.

Hence, girls and temales

make the best mediums.

"

—Reverend William Ferris

"The secret of this journey is

to let the wind blow its dust

all over your body.
"

—James Wright



The temples of antiquity

were not rust monuments to

the gods. According to

inventor Paul Brown, of Bliss,

Idaho, they housed huge
electrical dynamos that pow-

ered society much like the

generators of today By
following what fie says is a

diagram long regarded as a

mere symbol, in lact. Bliss

claims to have reconstructed

one of these dynamos to

demonstrate his hypothesis

to the world.

"The ancients left behind

representations showing how

to build their generators,"

Brown declares. "For thou-

sands of years, these man-

dates have been thought

of as abstract symbols of Ihe

universe But the truth of

the matter is that they are

schematic drawings."

Brown, who calls himself a

specialist in nonconventional
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energy, says that the Oriental

lotus-flower mandate corre-

sponds to a wiring diagram

found in the modern-day

Coyne Electrical Manual. An-

other common symbol,

consisting of a cross and a

swastika surrounded by

a halo, he says, is identical to

the cross section of a mod-
ern power transformer

To test his theory Brown is

using yet another set ot sym-

bols: the ancient Chinese

hexagrams that form the ba-

sis of the I Ching. "In reality,"

Brown claims, "the hexa-

grams represent cores that

are arranged so that they

pass on energy to neighbor-

ing coils, in this way an

electrical pulse is forced to

travel around the mandala/

machine."

Brown's contraption, based

on the hexagrams, is made
of steel and transformer wire.

It produces measurable

electromagnetic energy, he

claims, even though there's

no torque in the shaft. "It

produces no vibrations at all."

he claims, "and could proba-

bly last a thousand years.

"

John Wallace, professor of

electrical engineering at

the Georgia Institute of Tech-

nology, casts some doubt

on Brown's claims. "I've

never heard ot this theory

before," he states, "and

I'd be very surprised if ma-

chines like this existed In

ancient times. The technology

needed to create them is

fairly recent. Besides,

wouldn't archaeologists have

come across these machines

a long time ago?"

Not necessarily, Brown

contends. "We may still

rediscover some important

information, a great truth

—

what the ancients ot the East

call the Tao. or ultimate

knowledge."—Sherry Baker

"/( Is as though we had never

been bom"—Norman O. Brown

A hormone that causes

water retention may somehow
trigger the extrasensory

talents of the psychic That,

at least, is the theory recently

proposed by William Roll,

director of the Psychical Re-

search Foundation, in Chapel

Hill. North Carolina,

Roll got his first clue to the

phenomenon from French

endocrinologist Alain Assatlly,

who studied mediums in

the Fifties. Assaiily found that

the majority of his subjects

suffered from water retention

And in another survey ot

more than 900 females, As-

saiily concluded that pre-

menstrual bloating was com-

mon among women who
demonstrated marked ESP
abilities.

Combining this Information

with his own observations

of psychics, Roll speculates

that the water-retaining

hormone vasopressin might

play a role m psychic abili-

ties. "Progesterone causes

the release of vasopressin,

and psychically talented

women have been found to

have unusually high premen-

strual levels of progester-

one," Roll explains. 'Also, me-

diums frequently report

serious emotional shocks In

their childhoods—and vaso-

pressin is released during

times of stress."

How does vasopressin

influence psychic powers?

The answer, Roll believes,

may lie in the hormone's

impact on the autonomic

nervous system, where

an imbalance may lead to psi

But Roll's ideas are a long

way from proven fact "While I

am personally open to his

theories," says parapsychol-

oglst D. Scott Rogo. of John F

Kennedy University, in Or-

indo. California, "I don't think

the evidence is ironclad. A
certain percentage of the

general public will suffer from

water retention and from

nervous-system problems,

white a percentage of the

public will also demonstrate

psychic ability. There's

bound to be a coincidental

overlap."—Sherry Baker

".
. /isten: tnere's a hell ot a

good universe next door;

let's go."

—e. e. cummings
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Boston Latin continue to pass on society's

store of accumulated knowledge; this will

become ever more crucial in the future, when

citizens exposed to a daunting flux of infor-

mation must think for themselves.

"Our mission is to prepare students for

higher education through the classics," says

Jacqueline Tibbetts, assistant headmaster.

"The curriculum has been broadened over

the years, but the original mission is essen-

tially unchanged."

If Boston Latin had a motto, it would have

to be, "Study the classics and work!" Each

of the 2,300 students must take Latin for at

least five of their six years at Ihe school The

reasoning is that mastering the complexities

of Latin teaches students to learn in a sys-

tematic and organized way.

In addition to Latin, students' days are

crammed with at least one other foreign lan-

guage, English, math, history or social stud-

ies, phys ed, and the sciences. All students

take earth science and biology. Most also

take eleciives in chemistry and physics. Two

computer courses are required: basic com-

puter literacy in seventh grade and another

course in programming and word process-

ing in the junior year.

Altogether, the course load includes six

courses a day, with homework running from

two and a half to three hours a night. As-

signments include a seemingly antiquated

practice called declamation. The student,

standing on the stage in the school's ma-

hogany-paneled auditorium and flanked by

antique portraits of scowling headmasters,

bravely recites verses he or she has mem-

orized to as many as 1,000 classmates. So

stiff is the competition from this and other

exercises that more than 25 percent of each

class don't make it to graduation.

Not everyone thinks Boston Latin's Puri-

tan work ethic is the best way to learn. "It's

good for churning out grade grubbers," says

a teacher in another Boston school, "but you

wouldn't want to send a creative kid there."

It's also true that part of Boston Latin's suc-

cess is that it staffs with highly motivated

kids: Only an eighth of the roughly 4,000 stu-

dents who apply each year are accepted

Yet it's hard to argue with centuries of ex-

cellence. Boston Latin alumni include Ben

Franklin, Leonard Bernstein, George Santa-

yana, and dozens of other luminaries in sci-

ence and liberal arts. Last year, of the

school's 325 seniors, 98.5 percent entered

four-year colleges, according to registrar

Philip Haberstroh. Twenty-two were admit-

ted to Harvard and six to MIT.

"You shouldn't be ashamed of hard work

in the classics," says Tibbetts. "It's not just a

question of discipline but of using your mind

and soul and everything about you. It's a

profound way to learn."

CLONLARA, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN .

"We want to be a family again and bring

up our own children, teaching them the
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things that we feel are important. My hus-

band is a natural teacher of skills, and my
son, age nine, loves to be with his dad. The

school bus took our son away from us for

the better part of each day; when he came
home he was out of sorts and weary from

schoolwork. He even came to look upon

himself as a bad student if he didn't get good

grades. Now we can spend more time with

him without competing with school for his

energies We feel this is the best kind of ed-

ucation a child could get."

Indeed, like this mother, many people feel

that the ideal future school will be no school

at all. A growing movement led by educator

and author John Holt advocates turning the

home into a school with parents serving-as

teachers. Says Holt, "The school of the fu-

ture will be the home, the street, the factory;

I want to give students the widest possible

access to the adult world."

But according to Holt and others, an ef-

fective home school must be backed by a

center that provides support services and

4We can't live

on an island called Kansas or

Massachusetts.

How can we talk intelligently

about things on the

moon if we don't even know

what's going on

in the country next door?3

costly equipment that the ordinary family is

unable to afford. One such center is Clon-

lara, founded 18 years ago by teacher Pat

fylontgomery for children of her own.

Named for Montgomery's ancestral town

in Ireland, Clonlara soon became an alter-

native private school with about 100 young-

sters, toddlers through senior high-school

students, enrolled in the on-campus classes.

But eight years ago the school returned to

its roots, offering services to home school-

ers as well. It began with seven families and

now enrolls 637 families, including 2,000

children, from all across the United States

and six foreign countries.

Home schoolers who join the Clonlara

network receive a complete, professional

curriculum for educating their youngsters;

they can use the program as is, modify it, or

develop one of their own. Some, for in-

stance, add intensive music studies. One
such graduate, a sixteen-year-old who ex-

celled in advanced placement examina-

tions, is now a college sophomore and plays

with the symphony orchestra in Flint, Michi-

gan. Other parents might want to add heavy

doses of instruction in a particular religion.

Those who do rely on the Clonlara pro-

gram, moreover, can work at their own pace.

Graduating senior Dale Holmes is seven-

teen, but he already has a year's worth of

college credit from his local community col-

lege. And his rapid progress comes, at least

in part, from working intensively on one sub-

ject at a time. "The average high-school stu-

dent divides the day into about five different

subjects," Holmes explains. "But I find that I

generally work better if I stay on something

while my interest is up—for as long as ten

or eleven hours a day, every day, until I'm

ready to go on to something else.'.'.

Like Holmes, members can buy learning

materials at discounted prices. Clonlara also

helps them navigate state laws governing

home education. If officials take home
schoolers to court, Clonlara helps them

document the adequacy of their teaching

program. In addition, the Clonlara staff

teaches parents how to teach, consults with

them by letter and telephone, and reviews

monthly reports from the parent-teachers,

offering advice.

"I hope home schooling is an eye-opener

to the present-day system," Montgomery

says. "Home schooling empowers people;

they can say, 'I did this.' By the exercise of

free will, they can follow visions of their own."

Because such visions take myriad forms,

the Omni panel of experts nominated many

other schools. Here's a representative sam-

ple of their selections:

MAGNET SCHOOLS

Harper High School (banking and finance),

Atlanta

Stuyvesant High School (science), New York

High School for Performing Arts, New York

Aviation High School, New York City

Booker T. Washington High School (sci-

ence), Houston

Barbara Jordan High School (vocational),

Houston

Benjamin Banneker High School, Washing-

ton, DC
North Carolina School for Science and Math,

Durham, NC

SCHOOLS FOR SPECIAL STUDENTS

Middle College High School at LaGuardia

Community College, Queens, New York

(for potential high-school dropouts)

New York Prep, East Harlem, New York (for

inner-city youngsters)

The Armand Hammer United World College

of the American West, Montezuma, New
Mexico (for students who wish to earn col-

lege credits and increase international

understanding)

Illinois School for the Deaf, Jacksonville

SCHOOLS FOR THE DISADVANTAGED

St. Petersburg High School, St.

Petersburg, FL

Schenley High School Teachers Center,

Pittsburgh

Sullivan High School, Chicago

Garfield High School, East Los Angeles

Dyett Middle School, Chicago

Kenwood Academy. Chicago



OPEN SCHOOL HOME SCHOOL

Super School, offered after hours at Third

Street Elementary School, in Los Angeles

(Curriculum includes everything from jazz,

French, and ballet to clay sculpture and

computers. Both adults and kids are eligible

to take the classes.)

BASICS SCHOOLS

Douglass High School, Atlanta

Skyline High School, Oakland

Portland High School, Portland, ME
McLean High School, McLean, VA
New Trier High School, Winnetka, IL

Parma High School, Parma, OH
Great Neck High School, Great Neck, NY
Edina High School, Edina, MN
Mt. Vernon High School, Mt. Vernon, IA

Newton South High School, Newton, MA
Scarsdale High School, Scarsdale, NY
Ridgewood High School, Ridgewood, NJ

Bronxville High School, Bronxville, NY
Ramstein Senior High School, Ramstein Air

Force Base, Germany (Department of

Defense dependent school)

Heidelberg Middle School (DoD dependent

school), Heidelberg, Germany
Redmond High School, Redmond, WA
Lake Washington High School, Kirkland, WA
Juanita High School, Kirkland, WA
Mountain View High School, Mesa, AZ
William Hall High School, West Hartford, CT
Allderdice High School, Pittsburgh

Wayland High School, Wayland, MA

Santa Fe Community School, Santa Fe, NM

NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS

Norfolk Academy, Norfolk, VA
Loomis Chaffee, Windsor, CT
Milton Academy, Milton, MA
Deerfield Academy, Deerfield, MA
Regis High School, New York

Gonzaga College High School,

Washington, DC
Fieldston School, New York

Horace Mann, New York

Riverdale Country School, New York

Saint Andrew 's-Sewanee School,

Sewanee, TN
Choate/Rosemary Hall, Wallmgford, CT
Phillips Exeter Academ y, Exeter, NH

HIGH-TECH SCHOOLS

Waterford School. Provo, UT
Lyons Township High School, Lyons, IL

Glenbard West High School, Glen Ellyn, IL

Weston High School, Weston, MA
Marshall-Walker High School, Richmond, VA

Forest City High School, Forest City, IA

SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Jefferson County Public Schools, Lake-

wood, CO
Westside Community Schools, Omaha, NB
Pittsburgh Public Schools, Pittsburgh

"
Duval County Public Schools,

Jacksonville, FL

y^v

"We're not retiring you, Osgood. We're

just trans/erring you from faculty to lab specimen.

"

Forest City Public Schools, Forest City, IA

Houston, Texas, Independent District

TELEVIDEO RURAL SCHOOLS

National Institute of Education Program,

Alaska (satellite televideo transmissions

link all schools in the state)

Northeast Educatioraal Technology Consor-

tium, Minnesota (provides computer-

based courses to rural schools, with

teachers working online from Duluth)

Varina High School, Henrico County, VA
(broadcasts classes to 35 rural counties)

OMNI'S PANEL OF EXPERTS

Mortimer Adler, chairman, The Paideia Group

Benjamin Spock, M.D.

Michael Timpane, president, Teachers Col-

lege, Columbia University

Alonzo A. Crim, Superintendent of Schools,

Atlanta

Stephen S. Kaagan, commissioner of edu-

cation, Vermont

Paul B. Salmon, executive director, Ameri-

can Association of School Administrators

Stephen Kurtz, headmaster, Phillips Exeter

Academy, Exeter, NH
Milton Kopelman, principal, Bronx High

School of Science, Bronx, NY
John Holt, educator and author

Davis R. Parker, headmaster, Haverford

School, Haverford, PA

Ruth Green, administrator, New York League

for the Hard of Hearing

Jack Anderson, columnist and head, Young

Astronauts Program

T J. Alexander, superintendent of schools,

McComb, MS
Peter Glaser, space engineer, Arthur D. Lit-

tle, Inc., Cambridge, MA
John Agresto, deputy chairman, National

Endowment for the Humanities

Gordon Cawelti, executive director, Associ-

ation for Supervision and Curriculum De-

velopment

Gary Watts, assistant to the executive direc-

tor, National Education Association

Dwight Allen, eminent professor, School of

Arts of Letters, Old Dominion University,

Norfolk, VA
Robert Lehman, Lake Washington School

District, Kirkland, WA
Gregory R. Anrig, president, Educational

Testing Service

Scott D. Thomson, executive director, Na-

tional Association of Secondary School

Principals

BillHonig, superintendent, California School

System
Diane Ravitch, adjunct professor of history

and education, Teachers College, Colum-

bia University

LeRoy Hay, Connecticut 1983 Teacher of the

Year

Harold Hodgkinson, Institute for Educational

Leadership

Richard Wallace, superintendent of schools,

Pittsburgh

Madeline Hunter, professor of education,

UCLA
Joseph Price, head, Science and Technol-

ogy Division. Library of CongressDQ



UNDER SIEGE

orderlies think I'm crying with joy to be back.

They're big but not too bright. The air has an

astringent, sanitized smell and the hard

coolness of air eondifoning. Rate lifts me up

from the coffin, the fifth silvery casket in a

row of Six, each hooked up to the computer

banks that loom around us. The other coif ins

are all empty now. I am the last vampire to

rise this night, I think. Then I remember. Four

of them are gone, have been gone ior a long

time. There is only Rollins and myself, and

something has happened to Rollins.

They set me in a chair, and Slim rolls me
past the empty caskets and up the ramps to

debriefing. "Rollins?" I ask him.

"We lost him."

I
didn't like Rollins. He was even uglier than

me, a wizened little homunculus with a swol-

len, oversize cranium and a distorted torso

without arms or legs. He had real big eyes,

iidless, so he could never close them. Even

asleep, he looked like he was staring at you.

And he had no sense of humor. No god-

damned sense of humor at all. When you're

a geek, you got to have a sense of humor.

But whatever his faults, Rollins was the only

one left, besides me. Gone now. I feel no

grief, only a numbness.

The debriefing room is cluttered but

somehow impersonal. They wait for me on

the other side of the table. The orderlies roll

me up opposite them and depart. The table

is a long Formica barrier between me and

my superiors, maybe a cordon sanitaire.

They can't let me get too close; after all, 1

might be contagious. They are normals. I
am

. . . what am I? When they conscripted me,

I was classified as an HM 3 . Human Mutation,

third category. Or a hum-three, in the ver-

nacular. The hum-ones are the nonviables:

stillborns and infant deaths and living veg-

gies. We got millions of 'em. The hum-twos

are viable but useless, all the guys with extra

toes and webbed hands and funny eyes. Got

thousands of them. But us hum-threes are a

fucking elite, so they tell us. That's when they

draft us. Down here, inside the Graham Proj-

ect bunker, we get new names. Old Charlie

Graham himself used to call us his "timerid-

ers" before he croaked, but that's too ro-

mantic for Major Salazar. Salazar prefers the

official government term: G.C., for Graham

Chrononaut. The orderlies and grunts turned

G.C. into geek, of course, and we turned it

right back on 'em, me and Nan and Creeper,

when they were still with us. They had a ter-

rific sense of humor, now. The killer geeks,

we called ourselves. Six little killer geeks rid-

ing the timestream, biting the heads off vast

chickens of probability. Heigh-ho.

And then there was one.

Salazar is.pushing papers around on the

table. He looks sick. Under his dark com-

plexion I can see an unhealthy greenish

tinge, and the" blood vessels in his nose have

burst beneath the skin. None of us are in

good shape- down here, but Salazar looks

worse than most. He's been gaining weight,
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and it looks bad on him. His uniforms are all

too tight now, and there won't be any fresh

ones.,They've closed down all the commis-

saries and the mills, and in a few years we'll

all be wearing rags. I've told Salazar he ought

to diet, but no one will listen to a geek, ex-

cept when the subject is chickens. "Well?"

Salazar says to me, his voice snapping. A
hell of a way to start a debneting. Three years

ago, when it began, he was full of starch and

vinegar, very correct and military, but even

the Maje has no time left for decorum now.

"What happened to Rollins?" I ask.

Doctor Veronica Jacobi is seated next to

Salazar. She used to be chief headshrinker

down here, but since Graham Crackers went

and expired she's been heading up the

whole scientific side of the show. "Death

trauma," she says, professionally "Most likely,

his host was killed in action."

I
nod. Old story. Sometimes the chickens

bite back. "He accomplish anything?"

"Not that we've noticed," Salazar says.

The answer I expected. Rollins had got-

^Underhis dark

complexion I see a greenish

tinge; the blood

vessels have burst beneath

-
' the skin of his

nose. None of us are in good
shape here, but

he looks worse than most*

ten rapport with some ignorant grunt of a

foot soldier in the army of Charles XII. I had

this droll mental picture o! him marching the

guy up to his loon of a teenage king and

trying to tell the boy to stay away from Pol-

tava. Charles probably hanged him on the

spot—though, come to think of it, it had to

be something quicker, or else Rollins would

have had time to disengage.

"Your report," prompts Salazar.

"Right, Maje," I say lazily. He hates to be

called Maje, though not so much as he hated

Sally, which was what Creeper used to call

him. Us killer geeks are an insolent lot. "It's

no good. Cronstedt will meet with General

Suchtelen and negotiate for surrender.

Nothing Bengi says sways him one damned
bit.

I
been pushing loo hard. Bengt thinks

he's going crazy. I'm afraid he may crack."

'All timeriders take that risk," Jacobi says.

"The longer you stay in rapport, the stronger

your influence grows on the host and the

more likely it becomes that your presence

will be felt. Few hosts can deal with that per-

ception." Ronnie has a nice voice, and she's

always polite to me. Well scrubbed and tall

and calm and even friendly, and above all

ineffably polite, t wonder if she'd be as polite

it she knew that she'd figured prominently in

my masturbation fantasies ever since we'd

been down here. They only put five women

into the Cracker Box, with thirty-two men and

six geeks, and she's by far the most pleas-

ant to contemplate.

Creeper liked to contemplate her, too. He

even bugged her bedroom, to watch her in

action. She never knew. Creeper had a tal-

ent for that stuff, and he'd rig up these tiny

little audiovideo units in his workbench and

plant them everywhere. He said that if he

couldn't live life a! least l v- was going to watch

it. One night he invited me into his room,

when Ronnie was entertaining big, red-

haired Captain Halliburton, the head of base

security, and her fella in those early days. I

watched, yeah; got to confess that I watched.

But afterward I got angry. Told Creeper he

had no right to spy on Ronnie or on any of

them. "They make us spy on our hosts," he

said, "right inside their fucking heads, you

geek. Turnabout is fair play." I told him it was

different, but 1 got so mad I
couldn't explain

why. It was the only fight Creeper and me
ever had. In the long run, it didn't mean much.

He went on watching, without me. They never

caught the little sneak, but it didn't matter.

One day he went limeriding and didn't come

back. Big, strong Captain Halliburton died,

too, caught too many rads on those security

sweeps, I guess. As far as I know. Creeper's

hookup is still in place; from time to time I've

thought about going in and taking a peek,

to see it Ronnie has herself a new lover. But

I
haven't. I really don't want to know. Leave

me with my iantasies and my wet dreams;

they're a lot better, anyway.

Salazar's fat fingers drum upon the fable.

"Give us a full report on your activities."

1 sigh and give them what they want,

everything in boring detail. When I'm done,

I
say, 'Jagerhorn is the key to the problem.

He's got Cronstedt's ear. Anltonen don't."

Salazar is frowning. "If only you could es-

tablish rapport with Jagerhorn," he grum-

bles. What a futile whiner. He knows that's

impossible.

"You takes what you gets," I tell him. "If

you're going to wish impossible wishes, why

stop at Jagerhorn? Why not Cronstedt? Hell,

why not the goddamned czar?"

"He's right, Major," Veronica says. "We

ought to be grateful we've got Anttonen. At

least he's a colonel. That's better than we did

in any of the other target periods."

Salazar is still unhappy. He's a military his-

torian by trade. He thought this would be

easy when they transferred him out from West

Point or what was left of it. "Anttonen is pe-

ripheral. We must reach the key figures. Your

chrononauts are giving me footnotes, by-

standers, the wrong men in the wrong place

at the wrong times. It is impossible."

"You knew the job was dangerous when

you took it," I say. A killer geek quoting Su-

perchicken; I'd get thrown out of the union if

they knew. "We don't get to pick and choose."

The Maje scowls at me. I yawn. "I'm tired

of this," I say. "I want something to eat. Some
ice cream. I want some rocky road ice cream.

Seems funny, don't it? All that goddamned
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ice, and I come back wanting ice cream."
There is no ice cream, of course. There hasn't

been any ice cream for half a generation,

anywhere in the godforsaken mess they call

a world. But Nan used to tell me about it.

Nan was the oldest geek, the only one born
before the big crash, and she had lots of

stories about "the way things used to be. I

liked it best when she talked about ice cream.
It was smooth and cold and sweet, she said.

It melted on your tongue and filled your
mouth with liquid, delicious cold. Sometimes
she would recite the flavors for us, as sol-

emnly as Captain Todd reading his B
vanilla and strawberry and chocolate, fudge
swirl and praline, rum raisin and heavenly
hash, banana and orange sherbert and mint
chocolate chip, pistachio and butter pecan.
Creeper used to make up flavors to poke lun

at her, but there was no getting to Nan. She
just added his inventions to her list and spoke
fondly thereafter of anchovy almond and liver

chip and radiation ripple, until I couldn't tell

the real flavors from the made-up ones any-
more and didn't really care.

Nan was the first we lost, Did they have
ice cream in St. Petersburg back in 1917? I

hope they did. I hope she got a bowl or two
before she died.

Major Salazar is still talking, I realize. He
has been talking lor some time. "... our fast

chance now," he is saying. He begins to

babble about Sveaborg, about the impor-

tance of what we are doing here, about the

urgent need to change something so
how, to prevent the Soviet Union from ever
coming into existence, and thus forestall the

war that has laid the world to waste. I've heard
it all before,

I know it all by heart. The (vlaje

has terminal verbal diarrhea, and I'm not so
dumb as I look.

It was all Graham Cracker's idea, the last

chance to win the war or maybe just save
ourselves from the plagues and bombs and
the poisoned winds.

But the-Maje was the historian, so he got
to pick all the targets, when the computers
had done their probability analysis. He had
six geeks, and he got six tries. "Nexus
points," he called 'em. Critical points in his-

tory. Of course, some were better than oth-

ers. Rollins got the Great Northern War, Nan
got ihe Revolution, Creeper got to go all the

way back to Ivan the Terrible, and I got Svea-
borg. Impregnable, invincible Sveaborg. Gi-

braltar of the North.

"There is no reason for Sveaborg to sur-

render," the Maje is saying. It is his own ice-

cream litany. History and tactics give him the

sort of comfort that butter brickie gave to

Nan. "The garrison is seven thousand strong,-

vastly outnumbering the besieging Rus-
sians. The artillery inside the fortress is su-

perior. There is .plenty of ammunition, plenty

of food. If Sveaborg holds out until the sea-'
lanes are open, Sweden will launch its coun-
teroftensive and Ihe siege will be broken
easily. The entire course of history may
change! You must make Cronstedt listen."

"If
I could just lug back a history text and

'

let him read what they say about him, I'm

sure he'd jump through flaming hoops,"
I
say.
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I've had enough of this. "I'm tired,"
I an-

nounce. "I want some food." Suddenly, for

no apparent reason, [ feel like crying. "I want
something to eat, damn it, I don't want to talk

anymore, you hear? I want something to eat."

Salazar glares, but Veronica hears the
stress in my voice, and she is up and moving
around the table. "Easy enough lo arrange,"

she says to me, and to the Maje, "We've ac-
complished all we can for now. Let me get
him some food." Salazar grunts, but he dares
not object Veronica wheels me away, to-

ward the commissary.

Over stale coffee and a plate of mystery
meat and overcooked vegetables, she con-
soles me. She's not half bad at it; a pro, after

all. Maybe, in the old days, she wouldn't have
been considered especially striking— I've

seen Ihe old magazines. Even down here
we have our old Playboys, our old video-

tapes, our old novels, our old record al-

bums, our old funny books. Nothing new of

course, nothing recent, but lots and lots of

Ihe old junk. I ought to know, I practically

mainline the stuff. When I'm not flailing

around inside Bengt's cranium, I'm planted
in front of my tube, running some old TV show
or a movie, maybe reading a paperback at

the same time, trying lo magine what it would
be like to live back then, before they screwed
up everything. So I know all about the old

standards, and maybe it's true that Ronnie
ain't up to, say, Bo or Marilyn or Bngitte or

Garbo. Still, she's nicer to look at than any-
bodyelse down in this damned septic tank.

And the rest of us don't quite measure up
either. Creeper wasn't no Groucho, no mat-
ter how hard he tried; me,

I look just like

Jimmy Cagney, but the big green tumor and
all the extra yellow teeth and the want of a
nose spoil the effect, just a little.

I push my fork away with the meal only
half-eaten. "It has no taste. Back then, food
had taste."

Veronica laughs. "You're lucky. You get to

taste it. For the rest of us, this is all there is."

"Lucky? Ha-ha.
I know the difference,

Ronnie. You don't. Can you miss something
you never had?" I'm sick of talking about it,

though—sick of it all. "Want to play chess''"

She smiles and gets up in search of our
set. An hour later she's won the first game
and we're starting the second. There are.
about a dozen chess players down here in

the Cracker Box; now that Graham and
Creeper are gone, I can beat all of them ex-
cept Ronnie. The funny thing is, back in 1808
I could probably be world champion. Chess
has come a long way in the last two hundred
years, and I've memorized openings that

those old guys never even dreamed of.

"There's more to the game than book
openings," Veronica says, and I realise I've

been talking aloud.

"I'd still win," I insist. "Hell, those guys have
been dead for centuries. How much fight can
they put up?"

She smiles and moves a knight. "Check."
I realize that I've lost again.

"Someday I've got to learn to play this

game," I say. "Some world champion."
Veronica begins to put the pieces back in

the box. "This Sveaborg business is a kind

of chess game, too," she says conversation-
ally, "a chess game across time, us and the
Swedes against the Russians and the Fin-

nish nationalists. What move do you think we
should make against Cronstedt?"

"Why did
I know the conversation was

going to come back" to that?" I say. "Damned
if I know.

I suppose the Maje has an idea."

She nods. Her face is serious now. Pale,

soft face, framed by dark hair. "A desperate
idea. These are desperate times."

What would it be like if I did succeed, I

wonder'' If I changed something? What
would happen to Veronica and the Maje and
Rate and Slim and all the rest of them? What
would happen to me, lying there in my coffin

full of darkness? There are theories, of

course, but no one really knows. "I'm a des-
perate man, ma'am," I say to her, "ready for

desperate measures. Being subtle sure
hasn't done diddlysquat. Let's hear it. What
do I gotta get Bengt to do now? Invent the
machine gun? Defect to the Russkis? Ex-
pose his privates on the battlements'' What?"
She tells me.
I'm dubious. "Maybe it'll work," I say. "More

likely, it'll get Bengt slung into the deepest
goddamned dungeon that place has. They'll

really think he's nuts. Jagerhorn might just

shoot him outright."

"No," she says. "In his own way, Jager-
horn is an idealist. A man of principle.' It is

chancy, but you don't win chess games
without taking chances. Will you do if"

She has such a nice smile; I think she likes

me. I shrug

"Might as well," I say. "Can't dance."

"... shall be allowed to dispatch two
couriers to the king, one by the northern, the

other by the southern road. They shall be
furnished with passports and safeguards,
and every possible facility shall be given
them for accomplishing their journey. Done
at the island of Lonan, sixth of April, 1808."

The droning of the officer reading the

agreement stopped suddenly, and the staff

meeting was deathly quiet.

Vice Admiral Cronstedt rose slowly. "This
is the agreement," he said. "In view of our
perilous position, it is better than we could
have hoped tor, We have used a third of our
powder already; our defenses are exposed
to attack from all sides because of the ice;

we are outnumbered and forced to support
a large number of fugitives who rapidly con-
sume our provisions. General Suchtelen
might have demanded our immediate sur-

render. By thegrace of God, he did not, In-

stead we have been allowed to retain three
of Sveaborg's six islands and will regain two
of the others should five Swedish ships-of-

the-line arrive to aid us before the third of

May. If Sweden fails us, we must surrender.

Yet the fleet shall be restored to Sweden at

the conclusion of the war, and this immedi-
ate truce will prevent any further loss of lite."

Cronstedt sat down. At his side, 'Colonel

Jagerhorn came crisply to his feet. "In the
event the Swedish ships do not arrive on time,

we must make plans for an orderly surren-



der of the garrison." He launched into a dis-

cussion of the details.

Bengt Anttonen sat quietly. He had ex-

pected the news, had somehow known it was

coming, but it was no less dismaying for all

that. Cronstedt and Jagerhorn had negoti-

ated a disaster. It was foolish. It was craven.

It was hopelessly doomed. Immediate sur-

render of Wester-Svarto, Langorn, and Ost-

er-Lilla-Svarto, the rest of the garrison to

come later, capitulation deferred for a mean-

ingless month. History would revile them.

Schoolchildren would curse their names. And

he was helpless.

When the meeting at last ended, the oth-

ers rose to depart. Anttonen rose with them,

determined to be silent, to leave the room

quietly for once, to let them sell Sveaborg for

thirty pieces of silver if they would. But as he

tried to turn, the compulsion seized him, and

he went instead to where Cronstedt and Ja-

gerhorn lingered. They both watched him

approach. In their eyes, Anttonen thought he

could see a weary resignation.

"You must not do this," he said heavily.

"It is done," Cronstedt replied "The sub-

ject is not open for further discussion, Colo-

nel. You have been warned. Go about your

duties." He climbed to his feet, turned to go.

"The Russians are cheating you," Antto-

nen blurted.

Cronstedt stopped and looked at him.

'Admiral, you must listen to me. This provi-

sion, this agreement that we will retain the

fortress it five ships-of-the-line reach us by

the third of May, it is a fraud. The ice will not

have melted by the third of May. No ship will

be able to reach us. The armistice agree-

ment provides that the ships must have en-

tered Sveaborg's harbor by noon on the third

of May. General Suchtelen will use the time

afforded by the truce to move his guns and

gain control of the sea approaches. Any ship

attempting to reach Sveaborg will come un-

der heavy attack. And there is more. The

messengers you are sending to the King, sir,

they
—

"

Cronstedt's face was ice and granite. He

held up a hand. "1 have heard enough. Colo-

nel Jagerhorn, arrest this madman." He
gathered up his papers, refusing to look

Anttonen in the face, and strode angrily from

the room.
-

"Colonel Anttonen, you are under arrest,"

Jagerhorn said, with surprising gentleness

in his voice. "Don't resist, I
warn you. that will

only make it worse."

Anttonen turned to face the other colonel.

His heart was sick.

"You will not listen. None of you will listen.

Do you know what you are doing?"

"I think I do,'" Jagerhorn said.

Anttonen reached out and grabbed him

by the front of his uniform.
'

"You do not. You think I don't know what

you are, Jagerhorn? You're a nationalist,

damn you. This is the great age of national-

'ism. You and your Anjala League, your

damned Finhlander noblemen, you're all

Finnish nationalists. You resent Sweden's

domination. The czar has promised you that

Finland will be an autonomous state under

his protection, so you have thrown off your

loyalty to the Swedish crown."

Colonel F A. Jagerhorn blinked. A strange

expression flickered across his face before

he regained his composure. "You cannot

know that," he said. "No one knows the

terms— I

—

"

Anttonen shook him bodily. "History is

going to laugh at you, Jagerhorn. Sweden

will lose this war because o! you, because

of Sveaborg's surrender, and you'll get your

wish. Finland will become an autonomous

state under the czar. But it will be no freer

than it is now, under Sweden. You'll swap

your King like a secondhand chair at a flea

market, for the butchers of the Great Wrath,

and gain nothing by the transaction."

'A ... a market for fleas? What is that?"

Anttonen scowled. 'A flea market, a flea

... I don't know," he said. He released Ja-

gerhorn, turned away. "Dear God, I do know.

11 is a place where . . . where things are sold

and traded. A fair. It has nothing to do with

fleas, but it is full of strange machines,

477ie machines

suck away the liquid night

that enfolds

me, and I'm screaming so

-
' loudly that

he draws back, and I give him

a geekish

smile, rows of rotten teeth^

strange smells." He ran his fingers through

his hair, fighting not to scream. 'Jagerhorn,

my head is full of demons. Dear God, I must

confess. Voices, I
hear voices day and night,

even as the French girl, Joan, the warrior

maid. I
know the things that will come to

pass." He looked into Jagerhorn's eyes, saw

the fear there, and held his hands up. en-

treating now. "It is no choice of mine, you

must believe that. I pray for silence, for re-

lease, but the whispering continues, and

these strange fits seize me. They are not of

my doing, yet they must be sent for a reason,

they must be true, or why would God torture

me so? Have mercy, Jagerhorn. Have mercy

on me and listen!"

Colonel Jagerhorn looked past Anttonen,

his eyes searching for help, but the two of

them were quite alone.

"Yes," Jagerhorn said. "Voices, like the

French girl. I did not understand."

Anttonen shook his head. "You hear, but

you will not believe. You are a patriot; you

dream you will be a hero. You will be no hero.

The common, folk of Finland do not share

your dreams. They remember the Great

Wrath. They know the Russians only as an-

cient enemies, and' they hate them. They will

hate you as well. And poor Cronstedt. He

will be reviled by every Finn, every Swede,

for generations. He will live out his life in this

new Grand Duchy of Finland, on a Russian

stipend, and he will die a broken man on

April 7, 1820, twelve years and one day after

he meets with Suchtelen on Lonan and

promised Sveaborg to Russia. Years later, a

man named Runeberg will write a series of

poems about this war. Do you know what he

will say of Cronstedt?"

"No," Jagerhorn said. He smiled uneasily.

"Have your voices told you?"

"They have taught me the words by heart,"

said Bengt Anttonen. He recited:

Call him the arm we trusted in,

that shrank in time of stress,

call him Affliction, Scorn, and Sin,

and Death and Bitterness,

but mention not his former name,

iest they should blush who bear the same.

"That is the glory you and Cronstedt are

winning here, Jagerhorn," Anttonen said bit-

terly. "That is your place in history. Do you

like it?"

Colonel Jagerhorn had been carefully

edging around Anttonen; there was a clear

path between him and the door. But now he

hesitated. "You are speaking madness," he

said. 'And yet, how could you have known

of the czar's promises? You would almost

have me believe you. Voices? Like the French

girl? The voice of God, you say?"

Anttonen sighed. "God? I do not know.

Voices, Jagerhorn, that is all I hear. Perhaps

I am mad."
Jagerhorn grimaced. "They will revile us,

you say? They will call us traitors and de-

nounce us in poems?"

Anttonen said nothing. The madness had

ebbed; he was filled with a helpless despair.

"Mo," Jagerhorn insisted. "It is too late. The

agreement is signed. We have staked our

honor on it. And Vice Admiral Cronstedt, he

is so uncertain. His family is here, and he

fears for them. Suchtelen has played him

masterfully, and we have done our part. It

cannot be undone. I
do not believe this mad-

ness of yours, yet even if I believed, there is

nothing to be done. The ships will not come

in time. Sveaborg must yield, and the war

must end with Sweden's defeat. How could

it be otherwise? The czar is allied with Bo-

naparte himself, he cannot be resisted!"

"The alliance will not last," Anttonen said

with a rueful smile. "The French will march

on Moscow, and it will destroy them as it de-

stroyed Charles XII. The winter will be their

Poltava. All of this will come too late for Fin-

land, too late for Sveaborg,"

"It is too late even now," Jagerhorn said.

"Nothing can be changed."

For the first time, Bengt Anttonen felt the

tiniest glimmer of hope. "It is not too late."

"What course do you urge upon us, then?

Cronstedt has already made his decision.

Should we mutiny?"

"There will be a mutiny in Sveaborg,

whether we take part or not. It will fail."

"What then?"

Bengt Anttonen lifted his head, stared Ja-
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gerhorn in the eyes. "The agreement stipu-

lates that we may send two couriers to the

king, to inform him of the terms, so the

Swedish ships may be dispatched on time."

"Yes. Cronstedt will choose our couriers

tonight, and they will leave tomorrow, with

papers and sate passage furnished by

Suchtelen."

"You have Cronstedt's ear. See that I am
chosen as one of the couriers."

"You?" Jagerhorn looked doubtful. "What

goodwill that serve?" He frowned. "Perhaps

this voice you hear is the voice of your own

fear. Perhaps you have been under siege

too long and it has broken you, and now you

hope to run free."

"I can prove my voices speak true," Ant-

tonen said.

"How?" snapped Jagerhorn.

"I will meet you tomorrow at dawn at Eh-

rensvard's tomb, and I will tell you the names

of the couriers that Cronstedt has chosen, li

I
am right, you will convince him to send me

in the place of one of those chosen. He will

agree, gladly. He is anxious to be rid of me."

Colonel Jagerhorn rubbed his jaw, con-

sidering. "No one could know the choices

but Cronstedt. It is a fair tesL" He put out his

hand. "Done."

They shook. Jagerhorn turned to go. But

at the doorway he turned back. "Colonel

Anttonen," he said, "I have forgotten my duty.

You are in my custody. Go to your own guar-

ters and remain there, until the dawn."

"Gladly." said Anttonen. "At dawn you will

see that I am right,"

"Perhaps," said Jagerhorn. "but for all our

sakes, I shall hope that you are wrong."

... and the machines suck away the liq-

uid night that enfolds me, and I'm screaming

so loudly that Slim draws back, a wary look

on his face. I give him a broad, geekish smile,

rows on rows of yellow, rotten teeth. "Get me
out of here, turkey," I shout. The pain is a

web around me, but this time it doesn't seem

as bad. I can almost stand it; this time the

pain is for something.

They give me my shot and lift me into my
chair, but this time I'm eager for the debrief-

ing. I grab the wheels and give myself a push,

breaking free of Rate, rolling down the cor-

ridors like I used to in the old days, when

Creeper was around to race me. There's a

bit of a problem with one ramp, and they

catch me there, the strong, silent guys in their

ice-cream suits (that's what Nan called 'em,

anyhow), but I scream at them to leave me
alone. They do. Surprises the hell out of me.

The Maje is a little startled when I
come

rolling into the room all by my lonesome. He

starts to get up. "Are you . .

."

"Sit down, Sally," I say. "It's good news.

Bengt psyched out Jagerhorn good. I

thought the kid was gonna wet his pants-,

believe me. I think we got it socked. I'm

meeting Jagerhorn tomorrow at dawn to

clinch the sale." I'm grinning, listening to my-

self. Tomorrow, hey, I'm talking about 1808.

but tomorrow is how it feels. "Now here's the

sixty-four-thousand-doilar question. I need

to know the names of the two guys that

Cronstedt is going to try and send to the

Swedish king. Proof, y'know? Jagerhorn says

he'll get me sent if I can convince him. So

you look up those names for me, Maje, and

once I
say the magic words, the duck will

come down and give us Sveaborg."

"This is very obscure information," Sala-

zar complains. "The couriers were detained

for weeks and did not even arrive in Stock-

holm until the day of surrender. Their names

may be lost to history." What a whiner, I'm

thinking; the man is never satisfied.

Ronnie speaks up for me. though. Major

Salazar, those names had better not be lost

to history or to us. You were our military his-

torian, It was your job to research each of

the target periods thoroughly." The way she's

talking to him, you'd never guess he was the

boss. "The Graham Project has every prior-

ity. You have our computer files, our dossiers

on the personnel of Sveaborg, and you have

access to the war college at New West Point.

Maybe you can even get through to some-

one in what remains of Sweden. I don't care

how you do it, but it must be done. The entire

project could rest on this piece of informa-

tion. The.entire world, Our past and our fu-

ture. I
shouldn't need to tell you that."

She turns to me. I applaud. She smiles.

"You've done well," she says. "Would you give

us the details?"

"Sure," I say. "It was a piece of cake. With

ice cream on top. What'd they call that?"

"A la mode."

"Sveaborg a la mode," I say, and I serve

it up to them. 1 talk and talk. When I
finally

finish, even the Maje looks grudgingly

pleased. Pretty damn good for a geek, I
think.

"Okay," I say when I'm done with the report.

"What's next? Bengt gets the courier job,

right? And I get the message through some-

how. Avoid Suchtelen, don't get detained, the

Swedes send in the cavalry."

"Cavalry?" Sally looks confused.

"It's a figure of speech," I say, with un-

usual patience.

The Maje nods. "No," he says. "The cour-

iers—it's true that General Suchtelen lied and

held them up as an extra form of insurance.

The ice might have melted, after all, The

ships might have come through in time. But

it was an unnecessary precaution. That year.

theice around Helsinki did not melt until well

after the deadline date." He gives me a sol-

emh stare. He has never looked sicker, and

the greenish tinge of his skin undermines the

effect he's trying to achieve. "We must make

a bold stroke. You will be sent out as a cour-

ier, under the terms of the truce. You and the

other courier will be brought before Suchte-

len to receive your safe conducts through

Russian lines. That is the point at which you

will strike. The affair is settled, and war in

those days was an honorable affair. No one

will expect treachery."

"Treachery?" I say. I
don't like the sound

of. what I'm hearing.

For a second, the Maje's smile looks al-

most genuine: he's finally lit on something

that pleases him. "Kill Suchtelen," he says.

"Kill Suchtelen?" I repeat.

"Use Anttonen, Fill him with rage. Have
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him draw his weapon. Kill Suchtelen."

I see. A new move in our crosstime chess

game. The geek gambit.

"They'll kill Bengt," 1 say.

"You can disengage," Saiazar says.

"Maybe they'll kill him fast," I point out.

"Right there, on the spot, y'know."

"You take that risk. Other men have given

their lives for our nation. This is war." The

Maje frowns. "Your success may doom us

all. When you change the past, the present

as it now exists may cease to exist, and us

with it. But our nation will live, and millions

we have lost will be restored. Healthier, hap-

pier versions of ourselves will enjoy the rich

lives that were denied us. You yourself will

be born whole, without deformity."

"Ortalent,"lsay. "In

which case I won't be

able to go back and

do this, in which case

the past stays un-

changed."

"The paradox does

not apply here. You

have been briefed on

this. The past and
the present and future

are not contempora-

neous. And it will be

Anttonen who effects

the change, not your-

self. He is of that time."

The Maje is impatient.

His thick, dark fingers

drum on'the table top.

'Are you a coward?"

"Fuck you and the

horse you rode in on,"

I tell him. "You just

don't get it. I could

give a shit about me.

I'm better off dead.

But they'll kill Bengt."

- "What of it?"

Veronica has been

listening intently. Now
she leans across the

table and touches my
hand, gently.

"I understand," she

says. "You identify with

him, don't you?"

"He's a good man,"

I say. Do 1 sound de-

fensive? Very well, then; 1 am defensive. "I

feel bad enough that I'm driving him around

the bend, I don't want to get him killed. I'm a

freak, a geek, I've lived my whole life under

siege, and I'm going to die here, but Bengt

has people who love him, a life ahead of him.

Once he gets out of Sveaborg, there's a

whole world out there."

"He has been dead for almost two cen-

turies," Saiazar says.

"I was in his head this afternoon," I snap.

"He will be a casualty of war," the Maje

says. "In war, soldiers die. It is a fact of life,

then as now."

Something else is bothering me. "Yeah,

maybe, he's a soldier, I'll buy that. -He knew

the job was dangerous when he took it. But
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he cares about honor, Sally. A little thing

we've forgotten. To die in battle, sure, but

you want me to make him a goddamned as-

sassn have him violate a flag of truce. He's

an honorable man. They'll revile him."

"The ends justify the means," says Saia-

zar bluntly. "Kill Suchtelen, kill him underthe

flag of truce, yes. It will kill the truce as well.

Suchtelen's second-in-command is far less

wily, more prone to outbursts of temper, more

eager for a spectacular victory. You will tell

him that Cronstedt ordered you to cut down

Suchtelen. He will shatter the truce, will

launch a furious attack against the fortress,

an attack that Sveaborg, impregnable as it

is, will easily repulse. Russian casualties will

be heavy, and Swedish determination will be
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Russian regime will not survive Bonaparte's

fall, but the czanst restoration will be as short-

lived as the French restoration, and Russia

will evolve toward a liberal parliamentary

democracy. The Soviet Union will never come

into being to war against the United States."

He emphasizes his final words by pounding

his fist on the conference table.

"Sez you," I say mildly

Saiazar gets red in Ihe face. "That is the

computer projection," he insists. He looks

away from me, though. Just a quick little

averting of the eyes, but I catch it. Funny. He

can't look me in the eyes.

Veronica squeezes my hand. "The pro-

jection may be off," she admits. 'A little or a

lot. But it is all we have. And this is our last

chance. I
understand

your concern for Ant-

tonen, really I do. It's

only natural. You've

been part of him for

months now, living his
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fired by what they will see as Russian

treachery. Jagerhorn, with proof before him

that the Russian promises are meaningless,

will change sides. Cronstedt, the hero of

Ruotsinsalmi, will become the hero of Svea-

borg as well. The fortress will hold. With the

spring the Swedish fleet will land an army at

Sveaborg, behind Russian lines, while a

second Swedish army sweeps down from

the north. The entire course of the war will

change. When Napoleon marches on Mos-

cow, a Swedish army will already hold St.

Petersburg. The czar will be caught in Mos-

cow, deposed, executed. Napoleon will in-

stall a puppet government, and when his re-

treat comes, it will be north, to link up with

his Swedish allies at St. Petersburg. The new

thoughts and feel-

ings. Your reserva-

tions do you credit.

But now millions of

lives are in the bal-

ance, against the life

of this one man. This

one dead man. It's

your decision. The
most important deci-

sion in all history, per-

haps, and it rests with

you alone." She
smiles. "Think about it

carefully, at least."

When she puts it

like that and holds my
little hand all the while,

I'm powerless to re-

sist. Ah, Bengt. I look

away from them, sigh.

"Break out the booze

tonight," I say wearily

to Saiazar, "the last of

that old prewar stuff

you been saving."

The Maje looks

startled, discomfited;

the jerk thought his tit-

tle cache of prewar

Glenlivetand Irish Mist

and Rerny Martin was a well-kept secret. And

so it was until Creeper planted one of his

little bugs, heigh-ho.

"I do nol think drunken revelry is in order,"

Sally says. Defending his treasure. He's

homely and dumb and mean spirited, but

nobody ever said he wasn't selfish.

"Shut up and come across," I say. Tonight

I ain't gonna be denied. I'm giving up Bengt,

the Maje can give up some booze. "I want

to get shitfaced," I tell him. "It's time to drink

to the goddamned dead and toast the living,

past and present. It's in the rules, damn you.

The geek always gets a bottle before he goes

out to meet the chickens."

Within the central courtyard of the Vargbn



citadel, Bengt Anttonen waited in the pre-
dawn chill. Behind him stood Ehrensvard's
tomb, the final resting place of the man who
had built Sveaborg and now slept securely
within the bosom of his creation, his bones
safe behind her guns and her granite walls,

guarded by all her daunting might. He had
built her impregnable, and impregnable she
stood, so none would come to disturb his

rest. Now they wanted to give her away.
The wind was blowing. It came howling

down out of a black, empty sky, stirred the
barren branches ot the trees that stood in

the empty courtyard and cut through Ant-
tonen's warmest coat. Or perhaps it was an-
other sort of chill that lay upon him: the chill

of fear. Dawn was almost at hand. Above,
the stars were fading. And his head was
empty, echoing, mocking. Light would soon
break over the horizon, and with the light

would come Colonel Jagerhorn, hard faced.

imperious, demanding, and Anttonen would
have nothing to say to him.

He heard footsteps. Jagerhom's boots
rang on the stones. Anttonen turned to face
him. watching him climb the few small steps
up to Ehrensvard's memorial. They stood a
foot apart, conspirators huddled against the

cold and darkness. Jagerhorn gave him a
curt, short nod. "I have met with Cronstedt."

Anttonen opened his mouth. His breath
steamed in the frigid air. And just as he was
about to succumb to the emptiness, about
to admit that his voices had failed him,

something whispered deep inside him. He
spoke two names.

There was such a long silence that Ant-
tonen once again began to fear. Was it mad-
ness after all and not the voice of God? Had
he been wrongs But then Jagerhorn looked
down, frowning, and clapped his gloved
hands together in a gesture that spoke of

finality. "God help us all," he said, "but I be-
lieve you."

"I will be the courier?"

"I have already broached the subject with
Vice Admiral Cronstedt," Jagerhorn said. "I

have reminded him of your years of service,

your excellent record. You are a good sol-

dier and a man of honor, damaged only by
your own patriotism and the pressure of the
siege. You are that sort of warrior who can-
not bear inaction, who must always be doing
something. You deserve more than arrest

and disgrace. I have argued. As a courier,

you will redeem yourself, I have told him to

have no doubt of it. And by removing you
from Sveaborg, we will also remove a source
of tension and dissent around which mutiny
might grow. The Vice Admiral is well aware
that a good many of the men are most un-

willing to honor our pact with Suchtelen. He
is convinced." Jagerhorn smiled wanly, "I am
nothing if not convincing, Anttonen. I can
marshal an argument as Bonaparte mar-
shals his armies. So this victory is ours. You
are named courier."

"Good," said Anttonen. Why did he feel

so sick at heart? He should have been full

of jubilation.

"What will you do?" Jagerhorn asked. "For
what purpose do we conspire?"
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"I will not burden you with that knowl-

edge," Anttonen replied, it was knowledge

he lacked himself. He must be the courier,

he had known that since yesterday, but the

why of it still eluded him, and the future was

as cold as the stone oi Ehrensvard's tomb,

as misty as Jagerhorn's breath. He was full

of a strange foreboding, a sense of ap-

proaching doom.
"Very well," said Jagerhorn. "I pray that I

have acted wisely in this." He removed his

glove, offered his hand. "I will count on you,

on your wisdom and your honor."

"My honor," Bengt repeated. Slowly, too

slowly, he took off his own glove to shake the

hand of the dead man standing there before

him. Dead man? He was no dead man; he

was live, warm flesh. But it was frigid there

under those bare trees, and when Anttonen

clasped Jagerhorn's hand, the other's skin

felt cold to the touch.

"We have had our differences," said Ja-

gerhorn, "but we are both Finns, alter all,

and patriots, and men of honor, and now too

we are friends."

"Friends," Anttonen repeated. And in his

head, louder than it ever had been before,

so clear and strong it seemed almost as if

someone had spoken behind him, came a

whisper, sad somehow, and bitter. C'mon,

Chicken Little, it said, shake hands with your

pal, the geek.

Gather ye Four Roses while ye may, for

time is still flying, and this same geek what

smiles today tomorrow may be dying. Heigh-

ho, drunk again, second night inna row,

chugging all the Maje's good booze, but what

does it matter, he won't be needing it. After

this next little timeride, he won't even exist,

or that's what they tell me. In fact, he'll never

have existed, which is a real weird thought.

Old Major Sally Salazar, his big, thick fin-

gers, his greenish tinge, the endearing way

he. had of whining and bitching, he sure

seemed-real this afternoon at thai last de-

briefing, but now it turns oul there neverwas
any such person. Never was a Creeper,

never a Rate or a Slim, Nan never ever told

us about ice cream and reeled off the names

of all those flavors,. butter pecan and rum

raisin are one with Nineveh and Tyre, heigh-

ho. Never happened, nope, and I slug down
another shot, drinking alone, in my room, in

my cubicle, the savior at this last liquid sup-

per, where the hell are my fucking apostles?

Ah, drinking, drinking, but not with me.

They ain't s'posed to know, nobody's

s'posed to know but me and the Maje and

Ronnie, but the word's out, yes it is, and out

there in the corridors it's turned into a big,

wild party, boozing and singing and fight-

ing, a little bit of screwing for those lucky

enough to have a partner, of which number
I am not one, alas. I want to go out and join

in, hoist a tew with the boys, but no. the Maje

says no, too dangerous, one of the motley

horde might decide that even this kind of

has-been life is better than a never-was non-

life, and therefore off the geek, ruining

everybody's plans for a good time. So here

1 sit on geek row, in my little room, boozing
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alone, surrounded by five other little rooms,

and down at the end of the corridor is a most

surly guard, pissed off that he isn't out there

getting a last taste, who's got to keep me in

and the rest of them out.

I
was soft of hoping Ronnie might come

by, you know, to share a final drink and beat

me in one last game of chess and maybe
even play a little kissy-face, which is a ridic-

ulous fantasy on the face of it, but somehow
I don't wanna die a virgin, even though I'm

not really going to die, since once the trick

is done, I won't ever have lived at all. It's

goddamned noble of me if you ask me, and

you got to 'cause there ain't nobody else

around to ask. Another drink now, but the

bottle's almost empty; I'll have to ring the

Maje and ask for another. Why won't Ronnie

come by? I'll never be seeing her again, after

tomorrow, tomorrow-tomorrow and two-hun-

dred-years-ago-tomorrow. I could refuse to

go, stay here and keep the happy li'l family

alive, but I don't think she'd like that. She's a

lot more sure than me. I asked her this after-

6T/?e wind

howled out of a black, empty

sky, cutting

through his warmest coat;

,
' or perhaps

it was another sort of

chill that lay

upon him, the chill of fearT>

noon if Sally's projections could tell us about

the side effects. I mean, we're changing this

war, and we're keeping Sveaborg and (we

hope) losing the czar and (we hope) losing

the Soviet Union and (we sure as hell hope)

maybe losing the big war and all, the bombs
and the rads and the plagues and all that

good stuff, even radiation- ripple ice cream,

which was the Creeper's favorite flavor, but

what if we lose other stuff? I mean, with Rus-

sia so changed and all, are we going to lose

Alaska? Are we gonna lose vodka? Are we
going to lose.George Orwell? Are we going

to lose Karl Marx? We tried to lose Karl Marx,

actually, one of the other geeks, Blind Jeffey,

he went back to take care of Karlie, but it

didn't work out. Maybe vision was too damn
much lor him. So we got to keep Karl, al-

though come to think ol it, who cares about

Karl Marx; are we gonna lose Groucho? No
Groucho, no Groucho ever, I don't like that

concept, last night I shot a geek in my pa-

jamas, and how he got in my pajamas, I'll

never know, but maybe, who the hell knows

how us geeks get anyplace, all these damn
dominoes falling every which way, knocking

over other dominoes, dominoes was never

my game, I'm a chess player, world chess

champion in temporal exile, that's me, dom-

inoes is a dumb, damn game. What if it don't

work, I asked Ronnie, what if we take oul

Russia, and, well, Hitler wins World War II so

we wind up swapping missiles and germs

and biotoxics with Nazi Germany? Or Eng-

land? Or fucking Austria-Hungary, maybe,

who can say? The -superpower Austria-

Hungary, what a thought, last night I shot a

Hapsburg in my pajamas, the geeks put him

there, heigh-ho.

Ronnie didn't make me no promises, kid-

dies. Best she could do was shrug and tell

me this story about a horse. This guy was
going to get his head cut off by some old-

tinny king, y'see, so he pipes up and tells the

king that it he's given a year, he'll teach the

king's horse to talk. The king likes this idea,

for some reason, maybe he's a Mister Ed fan,

I dunno, but he gives the guy a year. And the

guy's friends say, hey. what is this, you can't

get no horse to talk. So the guy says, well, I

got a year now, that's a long time, all kinds

of things could happen. Maybe the king will

die. Maybe I'll die. Maybe the horse will die.

Or maybe the horse will talk.

I'm too damn drunk, I
am, I am, and my

head's full of geeks and talking horses and

falling dominoes and unrequited love, and

all of a sudden I got to see her. I
set down

the bottle, oh so carefully, even though it's

empty, don't want no broken glass on geek

row, and I wheel myself out into the corridor,

going slow, I'm not too coordinated right now.

The guard is at the end of the hall, looking

wistful. I know him a little bit. Security guy,

big black fellow, name o! Dex. "Hey, Dex," I

say as I
come wheeling up, "screw this shit,

let's us go party, I want to see li'l Ronnie."

He just looks at me, shakes his head,

"C'mon," I say. I bat my baby blues at him.

Does he let me by? Does the Pope shit in

the woods? Hell no, old Dex says, "I got my
orders; you stay right here." All of a sudden

I'm mad as hell, this ain't fair, I want to see

Ronnie. I
gather up all my strength and try

to wheel right by him. No cigar; Dex turns,

blocks my way. grabs the wheelchair and

pushes. I go backward last, spin around

when a wheel jams, flip over and out of the

chair. It hurts. Goddamn it hurts. If I had a

nose, I woulda bloodied it, I bet. "You stay

where you are, you fucking freak," Dex tells

me. I start to cry, damn him anyhow, and he

watches me as I get my chair upright and

pull myself into it. I sit there staring at him.

He stands there staring at me. "Please," I

say finally. He shakes his head. "Go get her

then," I say. "Tell her I want to see her." Dex

grins. "She's busy," he tells me. "Her and

Major Salazar; She don't want to see you."

I
stare at him some more. A real withering,

intimidating stare. He doesn't wither or look

intimidated. It can't be, can it? Her and the

Maje? Her and old Sally Greenface? No way,

he's not her type, she's got better taste than

that, I
know she has. Say it ain't so, Joe. I

turn around, start back to my cubicle. Dex

looks away. Heigh-ho, fooled him.

Creeper's room is the one beyond mine,

the last one at the end of the hall. Every-

thing's just like he left it. I turn on the set, play



with the damn switches, irying to figure out

how it works. My mind isn't at its sharpest

right at this particular minute, it lakes me a

while, but finally I
get it, and I

|ump from scene

to scene down in the Cracker Box, savoring

all these little vignettes of life in these United

Slates as served up by Creeper's clever

ghost. Each scene has its own individual

charm. There's a gang bang going on in Ihe

commissary, right on top of one of the fables

where Ronnie and I used to play chess. Two

huge security men are fighting in the airlock

area; they've been at it a long time, their faces

are so bloody I can't tell who the hell they

are, but they keep at it, staggering at each

other blindly, swinging huge, awkward fists,

grunting, while a few others stand around

and egg them on. Slim and Rate are sharing

a joint, leaning up against my coffin. Slim

thinks they ought to rip out all the wires, fuck

up everything so I can't go tirneriding. Rate

thinks it'd be easier to just bash my head in.

Somehow I don't think he loves me no more.

Maybe I'll cross him off my Chrislmas list.

Fortunately for the geek, both of them are

too stoned and screwed up to do anything

at all. I watch a half-dozen other scenes, and

finally, a little reluctantly, I go to Ronnie's room,

where I
watch her screwing Major Salazar.

Heigh-ho, as Creeper would say, whafd

you expect, really?

I could not love thee, dear, so much, loved

1 not honor more. She walks in beauty like

the night. But she's not so pretty, not really,

back in 1808 there are lovelier women, and

Bengi's just the man to land 'em, too, al-

though Jagerhorn probably does even bet-

ter. My Veronica's just the queen bee of a

corrupt, poisoned hive, thal's all. They're

done now. They're talking. Or rather the Maje

is talking, bless his soul, he's into his ice-

cream litany, he's just been making love to

Ronnie and now he's lying there in bed talk-

ing about Sveaborg, damn him. "... only a

thirty percent chance 'hat I he massacre will

take place," he's saying, "the fortress is very

strong, formidably strong, but the Russians

have the numbers, and if they do bring up

sufficienl reinforcements, Cronstedt's fears

may prove to be substantial. But even that

will work out. The assassination, well, the

rules will be suspended, they'll slaughter

everyone inside, but Sveaborg will become

a sorl of Swedish Alamo, and the branching

paths ought lo come together again. Good

probability The end results will be Ihe same."

Ronnie isn't listening to him, though; there's

a look on her face I've never seen, drunken,

hungry, scared, and now she's moving lower

on him and doing something I've seen only

in my fantasies, and now I dorft want to watch

- anymore, no, oh no, no, oh no.

General Suchtelen had established his

command post on the oulskirts of Helsinki,

another clever ploy. When Sveaborg turned

its cannon on him, every third shot told upon

the city the fortress was supposed to pro-

tect, until Crotistedt finally ordered the firing

stopped. Suchtelen look advantage of trial

concession as he had all the rest. His apart-

ments were large and comfortable; from his
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windows, across the white expanse of ice

and snow, Ihe gray form of Sveaborg loomed

large.. Anttonen siared at il morosely as he

waited in the anteroonvwith Cronsiedt's other

courier and the Russians who had escorted

them. Finally the inner doors opened and

the dark Russian captain emerged, "The

general will see you now," he said.

General Suchtelen sat behind a wide,

wooden desk. An aide stood by his right arm.

A guard was posted al the door, and the

captain entered with Ihe Swedish couriers.

On the broad, bare expanse of the desk was

an inkwell, a blotter, and two signed safe

conducts, the passes that would take them

through the Russian lines to Stockholm and

the Swedish king, one by the southern and

the other by the northern roule. Suchtelen

said something, in Russian; the aide pro-

vided a translation. Horses had been pro-

vided, and fresh mounts would be available

for them along the way; orders had been

given. Anttonen listened to the discussion

with a curiously empty feeling and a vague

'•A rage filled

film, an anger so fierce that

the world seemed

to flicker and vanish; he was

somewhere else;

he could see naked bodies

twining in a room

made of pale green blocks.^

sense of disorientation. Such:e !en was going

to let them go. Why did that surprise him?

Those were the terms of the agreement after

all, those were the conditions of (he truce.

As the translator droned on, Anttonen felt in-

creasingly lost and listless. He had con-

spired to get himself here, the voices had

told him to, and now here he was, and he

did not know why, nor did he know what he

was to do, They handed him one of the safe

conducls, placed it in his oufslretched hand.

Perhaps it was the touch of Ihe paper; per-

haps it was.something else. A sudden red

rage filled him. an anger so fierce and blind

and all-consuming that for an instant the

world seemed to flicker and vanish and he

was somewhere else, seeing naked bodies

twining in a room whose walls were made of

pale-green blocks. And then he was back,

the rage still hot within him, but cooling now.

cooling quickly. They were slaring at him, all

of them. With a sudden start, Anttonen re-

alized he had let the safe conduct fall to the

floor, that his hand had gone to the hilt of his

sword instead, and the blade was now half-

drawn, the metal shning au'ly in the sunlight

that streamed through Suchtelen's window.

Had they acted more quickly, they might

have stopped him, but he had caught Ihem

all by surprise. Suchtelen began to rise from

his chair, moving as if in slow motion. Slow

motion, Bengt wondered briefly, what was

that? But he knew, he knew. The sword was

all the way out now. He heard the captain

shout something behind him, the aide be-

gan to go for his pistol, but Quick Draw

McGraw he wasn't, Bengt had the drop on

them all, heigh-ho. He grinned, spun the

sword in his hand, and offered it, hilt first, to

General Suchtelen.

"My sword, sir, and Colonel Jagerhorn s

compliments," Bengt Anttonen heard him-

self say with something approaching awe.

"The fortress is in your grasp. Colonel Ja-

gerhorn- suggests that you hold up our pas-

sage. I
concur. Detain us here, and you are

certain of victory. Let us go, and who knows

what chance mis'ortL.ne might occur to bring

the Swedish fleet? It is a long time until the

third of May. In such a time, the king might

die, or the horse might die, or you or I might

die. Or the horse might talk."

The translator put away his pistol and be-

gan to translate. Bengt Anttonen found him-

self possessed of an eloquence thai even

his good friend Jagerhorn might envy, He

spoke on and on. He had one moment of .

strange weakness, when his stomach

churned and his head swam, but somehow

he knew it was nothing to be alarmed at, it

was jusl Ihe pills taking effect, it was just a

monster dying far away in a metal coffin full

of night, and then there were none, heigh-'

ho, one siege was ending and another would

go on and on, and what did it matter to Bengt,

the world was -a big, crisp, jeweled oyster.

He thought this was the beginning of a

beautiful friendship, and what the hell, maybe

he'd save their asses after all, if he hap-

pened to feel like II, but he'd do it his way.

After a time, Suchtelen, nodding, reached

out and accepted the proffered sword-

Colonel Bengt Anttonen reached Stock-

holm on the third of May, in the Year of Our

Lord Eighteen Hundred and Eight, with a

message for Gustavus IV Adolphus, King of

Sweden. On the same date, Sveaborg, im-

pregnable Sveaborg, Gibraltar of the North,

surrendered to the inferior Russian forces.

At the conclusion of hostilities, Colonel

Anttonen resigned his commission in the

Swedish army and became an emigre, first

to England and later to America. He took up

residence in New York City, where he mar-

ried, fathered nine children, and became a

well-known and influential journalist, widely

respected for his canny ability to sense

coming trends. When events proved him

wrong, as happened infrequently, Anttonen

was always surprised. He was a founder of

the Republican Party, and his writings were

instrumental in the election of John Charles

Fremont to the presidency in 1856.

. In 1857, a year before his death, Anttonen

played Paul Morphy in a New York chess

tournament and lost a celebrated game. Af-

terward, his only comment was, "I could have

beat him at dominoes," a phrase that Mor-

phy's biographers are fond of quoting.DO
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An island paradise that offers

X\_ you total relaxation plus the

thrill of discovery. Stroll

pristine beaches. Go fishing for

the big ones. Sun yourself by our

pool or scuba in waters renowned

for the splendor of their tropical

fish. On Forbes Magazine's

Laucaia Island, all the choices

are yours.

BUT JUST FOR A FEW . ...
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Forbes loves its private Fiji

island, and we think you will, too.

So we've put out the welcome

mat, but only for a few at a time.

We'll take up to 12 guests, for 7

nights and 8 days. Cost is $1,650

per person, which includes 4

days of tropical fishing plus all
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main island). It's the "in" place to

go, away from the cold, the traf-
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with a smile and no tipping.

For information please write:

Noel Douglas, Forbes Magazine,

60Fifth Ave.,NewYork, NY10011
orca!1212/620-2461.
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SEVENS QUIZ

1. Charles Bronson

2. New York's Seventh Avenue

3. The symbol above 7 on a typewriter

4. Those letters correspond to 7 on a tele-

phone- dial

5. A memory-aid name for the seven colors

of the spectrum; red. orange, yellow, green,

blue, indgo. violet

6. Canal Zone

7. 666
8. Australia

9. Elizabeth Taylor Hilton Wilding Todd

Fisher Burton Burton Warner

10. Seven Days in May
11. The Seven Per-Cenl Solution

12. The Seven Year Itch

13. The Seventh Seal, 1957, directed by

Ingmar Bergman
14. The Seven Faces of Dr. Lao

15. Bashful, Doc.

16A, Slayion

16B. Cooper. Glenn, Schirra, Shepard

!6C. Schirra

17. A is for adultery, and prohibition against

adultery is the seventh commandment.

18. Throwing out the first ball of the season,

1910. (The address of the Taft Hotel in New
York, incidentally, is 777 Seventh Avenue.)

19. Seven minutes was said to be the time

it takes a woman to reach orgasm.

20. 11 DO
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The pioneers in the American nursery-

school movement in the Twenties and Thir-

ties demonstrated ihe value of varied expe-

riences: cooperatingin group play, digest-

ing life experiences— both joyful and

painful— in doll play, building with blocks,

painting with finger paints and on easels,

singing, marching, playing the drums and

tambourines, climbing the jungle gyms, and

sharing toys like tricycles and wagons.

Today many of these nursery-school ac-

tivities are used in American Montessori

schools, in day-care centers, and in the Head

Start programs for low-income families. They

all proved convincingly that children given

such enriching experiences in the early years

profit greatly. This has been amply demon-

strated by the levels of achievement and ad-

justment enjoyed by these children later on

in elementary school.

How advanced should these preschool

programs be? Let's consider a specific skill.

reading, because it is crucial and it reflects

the difference between the parents' and Ihe

child's interest in learning. Bright children

from reading families are apt to express in-

terest in letters and numbers by age four or

five. And the Montessori system leads up to

and includes reading by about the age of

six, if the school goes that far. But some re-

searchers and eager parents have been in-

terested in the possibility of teaching read-

ing to children as young as ages three, two

and a half, or even two.

The philosophy of the American nursery-

school movement, which carries children

only up to kindergarten, never included the

three Rs. I firmly agree with this philosophy.

In fact, it emphasizes that its only concern is

with the physical, emotional, intellectual, and

social aspects of development that come
before formal schooling. There are separate .

stages of development when each skill can

most readily be acquired, and trying to hurry

through them could easily misfire. In fact, ex-

periments done years ago indicated that

children who began reading at age seven

developed fewer reading problems than

those who started at six.

I've come to all of the above opinions—or

biases—because I don't believe in loading

children down with activities that don't have

a clear value. More important, I'm con-

vinced that our society puts an excessive

value on competitiveness and material suc-

cess and too little on spiritual satisfactions.

We can see the resull of this in the stressful,

unhappy, and irritable spirit in many of our

families and our high rates of divorce, wife

and child abuse, and teenage suicides.

I believe we could make a much happier

and more stable society by stressing not

competition or materialism, bul cooperation

and kindliness. These qualities should be

passed down from generation to generation

as our materialism has been. I
believe the

group to start with are our babies and small

children. The time to start is now.OO
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row, formal point of view is not concerned

with what feelings children have about

learning to read and write. The really impor-

tant thing about learning to read and write is

loving it!

Omni: What about the terror that computers

will do away with our irrational side?

Papert: That is like putting pigs in dirty sties

and calling them filthy animals. There's a so-

cial construction of computation as highly

rigid, analytic, and purely logical activity, if

that's your model of it, then all these fears

are understandable. What's really sinister is

that the people in education and those who

write books on computer literacy emphasize

that aspect of the computer. The whole ed-

ucation process seems focused on implant-

ing a view of the computer that is something

any good educator ought to fear.

Omni: Do humanists have anything to fear

from a society filled with computers?

Papert: Humanists may be leaving the cre-

ation oi the computer culture to the techno-

crats, a factor that strengthens its 1984 po-

tential. The computer movement will be much

less rigid and technocratic if the humanists

move inside, appropriating and molding it in

their image. There's a vicious circle. The more

the computer culture goes against the grain

of the humanists' values and aesthetics, the

more the humanists are repelled by it, so

they withdraw,- and it develops in those di-

rections even further. Everything 1 am doing

is to try to open the doors of the process of

creating the computer. culture to the great-

est diversity of people.

Omni: Why do you feel the classroom is an

ineffectual environment for learning''

Papert: The classroom is worse or better de-

pending on the background of the children.

Most children who come from homes_where

there's a certain level of culture have a back-

ground that's merely supplemented by

school. For them school is not a barren, hos-

tile learning environment. Those who come
from cultures different from those presup-

posed by school, or those kids with person-

ality types incompatible with the way of

learning that school tries to impose, suffer

great harm. I would always make an excep-

tion: That involves a special match between

the virtuoso teacher and the individual child.

But most teachers don't have the necessary

background and are not willing to make

themselves sufficiently vulnerable to enter

into very personal relationships with the chil-

dren, aren't willing to share the children's an-

guish. They set up barriers and limits. They

are then unable to fulfill what psychoana-

lysts would call the transference function.

Without that they are ineffectual.

Omni: You have called for one computer

—

like one pencil—for every child. Is that a

necessary or a realistic ratio?

"Papert: Obviously computers can do a lot of

good-at a lower ratio, such as one for every

two or three students. A computer for every

child means that a child can take it home or

carry it around, The argument for having a

computer for every child is very strong— in

the United States we can certainly afford it

without batting an eyelid. One weapons sys-

tem would pay for all of them.

Omni: What kinds oi cultural changes will

computers bring 9

Papert: I've had very moving experiences

with children and computers. These occur

when the child makes self-discoveries, when

the child rediscovers zero, orwhen there are

meaningful connections between people

who wouldn't otherwise interact,

In one New York City public school, for

example, there was a child who had known

since his first year in school that he was a

whiz kid in math. He felt very much in control

of all technological things. Another kid was

a dancer and rushed off after school for bal-

let rehearsals. In the same class for five

years, these two had not spoken to each

other. We saw them collaborating on a beau-

tiful choreographed program of objects

moving on the screen. Without the computer

it's difficult to imagine how the mathemati-

cian's skills could mesh with the dancer's

sense of form, color, and movement. For

them the computer served as a bridge be-

tween two very different cultures.

Omni: Do you think the computer will help to

integrate the world or at least radically break

down barriers to communication?

Papert: For the math whiz and the dancer,

their interaction is a schematic model for es-

tablishing communications between Amer-

ica and Africa, Asia and Japan. What we call

modern science is basically a product ot

Western Europe. Generally speaking, when

African countries get it, they take it or leave

it in its European form. But for it to be well

assimilated, the knowledge must assume

new shapes. People have a tendency to re-

sist anything that doesn't tit in with their own

culture. As their need breaks down the re-

sistance, they must accept something alien

and potentially damaging to their culture.

Adopting scientific and Western culture has

often been quite devastating, breaking up

indigenous value systems and cultures in

general. When computers are able to seep

intothe subsoil of the cultural mind, become

part of everybody's cultural memory and way

of thinking, the computer becomes a really

integral part of the culture, capable of shap-

ing profound changes.

Omni: What then is the most important task

facing you?

Papert: To understand more deeply how

cultures in general and computer culture in

particular can be malleable and responsive

to individual and cultural differences. The

form it has taken until now is not at all di-

verse. There is a sameness about computer

languages, software, the educational mate-

rial, even the way people write about com-

puters! Despite all its potential, it has been

uncreative. That creativity should go in the

direction of developing diversity, of adapt-

ing to different personalities, different sub-

cultures, and the two genders.OO
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26) Besides telecommunications, what will

be the primary uses of orbiting satellites in

the twenty-first century? (Choose as many

as apply.)

a. meteorology and Lanh sensing (observ-

ing crops, mineral deposits, and so on)

b. solar-power receivers/transmitters

c. laser weapons

d. fueling stations for shuttles

27) When will an ordinary person be able to

buy a ride on the space shuttle?

a. by 1995

b. by 2000

c. by 2010

d. by 2020

e. after 2020

28) Approximately how much will such a

round-trip ticket cost in the shuttle's first year

of commercial operation?

a. $5,000

b. $15,000

c. $30,000

d. $50,000

e. $10D,000

f. more than $100,000

29) Which nation will be most powerful in

space in 2010?

a. United States

b. Soviet Union

o. Japan

d, European consortium

e, China

30) Which planet or heavenly body will be

terraformed first?

a. Venus

b. Mars

c. Europa. one of Jupiter's moons

d. the moon
e. terraforming will never come to pass

PROPHECY QUIZ SCORECARD

Here are Chuck Yeager's answers. To ar-

rive at your Omni Future Quotient, count the

number of your answers that match his, then

look up your futuristic profile.

1,a 8.e

2. a 9- b

3. b 10. c

4,b 11.

c

5.d 12. e

6. b 13. c

7,d 14. d

15. b, c. d (Give yourself a third of a point for

each correct response.)

16. a, b, c (Give yourself a third of a point for

each correct response.)

17. a, b (Give yourself half a point for each

correct response.)

18. a 22. a

19. b 23, d

20. i 24.;

21. c 25. a

26. a, b, c. d (Give yourself a quarter of a

point for each correct response.)

28. f 30. b

Before interpreting your own answers, il is

necessary to understand those of Yeager.

While reading his book will provide you with

a thorough and incisive understanding of the

general's personality, his answers provided

here tell us something about the man's be-

liefs. What comes across immediately is his

conviction that America will remain the

world's leader when it comes to the space

race. Other conclusions, however, may sur-

prise Omni readers. In contrast to many

space proponents, Yeager is not overly op-

timistic about space settlement. His an-

swers suggest that space will remain an un-

settled, virgin frontier as late as 2020, some

35 years from now. Nor is Yeager, in contrast

to Arthur C. Clarke, convinced that space

will always be used for peaceful purposes.

He reveals his military origins in several

questions: first, in his belief thai human pilots

will be used to participate in space wars;

second, in his conviction that a joint Ameri-

can-Soviet space mission is unlikely.

We have provided here a brief analysis of

your score. Check the following three cate-

gories to see which one applies to you.

to 9: Take Me Back to Kitty Hawk
Your fairly low score, not only in comparison

with Yeager but also with the Omni staff,

"

suggests two conclusions. The first possi-

bility is that you need to improve your knowl-

edge of space history; the past is clearly im-

portant. Your score could also be explained

by your unbridled optimism. You need to

separate what you read in novels from what

may actually occur. If you, indeed, believe

that intergalactic voyages and extraterres

trial sightings will take place soon, this could

explain your score.

11 to 19; The High Frontier

This is the range attained by most of the

Omni staff. Like them, you possess a good

insight into the past, present, and future of

space. Questions 1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 10, 1-7, 25, 29.

and 30, incidentally, were the ones in which

respondents were most likely to match

Yeager. Other questions were much more

difficult. Few people,. for example, could

imagine that a round-trip ticket on the space

shuttle would cost more than $100,000. Even

fewer predicted, like Yeager, that a multigen-

erational spaceship would be needed to

keep humans alive during intergalactic travel.

Nonetheless, a score in the upper range of

this category indicates that you not only have

an extensive grasp of twentieth-century

space history but that you can interpret the

space philosophy of Chuck Yeager.

20 to 30: Genius Stuff

You've attained a high score on a very diffi-

cult test. You know a lot about space and

aviation—both its detailed history and the

technological intricacies of its future. But you

also have insight into the thoughts of Chuck

Yeager. You. understand his commitment to

America's leadership as well as his reser-

vations about predicting too rosy a future tor.

space exploration beyond our planet.DQ
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four hours, the days in the trees seemed to

stretch on forever.

By far the worst aspect of making the

roosting observations, however, was the en-

vironment inside theJrees themselves, since

nearly all the work over the five-year period

was done during Costa Rica's rainy season.

"It was pretty mucky in there," says Wil-

kinson, in what must amount to one of sci-

ence's classic understatements. "There are

giart cockroaches c-awlmg al' over you, bats

urinating and defecating on you—they would

clearly aim right at you—pieces of rotting

tree falling on you. . . .
Actually, it's kind of

awful." So awful, in fact, that on her first en-

try into a roosting tree, one of Wilkinson's as-

sistants lasted only two minutes before she

made a screaming exit. Another of Wilkin-

son's colleagues awoke one morning to find

himself a victim of a nocturnal feeding, his

foot lying in a pool of blood.

But despite the conditions, Wilkinson and

his team managed to chart more than 100

instances of food snaring by regurgitation in

the wild, showing thai what Scnmidt had ob-

served was not just the result of captivity.

Wilkinson's most startling find did not ap-

pear until the summer of 1982, when he

brought his fieldwork back to.San Diego and

began to analyze the data by computer. This

analysis showed that in several instances

bats had fed animals that were not relatives.

"When I saw that," Wilkinson says, "I said,

'My God! They're actually doing it!'

"

To prove his point, Wilkinson made an-

other trip to Costa Rica and set up a series

of experiments with captive bats, none of

whom were related. He set up a simulated

environment, keeping the bats in dark,

homelike roosting conditions.

He then selectively starved vampires by

removing them from the cage for a day at a

time, reinserting them only after the others

had fed. In a two-week period, he saw 14

instances of food sharing among these un-

related bats and also found that in 36 per-

cent of the cases, the "donor" bat was re-

turning the favor to a bat who had fed him

earlier. In other words, tit for tat was occur-

ring right in front of Wilkinson's eyes.

What does all this mean? If one listens to

other biologists who are familiar with Wilkin-

son's work, the result could be a sweeping

reevaluation of the "biological engine" that

drives altruistic behavior. "One of the great

virtues of Wilkinson's work," says Trivers, "is

that he has shown thai both km selection and

tit for tat can operate at the same time. His

result is exactly the kind of thing you'd ex-

pect if you lake reciprocity seriously."

Biologist Jack Bradbury ;

s even more em-

phatic; "if you go out and just test for kin-

ship," he says, "that's what you'll find. And

that's what a lot of people do. I
think this

challenges anyone working on kin selection

to go back and look at the data. All of it needs

to be reexamined to see how much of a role

tit for lal is playing. In that sense it throws a

ho: potato into everyone's lap."Oa
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of today's nautilus, scuid, and octopus.

thin its spiral structur

enabled the mollusk to swim about in

ch of food. The ammonite grew by
enlarging its home, producing new,
interlocking layers of shell delir

developed just behind the section of tl

shell occupied by the animal. F
stripped away the outerrr--'

'
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Thomas A. Wiewandt snapped the ancient

up, using a Nikon camera
with Kodachrome 25 film.DQ
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Earthwill be destroyed in 12 minutes

tomakeway for a hyperspace bypass.

Shouldyou hitchhike into the next galaxy?

Or stay and drinkbeer?

Simply slip the diskin your computer and suddenly you

are Arthur Dent, the dubious hero of THE HITCHHIKER'S
^

GUIDE TO THE GALAXY™ a side-

splitting masterwork ofinteractive

fictionby novelist Douglas

Adams and Infocom's Steye

Meretzky. And every deci-

sion youmake will shape

the story's outcome. Sup-

pose forinstanceyou

decide to linger in the

pub. You simply type,

in plain English:

>DR INK THE BEER

And the story

YOU GET

DRUNK AND

HAVE A TERRIFIC

LTIME FOR TNELUE MIN-

UTES. ARE THE LIFE

I AND SDUL OF THE PUB)

TELL SOME REALLY

TERRIFIC STORIES. MAKE

EVERYONE LAUGH A LOT.

- AND THEY ALL CLAP YOU ON THE BACK

AND TELL YOU HHAT A GREAT CHAP YOU

ARE AND THEN THE EARTH GETS UNEXPECT-

EDLY DEMOLISHED, YOU WAKE UP WITH A

HANGOVER THAT LASTS FOR ALL ETERNITY.

YOU HAVE DIED.

>EXIT THE VILLAGE PUB THEN GO NORTH

Inthat case you'll be offon the most mind-

bogglingly hilarious adventure any earthling

ever had. acsa r

Tlielli'okkikor'sGoidotothe

Ga :i c :. . .'iii| .L.-l.-wiih Peril

So Oliio'O :l:;-M<:..;iMil'!'<IM/l>l)<r

Space Fleet.aDONT PANIC

and orders ko-

ine destna

Aoootyoni

1none and

planet.
f

You communicate-and the story

responds -inM sentences. Wliich

means that at every turn, you
have literally thousands ofalter-

natives. So ifyou decide it might

be wise, for instance, towrap
atowel around your head, you
just say so:

>WRAP THE TOWEL AROUND MY HEi

And the story responds:

THE RAVENOUS BUGBLATTER BEAST OF TRAAL
I S COMPLETELY BEW I LDERED. I T I S SO D I

M

IT THINKS IF YOU CAN 'T SEE IT, IT CAN'T
SEE YOU,

But be careful about what you say. Or one
moment you might be strapped down, forced

to endure a reading ofthe third worst poetry in the

galaxy; the next you could be hurtlingthrough

space with Marvin the Paranoid Android aboard

And simply staying alive from one zany
situation to the next will require every proton

ofpuzzle solvingprowess your mere mortal mind
can muster. Even simple tasks can put you at

'

wit's end:

>OPEN THE DOOR

And the story responds:

THE DOOR EXPLAINS, IN A HAUGHTY
TONE. THAT THE ROOM IS OCCUPIED BY A
SUPER-INTELLIGENT ROBOT AND THAT
LESSER BEINGS (BY WHICH IT MEANS YOU)
ARE NOT TO BE ADMITTED, "SHOW ME SOME
TINY EXAMPLE OF YOUR INTELLIGENCE,"
IT SAYS, "AND MAYBE, JUST MAYBE I MIGHT

ni.iL-,i;ilL.r-;i,-Uvi'Si-icll,'r:i£.'Lii,ii^t<n'L.^ IVurn 1 1'.jVicom inulllde

PkAM-TI'Aldd-io akklvonVo si oandedoo a oivoloiooos descried
v.-,!rkl. ^-J-Al:,'l;i iSs;- ^i -mi.^Iiii^ .-!i:::!l ;i^ t - I-^lj. ,'

, .,r.^;u',>,;,lcl li^P"-

.veal'savvay. ^l!Sl't:M)[':[):"th.M';n-etMSi,!l)ili:'..';!iiciHiri'pL;iif'(
;

H

ilesopporisvsirois AndAidlNlii'niiMVkkVOVAiJlNG"
;i radieakv Peovsook otAei'ioos science dcckei in coined von explore
Giokikioeisfmankind.

But don't panic. You'll be accompanied
eveiy light-year oftheway byyour trusty
Hitchhiker's Guide, which you can always
depend on for up-to-the-nanosecond

intonation. Well, almost always:

JCONSULT THE HITCHHIKER"'S GUIDE
ABOUT THE MOLECULAR HYPERWAVE

PINCER

And the story responds:

SORRY, THAT PORTION OF OUR SUB-ETHA
DATABASE WAS ACCIDENTALLY DELETED LAST
NIGHT DURING A WILD OFFICE PARTY,

So put down that beer, take that towel offyour
head, open the door, hitchhike down to your local

software store today and pick up THE HITCH-
HIKER'S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY. Before they
put that bypass in.

Still not convinced? Tryour Sampler Disk
which includes portions offour different types of

stories for a paltry $7. 95. If it doesn't get you
hooked on the addictive pleasures ofInfocom,

return it for a full refund. If it does, you can apply
the price toward any Infocom story. You can't lose!

otfocoir
l

,,

ufri!(>rfeiii!Vinri;ir.i(,]:K!!ll-J;i(lft-Jfii;-i-;.«(W

Or write ton^M ISCauilii'ldnel'ark Dr..

Cambridge, MA 02140.



Now we are seven

By Scot Morris

It is October of '85, and with this issue-

number 85—Omni celebrates a significant

numerological anniversary. How long is

seven years? it's the sentence of bad luck

for breaking a mirror and the amount of

time a person must be missing to be

declared legally dead. It is the "age of

reason" in the Catholic church—a child is

first supposed to know right from wrong

at seven years. Some say it is a dog year

or the time it takes the body's cells to renew

with sevens, from the offerings of seven

lambs in Numbers to the seven loaves in

Mark and the seven requests in the Lord's

Prayer. Pharaoh saw seven kme and seven

ears of corn in his dream. For seven days

seven priests with seven trumpets blasted

away at the,walls of Jericho, and on the

seventh day they walked' around the city

seven times. A sect predicting the second

coming of Christ, the Sabbath Day Adven-

tists (from Latin adventus, "coming"),

Seven tevt

themselves. Look at Barnard's Star, the star

with the greatest "proper motion" in the

sky (its position can actually be seen

to change from decade to decade): The

light that you see today started on its way to

us when Omni was only a few months old.

We aren't superstitious, but there

certainly seem to be a lot of sevens about.

There are seven: days in a week, sins,

virtues, seas, continents, hills of Rome,

sages of Greece, wonders of the ancient

world, notes in the musical scale, games in

a World Series. In literature we have

Salome and the dance of the seven veils,

the seven voyages of Sinbad in The Arabian

Nights, seven levels of purgatory in Dante's

The Divine Comedy, and seven ages of

man in Shakespeare's As You Like It.

The nurrrber.is pervasive in religious

teachings. God rested on the seventh day

(hence, sabbath) after seven acts of

creation in Genesis. The Bible is loaded
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o di Michelmo's painting Dante and his Work (1465).

changed its name to the Seventh-Day

Adventists. Buddhists believe there are

seven points (chakras) in the body through

which the spirit may depart, and they are

linked to the seven colors of the spectrum.

According to some legends, the seventh

son of a seventh son is supposed to be

blessed with mystic powers.

Seven is sometimes called the mystic

number because of its special place in the

history of magic, numerology, and supersti-

tion. When asked to "pick a number

between one and ten," people choose

seven most, and three next. Perhaps this is

because both numbers are primes

—

divisible only by themselves and one

—

which may make them seem more "random"

and "hidden" than other numbers. Asked

to pick a two-digit number less than 50

with both digits odd, most people pick 37—
another prime number. Multiply the three

primes together—3, 7, and 37—and you get

three sevens again: 777,

Insulin (seven letters), the first molecule

to be synthesized, has exactly 777 atoms.

Las Vegas slot machines often award

the biggest jackpots to 777. Graham Greene

would reportedly watch traffic until a car

with 777 on a license plate came by, then

would confidently go and write.

Seven has a special place in cognitive

psychology. Psychologist George A. Miller

has written that "the magical number

seven, plus or minus two," is the maximum

number of separate items that the human

mind can cope with simultaneously. When

people try to memorize groups of items-

words or numbers or letters—and are

tested immediately, the average number

that they can retain without error is seven,

Perhaps this is why local telephone numbers

have seven digits and why ihe ancient

Chinese tangram puzzle and the modern

soma cube puzzle each have seven pieces.

THREE PROBLEMS

Alphameiics are puzzles that require you

to substitute a single digit for each letter.

Each letter gets one and only one digit. The

solutions to the puzzles below are unique:

There is only one number substitution

that satisfies the equation. The first was

composed by Herman Ninjon, of Parama-

ribo, Suriname. and first published in the

Journal of Recreational Mathematics (JRM)

9 (4), page 280, in 1977. If is significant

that the number represented by seven is

itself divisible by 7.



ANNIVERSARY: Harry Nelson, former
editor of The Journal of Recreational
Mathematics, sends us this original "easy"
alphametic, composed just for the

occasion. It is a division problem that

unfortunately doesn't come out even

—

there is a remainder, but each given letter

corresponds to a different digit, and the
only numeral given is 7. The solution is

unique—there is oniy one way to solve this

simple division problem.

A SEVENS QUIZ

THE SOLITARY SEVEN. In this alphametic
multiplication problem, by J.A.H. Hunter,
of Toronto, Ontario {JRM, 10 (2), 1978), the
digit 7 appears but once. From the layout

of the stars, can you put the digits in their

proper places?

Here's a test on our current favorite

number. Identify these famous sevens.
1. Who is the only actor who was in both

The Magniiicen! Seven (1960) and The
Dirty Dozen (1967)?

2. Garment district

3. &
4. PRS
5. ROYG.BtV
6. There are seven countries in Central

America (to remember this, note that Central
and America each has seven letters}.

Which of the following doesn't belong?
Guatemala, Belize, El Salvador, Honduras
Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Canal Zone,
Panama.

7. There are seven letters used in Roman
numeral notation: I, V, X, L, C. D, and M.
What mystic total do you get if you add up
all but M?

8. The seven continents share a peculi-
arity: They each start and end with the
same letter. Two are America (North and
South), and others are Europe, Asia, Africa,

and Antarctica. What's the seventh?
9. At press time, Elizabeth Taylor has

been married seven times. Fill in the blanks:
Elizabeth Taylor Hilton

Fisher Burton Warner.
10. A cold-war movie with Burt Lancaster

and Kirk Douglas (1964).

11. Nicholas Meyer's imagined meeting
between Sherlock Holmes and Sigmund
Freud. The title is derived from Holmes's
cocaine habit.

12. A movie starring Marilyn Monroe
and Tom Ewell (1955).

13. This movie depicted a scene in

fourteenth-century Sweden with the devil
playing chess for a man's soul.

14. A 1964 movie in which Tony Randall
played seven parts, including Merlin,

Medusa, Pan, Apoilonius, the Giant Serpent,
the Abominable Snowman, and the title

character.

15. The brothers Jacob and Wilhelm
Grimm, in their folktale "Little Snow White,"
gave the heroine seven small companions
with no names—the dwarfs were simply
known as the first, the second, and so on. It

was -Walt Disney who gave each dwarf a

character in his 1938 classic. Of the two
dwarfs whose names don't end iny, which
one was silent, and which one wore

16. There were seven original Mercury
astronauts announced in 1959: M. Scott
Carpenter, L. Gordon Cooper, John H.
Glenn, Virgil I. Grissom, Walter M. Schirra,
Alan B. Shepard, and Donald K. Slayton.

A. Which of the seven didn't make it into

space until 1975?
B. Which four of the seven were named

after their fathers and properly had names
that ended in Jr.?

C. Which was the only astronaut in the
Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo programs?

17. Nathaniel Hawthorne wrote The
House of the Seven Gables. In his other
famous novel, The Scarlet Letter, Hester
Prynne is forced to wear a red letter A
on her chest. In what way is this related to

the number seven?
18. President William Howard Taft is said

to be responsible for the tradition of the
seventh-inning stretch in baseball, At a
game in Pittsburgh, midway through the
seventh inning, he rose and the crowd,
thinking he was leaving, rose to honor him.
He wasn't leaving; he was just stretching.

He sat down, the crowd sat down, and
the tradition of the "seventh-inning stretch"
was born. Taft has the distinction of having
started fwo baseball traditions. What was the
other?

19. The Seven Minutes was the title of
an Irving Wallace novel in which a book
titled The Seven Minutes was on trial with a
charge of obscenity. What was the
meaning of the fictional book's title?

20. There are seven months with 31
days, How many months have 30 days?
Answers appear on page 154.

UPDATE AND PLUG

In our August column on puzzle therapy,
the four pieces of the T Puzzle are solid

tiles colored the same on both sides. They
may be turned over.

Omni I.Q. Quiz Contest, by Marilyn Mach
vos Savant, recently published by
McGraw-Hill, is a treasury of high-l.Q. tests,
with cash prizes for the highest I.Q. scores.
It's on sale at bookstores for S9.95.CXD



LAST
UIORD
By Gahan Wlson

iWhatare
shopping-malls?

: Away ;
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; of compressing

.
everything;/-

, our society holds

'-.dearlnio\ 7: - ;
- .r-~

''''''

. one fame comamer3' •

there's been. a loi -.of -loose talk going around

lately, about peoptes.gray matter and

'

considerable .wringing of hands over our

.hcwlnq tenoed'io loan a mite- too h'e'avily.on

the igglcaiieffhemisphem oi the brain. ..

. Now.', it seems, the right, idea isto useo'ur. '.

entire brain, bothfhe logical 'left and the' ','':

intuitive righl

In my snlaii way, I have done yvhat-l'
.

.

.
could'to make pals wltn my right ' :.;'

hemisphere—feeding and exercising. It.

_

regularly. Giving' a sympathetic carlo its little.

. complaints. r*cw Imdeiigbteo^repbrt. '

lhal nyattemp; af'estabfsbing-a meaningful

relationship 1 between- !i and myself has' .:.

beervso successful -thai these days. I can
.

•

.
hardly tell us apart

'
Tnisi'firsl bO'd:move wasmereiy the.;-

' beginning o- new insight, in no iime at ail I

'

noticed myself viewlhg.cert'ain-.forhierly.--

puzzling phenomena of civilization man
altogether new light. I

realised I had .been

: observing them in ieii'brari lashlon: as;

.

isolated -entities. I even- had—and this is

.certainly very beit brain;:- been.- accept! no

.the explanation <or their own existence a!

lacovaiue.-

Take snoppmg ;r, :^s. :.:: instance.- i nad

oiten wondered' why I hey have been:

accepted so universally—:ahd so speedily

True, ifisy are handy. ari'cHheyriiacie-.

commercial sense lor chain siomsjBut

they have viS!ble'dravybac.ks.'Their'iJS.e. .

'resulted in the devastation gi traditional

downtown sho:;piny im-as in tneir wake.

.
>! 9i\

' & ' ! 'V

chmmmd eifiSj (0$$ #0 spooky st.ums.

.Ortake:th&e!Xirmniis- and unQuestioned

-success ef.'ast':'!ood operations. Again-

: they'certarnlyhnvo'their advantages; Tbe

food is—as.adv'ariised-fmast. There Is

.vho

- imd cbmlormn '
predictability

j
In 'the menus

and'the ambiance inwhich they're served

ore tacky

. iittleaii-night diners oflering.pi&K and -;c:.ip^

oi wondrous-individuality. "No.more iecai

'

:fnarvels iikedeep-pit cues, lobster

j-, or Tox-tvtex emporiums serving high,
pots-,

nsk.chilies. What possessed us to threw

'ali thataway-- -and with such nonchalance?

Farmce seriously,.why'does the poouia-

. -lonioleraiethe extraordinary assaults-'- :

launched on- their pc I

environments in their: homes- and places

'-able that .

:

-
disasters ;;ke Love Can at and. pesticide-

1

'

factory spins, have yet to incite any effective

. mass protest. Yet such is the case.

And'most incomprehensibly, why does

: the campaign to destroy.our planet mil -

: -.-

on with such impunity? Why do we see
' ar«

we biitfieiy-pulting vast ecosystems--

the seas themselves— at 'perilous risk?
'

' The clues to the motives for this can be
'

found r the arrooaci mtlc-ioes presented by

those committing and -permitting those

diverse do :

transparent examples of isolated ioft-fxatn

thinking posing as bardheaded realism.- .

But t

. The -nexbiime you see those people' on ;;;

television,news 'programs defending

themselves alien say, then company .".

inadverfen!!y
;dec[matesa-coup!eoTThird :

-

.

iem carefully. Observe

the glaze in their eyes. Harken'to-lhe

robotic tone in the .-'voices. YQu'lfsefrth.al ' hr

these poor ninnies really haven't. got a clue
. :

wbyThey
:vedonewhabiheyvedone..Thev '' '

acl ilke baffled creature-; swept along b
.

by force's larger than themselves.-

Viewed separately,, all the activities lasted

Lerem'ake no particular sense.-But lei
.'

.

"

your right brain have Its say, and; these., '

seemindiv diverse ev..
i

ii

effortlessly come together into a larger and -,

guile comprehensible whole; Trte.-truth. is,

we are not dealing with pbcple.taking :

action for individual reasons.-

Let us analyze the phenomena one by ...

one, starting with shopping malls. What are'

'

math Pi
!

,. ', ol '.'
i

';! 'Phlsi

cated expe-rnents in simulating pur world' .'

in a .confined tormV They're a way of

compressing everything gur .socieiy holds- .

dear into, one large container iThey. are a '

method ofirefmihg, of digesting out ..entire' y '.b;

civilisation into ah encapsulated space..:'-.

And fast-food, chains. Whaiam they but

an onaoino''.series g! attempts to.- achieve; a ,

,

cuisine ihal- will satisfy a human's hunger .,:

for fbod.wllh.incfeasingiysimp!e'and more ' .-.

easily manageable dishes? Theyhaye

mastered- the art of producing .a seeming
.

:

vanety of meals- from alimlted provender all
.

:_

;
.

.
!!:! .:' .:.".'":

preduced' bv artificial means.

FlnapSy we have-developed a tolerance

to increasing assaults on our health trbm
'

chciTicaitv-attered environments; the eyer -:

sfmg'ng pollution of sunny-Los Angeles; .them

piuioniurh- hen rap water ;of''New;Yor.k-C.ity:
:

.;;:

caiolnooenic vapors in thousands of -split-
.

'

level homes'. .' :',: .' :

'--

Why shoijfd'-.'we vvan! to'cio ail lb>s7 Surely

bv now you and your right brains.have

-.ouessed if: We're aiipreparihg
:

to emigrate '.

to space! Wha; we have raahy been doing

all tneseyears is working out the design of

.the ships To make existence tollable

we havebo know hew to lit everything into
.

' them, includingportable-fdodsupplles
:

e that

won't k-il us..Thai's why the enclosed

environment ol'fhe malls and theumtorm,
;;;

st foods. (And- that,

by the way, is the'reasbn we're destroying
.

m'e earth. We simply don'lneed it anymore^

We: or raiher our :pc :vlouai lelt brains.

don't Jmdw-why yet. but we. ss'a species—
'

as an IT- -have deeded it's time to leave

the planet. So what ^f'anyof bur: separate

setvesiai ! tounae's:andor agreewllh this .'

notion. IT couldn't care less IT is on t'Ts

. "way
:

ibthestars ; And
I
suppose I wish n

luck, butt do Hope There's ,asrnail French -

.restaurant onboard.OQ'
'''

,-


